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PLACEMENT SERVICE STUDENT ASSEMBLY 'DOUBLE DOOR' GIVEN
BEING ARRANGED FOR TTO BE HELD TUESDAY BY MAINE MASQUERS
BEFORE BIG HOUSES
SENIORS
AND ALUMNI

President Hauck Makes
Announcement of
Plan
WILL BEGIN SOON
I

in Strenuous Efforts To
Place Seniors This
Spring

Hite plans have been worked out at
iliversity of Maine for the establish! of a placement service for seniors
Alumni, and will be put into effect as
the University finds it possible to
arrangements. The announcethe proposed service by President
.1. Hauck. stated that the work would
carried on by the University in cooperawith the General Alumni Associat,, c
that for a tune at least, the direct
h Illd be on a half time basis. Special
rt will be confined at first to
,en,.,rs of this rat- in positions, but
r!c,!:ate work tavard aiding alumni to se,717-(' positions will also be started.
.ra• director of the new service will be
ued by the Executive Secretary of t'
%.i...11ni Association, Charles E. Crosslajl,i,
l'y two committees on placement, one
the alumni and one from the faculty
the University. Announcement will be
made by President Hauck when the bureau
is actually put into operation.
The work of the service will not only
be concerned with finding positions for
seniors this year and in years following,
hut will be equally concernid in aiding sen',.r: to determine the types of work they
arc most interested in; to gather informa.1 about the needs and requirements of
--fanizations that employ graduates of
-:.:cational institutions; to offer to em...vers a reliable service where only those
-,,ns the service feels can profitably
-lie the work will be recommended and
assist undergraduates to secure part
• employment while they are pursuing
college work.
ii explaining the workings of the new
'cc emphasis was placed on the fact
the work which individual members
faculty and administration have been
in securing work for students would
means be done away with, but that
,irk would be coordinated with the
of the director to make it more ef-

Plans are rapidly being comply,
by a committee under the chairol
ship of James Sanborn '35 for
Student Assembly to be held
Tuesday morning of next week.
As announced previously, the primary
purpose of the assembly will be to explain
to the student body the detailed plans for
the holiday, to be called "Maine Day,"
which will be held sometime in April to
replace the freshman-sophomore hostilities
of the past three or four years.
The balance of the program will consist
largely of various forms of entertainment
furnished by members of the student body.
Strenuous efforts are being made by the
committee in charge to stimulate student
interest in the assembly program and in the
proposed "Maine Day."
It is expected that friends of the University from Augusta will he present at
the assembly, and the largest possible
turn-out of students is hoped for.

MAINE, LAFAYETTE
IN DEBATE TUESDAY
Brown and Boot hby To Take
Opposite Sides on
Arms Question
Hamilton Boothby and David Brown
are to take opposite sides in a debate which
is to be held in the Little Theatre at 8:00
o'clock next Tuesday. between representatives of the University of Maine and Lafayette College, the college of which President Hauck was Dean before he came
to this university. Lafayette will be represented by Glen L. Fischer and Harold
W. Spenser, with both of whom President Hauck is acquainted. Professor Edward F. Dow. head of the history department. will serve as chairman of the debate,
which is to be of the cross-question, nondecision type and over the subject, Resolved: That the nations should agree to
prevent the international shipment of arms
and munitions.
Hamilton Boothby is to give the first
speech for the affirmative and he will team
up with one of the two Lafayette debaters.
David Brown will take the negative and
he will team up with the other of the visitors. Thus, Brown, as a negative speaker,
is going to spend a good deal of time in
questioning Boothby.
An audience forum will follow the dehate, the first one this year in which
Maine's speakers will not have teamed together. The visitors are to be entertained
by the President in connection with the
Debating Society.
Any individuals or groups interested in
seeing the debaters are requested to make
arrangements with Mr. 'Morris.

fective.
After the service is actually started the
Alumni committee will be increased to indude a member from each of the importa,:t industrial and commercial cities of
'he east, and an executive committee from
:arger committee will be appointed to
the director make plans for the work.
\s the service grows, it is hoped that a
iu that will include all seniors each
and all alumni who desire better powill be registered. This year, howchief emphasis will he on securing
•.tions for those who will graduate in I Short Stories, Essays, and Verse
Contributions Will
Be Accepted
President }laud:has felt that this is one
• •iie great needs of the University, and
Announcement is made of the annual
• ,',peful that the modest beginning this Intercollegiate Competition in Writing bewill demonstrate its effective service
tween the Universities of Maine. New
•ndents and graduates of the instituHampshire, and Vermont, in the writing
of verse, essays, and short stories.
Prizes in each contest are: first, $25;
WOMEN'S P.E. DEPT.
$15; third, 10. Points in the
second,
OMPLETES PLANS FOR
are. first. 5; second. 3; third, 2.
contest
COURSE
IWO WEEK CAMP
RULES
department of Physical Education
accepted for the
contributions
All
I.
..,,,tnen has completed plans for a two
in triplicate
submitted
be
must
competition
;ss' intensive training course for girls'
form.
typewritten
in
and
this
i, counselors. The director of
2. Neither the name of the competitor
•e will be Lucille E. Townsend. trainnor any indication of his university shall
Region
England
• adviser for the New
appear on or in the MS submitted. ManuGirl Scouts, who has her headquarters
scripts shall be unsigned. A sealed enat Roston. This is not a Girl Scout course,
velope with the title of the work on the
hot one which embraces all camp craft inand the writer's name inside must
outside
'ding an introduction to the ideals and
be passed in with the MS.
girls.
• of summer camps for
3. Each contribution shall be accomt:lasses will be held from April 3 to panied by a signed statement on a separate
Ail-4 17, inclusive. There will be lectures sheet that the author has received no as,se. the theory of camp counseling as well
sistance of any kind in writing the paper
as jractical outdoor work in camp craft
submitted.
ao,1 wood craft.
4. Contributions must not be used for
The registration fee is $1.00. The course any other purpose prior to their being sub,pen to all interested students, but jun- mitted in this competition. No restriction
and seniors are especially urged to is placed upon their use after the awards
this course in general camp counsel- in the competition have been announced.
All who are interested are requested
5. No restriction is placed upon the
r'aister immediately at alumni ZYM.
number of contributions which may be submitted by any one student, but no student
Attend the Student Assembly may be awarded more than one place in
ntxt Tuesday morning in the Me- I each of the three contests.
6. Poems are limited to two hundred
rzurial Gymnasium.

TRI COLLEGE CONTEST
IN WRITING ANNOUNCED

No, 20
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HAS SERVED MAINE MANY YEARS

I
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STATE TRACK MEET
WILL BE HELD AGAIN
OFFICIALS ANNOUNCE

Alice Sisco in Leading
Role of Melodrama
Offering

Meeting of Athletic
Heads Results
In Decision

HAD 1900 SETTING

AT BATES THIS YEAR

Carlisle and Bryant Portray
Leading Male Roles
Successfully

Maine Will Have Meet Next
Year According
To Plans
CIintintiatiiin of the animal spring track

that quietly apPlaying to an audio.'
preciated the attempt the Maine Masque
was making to present its first melodrama
in the past several years. the cast of
"Double Door." a drama with its setting
in the early nineteen hundreds. offered
that play in the Little Theater Wednesday and Thursday evenings of this week.
Alice Siscii, a senior, and three year
veteran of the Masque, played the leading
female role and did it so c(nivincingly
that she succeeded in making the audience
heartily despise her. That was her objective, and she reached it with much conviction. As Victoria, the domineering, selfelected head of the aristocratic Van Bret
family, she ruled all of her close associates with a steel will and demented mind
until the close of the play when her
brother and his wife began to assert
themselves and caused Victoria to go into
the final stages of insanity.
Dixie Copeland, playing her first role
on the Masque stage, was convincing with
a sweet naivity that pleased those who
saw her. In the first of the initial act she
appeared slightly nervous, which was
probably due to inexperience, but she
rapidly continued to impreve until in the
last half of the play she was giving one
of the best juvenile performances that has
been shown this year. Perhaps essentially
an emotional actress, she was particularly
impressive in scenes that permitted this
sort of portrayal, but in places of more
quiet interpretation she was also excellent.
Another performer that demands unusual praise is Dorothy Nutt. She was
the weak-willed sister of Victoria who
was deathly afraid and childishly dominated by the older sister. She played the
part with a delicacy that is usually absent
in amateur portrayals. From her first
appearance on the stage until her last
she never once stepped out of her character and never for a moment lost control
of herself in a part that is fundamentally
difficult to portray. One thing especially
good that she excelled in was the ability
to hold her p'sition and expression while
one of the other characters were speaking. That added to the effectiveness of
the entire production and made her personally outstanding.
The two male leads were 'played by
Norman Carlisle and Elwood Bryant.
Both sophomores, and making their second local appearance, these boys were
excellent. Carlisle. taking the male lead.
was graceful and gave the impression of
being exactly as he was supposed to be.
In a part that could easily have been
overacted. he played with a conservailve
taste resulting in near perfection. W ell
supported by Bryant. these two boys are
all that could be asked for in amateur

Dean James N. Hart
The Maine Campus respectfully dedicates its fiftieth anniversary issue to Dean of the University James N. Hart '85, whose
long years of service and devotion to the University of Maine
coincide almost exactly with the span of existence of Maine's
student publication.

RUSSIAN FILM WELL MUSICAL CLUBS JOIN
RECEIVED IN ORONO IN PROGRAM FRIDAY
Propaganda Picture Shows
Renovated Order
Of Russia

Large Audience Receives
Offerings Very
Favorably

"The Road to Life," a Rmsian made
film seething with propaganda for the
new life of the country and lustily singing
the praise of the renovated order, was
shown at the Strand Theatre in Orono
last Tuesday afternoon and evening.
To watchers of American made pictures,
foreign films appear to move =excusably
slow. They seem paiderous and unwieldy and are motivated poorly. In
"The Road to Life" there' were several
cxxasions when the screen would be left
entirely blank for several seconds after
a fadeout. This had a definite tendency
to lessen the suspense in the film and create an obvious letdown in the interest.
One thing that the Russians are much
farther advanced in than are the Americans is the art of lighting. The method of
camera angles that they use is much superiiir to that used in this c'aintry. and this,
combined with the lighting effects, inspires s,pmething that is entirely absent
when watching a picture made here. There
was a silhouette of two men in a death
combat on the skyline of a hill. The camera was located at the bottom. and the
figures of the met were shown in vivid
contrast to the horizon. The end of the
battle was not shown, and suspense was
encouraged by letting the audience subsequently discover who the victor was.

Introduced by four stirring numbers by
the University Band, Music Night, sponsored annually by Delta Pi Kappa, continued on through choruses and solos to
complete the most successful musical program ever presented by Delta Pi Kappa
lin campus.

dramatics.
The minor characters united their efforts in making the production successful.
No one of them was more capable than
any other, but they all were unusual in
the roles of minor characters.
The cast: Avery. Bettina Sullivan; Telson, Wallace Gleason; Louise, Solveig
Walter Richardson .
Heistad;
Copeland; Carolic,
Dixie
Darrow.
.Ann
Van Bret, Dorothy Nutt; Victoria Van
Bret, Alice Sisco; Mr. Chase, Albert
Fuger; Mortimer Neff. William WhitPresident Arthur A. Hauck and Aluming; Rip Van Bret, Norman Carlisle; ni Secretary Charles E. Crossland left
Dr. John Sully, Elwood Bryant; Lam- Tuesday to attend and speak at the annual
bert, Robert Laverty.
meetings of four of the largest University
f Maine .Alumni Associations outside of
disThe second in a series of religious
state. It will be Dr. Hatick's first
the
cussions was held in Miss Ring's office
visit to these organizations and extensive
20
About
5.
to
4
from
Tuesday afternoon
plans have been made to honor him.
girls gathered for tea which was followed
Wednesday night they spoke to the
by a discussion led by Dean Muilenburg on
of western Massachusetts at
alumni
the "Truth of Religion."
Springfield. This is one of the most active
of all alumni groups. Thursday night they
and fifty lines in length, essays to three attended and addressed the annual dinner
thousand words, and stories to five thou- of the New York Alumni Association at
Hotel McAlpin which is usually attended
sand words.
of 100 alumni and
7. All contributions submitted by each by well in excess
were the guests
they
Friday
night
friends.
tht
of
hands
the
in
be
must
university
Association which
Registrar not later than Wednesday, April Of the Philadelphia
(Continued ow Page Paw)
3, 1935.

PRESIDENT HAUCK ON
ALUMNI ASS'N VISIT

Fantasie for Trumpet. "Ciilumbia."
played by Gerald Hart was one of the
most difficult solos of the evening. The
composer madc use of triple-tonguing in
the number and although this made very
difficult execution on the trumpet, Ilart
carried it through with apparent ease.
Following this solo the Band played the
descriptive piece, "Cavalry (large,"
which because of the adept execution was
considered its best piece. One could hear
the infantry approaching with fife and
drum; cavalry in the distance came nearer and nearer until they charged the enemy; then followed the battle and the
final defeat of the enemy pursued by the
cavalry until all died 440 with retreating
hoof-beats.
Two numbers presented by a string
quartet composed of Elizabeth Gray. Ruth
Kimball, Marion Hatch, and Gertrude
Titcomb were followed by a song "My
Hero," from the Operetta, The Chocolate
Soldier." Bettina Sullivan sang the solo
very pleasingly, if such a word is at all
adequate. Her only drawback was her
apparent nervousness.
The feature of the evening arrived with
Armando Polito who played a concert
waltz on the flute, on airs from Troviata.
The layman cannot appreciate the difficulty in the execution of the piece. The
quality of the tone and the ease of articulation, especially in the finale of the mimber, was apparent even to those whose ear
for music was limited. Polito is an outstanding musician here at Maine which is
partly explained by the fact that he studied two years in Italy.
Three numbers were then sung by the
University Chorus. Comment in the
audience was to the fact that the orchestra
drowned oot the singers, but this was no
fault of the musicians. The heavy curtains back stage muffled the voices and
served as a kind of back wall from which
the instrument tines resounded. These
up during rehearsal:
curtains were
therefore, the situation was a new one
(Continued an Page Lour)

meets between Maine. Bates. Bowdon'.
and Colby was assured last Monday at a
meeting of the athletic direct.irs and
ctiaches of each of the four colleges which
was held in .Augusta.
By vote of the representatives of the
colleges. the Maine Intercollegiate Track
and Field :Association, which had handled
track in the colleges over a period of
more than 35 years. was disbanded, and
in its stead the Maine Intercollegiate Ass.s-iation appeared to assume full control
of track activities.
The state track association, which
coinprised three delegates from each college, was literally ruined a year ago.
Colby withdrew' from the association.
Bates urged a change in the rules to allow one of its ace performers to compete
but Itowdoin rejected the demand. As
a result Bates withdrew and out of sympathy the University of Maine followed
suit. It left Bowdoin alone in the association.
All difficulties were amicably patched
Monday when the athletic directors and
coaches decided to take over control.
Bates was awarded the meet for this
year, Maine in 1936, Colby in 1937, and
Bowdoin in 1938.
NVhile llowdoin has scheduled a meet
for this spring on the same date as the
pri,pised four-cornered meet. Malcolm
its director of athletics, Monday
--aid, "Bowdon' will make every effort
to be represented in the state meet this
year providing a previous eflgagetTlent
Call be adjusted satisfactory to both parties concerned."
Future state meets will operate under
the IC4A rules after this year's affair.
These rules do not allow freshmen to
compete but Colby has been given this
permission for this year only.
Considerable expense will be eliminated
through the proposed setup which will
require the hiring of only four officials,
the remainder to be selected from men
with a keen knowledge of track affairs
who will donate their services for the
occasion.
Officials voted that in meets after this
spring's, no medals will by awarded the
individual race winners, but rather a
banner will be presented the college winning the meet. In addition to this, the
winning college will hold a one-year possession of a beautiful loving cup which
bec,oftleS a permanent trophy if win four
years. Bowdon' has been given a leg
on the cup by its win III the state meet of
last year by default. fletallNe medals
were purchased for last year's meet and
not used, these medals will be distributed
to the individual winners this spring.
Th''se present at Milnday's meeting
were Theodore Curtis, Dean Corbett, and
Chester Jenkins, of Maine; Oliver Cutts,
Ray Thompson and Prof. Pomeroy, of
Bates; John Magee, Mal Morrell, Manager Frank Allen and Linn Wells, of
Bowdoin; Prof. Gilbert Loebs, Ellsworth
Millett and Norman Perkins, of Colby.

GT:NORTHERN

ENGINEER
SPEAKS TO FORESTERS

Ernest F. Jones, Superintendent of the
Forest Engineering of the Great Northern
Paper Company, was the speaker at the
Forestry Seminar on Friday, March 8.
Ile talked of the opportunities presented to
the forester in the business world of today.
Opportunities, according to the speaker,
were divided into three classes: administrative, the general management and supervision of large tracts of privately owned
land; operative, the direct logging of timber and its associated industries; and research. There followed a brief discussion of the (operations of the Great Northern Paper Company with emphasis on
the part that forestry and foresters played
in this industry. The last part of the hour
was Riven over to questions by the students
relevant to the topics discussed.

Attend the Student Assembly
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More Music Nights
One of the most enthusiastically
received entertainments presented
at the University of Maine during
the past year was the Music Night
program given in the Little Theatre
last Friday night.
The fact that all of the selections
were well rendered and appreciated
by the unusually large audience is
important, but more important still
is the fact that the organizations
represented in the program were exclusively
being composed entirely of University students.
A display of student talent is generally of much more interest and
satisfaction to the student body as a
syluile than outside talent, even tho
the latter may lead in degree of excellence.
The Campus believes that more
student organizations. such as the
Band, the Chorus, and the Orchestra. should ierticipate much more
frequently in our assemblies and
student gatherings than they have
in the past. And why not three or
four Music Nights during the
course of the year, rather than the
trallitional one?
CHURCH NOTICE
Episcopalian services will start Sunday
evening for students and others under the
direction of the newly appointed Chaplain
for Episcopalians, the Rev. Joseph H.
Bessom, of Old Town.
The chaplain plans a service of evening
prayer with an instruction On controversial points of Christian theohigy
ethics.
Open discussion of the matter oinsidered
is then to he encouraged.
These 'Cr',ices will start at 7:00 p.m.
this Sunday. in the M.C.A. Building which
Is providing facilities.
If they win student support and appoisal dies' will be
continued.

GEORGE MORRILL, Jr., GETS
POSITION IN CCC CAMP
George W. Morrill, Jr.. of Concord.
New

regulate without the assistance of a SENIOR FORESTERS ARE
OUR MOST CONSISTENT
INTERVIEWED FOR JOBS
director. At times it would be very
ADVERTISER
gi , Cien s(imething would happen
Gerald S. Wheeler '26, Assistant DirecBy Martin Scrivener
and the thing would begin to drag. tor of the ‘Vhite Mountain National ForThe department of public speaking is
.kiso. I still wonder why the women est, spent Friday afternoon and Saturday
In tinder to prove beytmd all doubt
confronted
with a problem in the matter of
dressed in clothes of the 1910 peri- forenoon, March 8 and 9, on campus inmy utter sincerity and willingness to
accomnvidating the large number of high
od. and the men wore strictly mixl- terviewing Senior foresters as prospective school students who are to
arrive at the
enter into the spirit of oxyeration.
ern attire.
employees on graduation. It is expected University of Maine on Friday morning,
this column is submitted for the anthat the work on that forest will be ex- April 26. The boys present no problem,
niversary issue of the Campus. It
Without hesitation or question in panded and that positions will be available but the girls cannot be taken care of in
is the custom to say nice things to
the dormitories even with extreme overmy mind. the best performance of for several more trained foresters.
pople. no niatter how stupid they
crowding.
the entire cast was given by Dormay be, on anniversaries in general.
The visiting students will be given a
othy Nutt. She gave the best ama- CANADIAN STUDENTS TO
DEBATE HERE NEXT YEAR luncheon by the University which will
and I now attempt to do my part.
teur interpretation that I have ever
serve as their noon meal Friday. Most
Alice Sisco was perfect.
The National Federation of Canadian of the girls will leave for home following
witnessed, man or woman, age or
Norman Carlisle was faultless.
youth. Such restraint is seldom seen University Students is to send a team of the afternoon contests, although some will
two debaters to the University of Maine
Dixie Copeland was indefective. off the piofessional
stage, and a bet- next November. according to an announce- remain through Friday night. A few of
the girls, also, will arrive Thursday eveDorothy Nutt was indeficient.
ter performance than hers would be ment by Mr. D. W. Morris, debating ning rather than
Friday morning.
‘‘'illiam Whiting was indefectible.
hard to find on any stage. The part coach.
Members of the faculty, and town people
Elwood Bryant was immaculate.
The proposition to be debated has not in general, who are willing to help out
could have been overacted, and it
Robert Laverty was spotless.
yet
been decided upon, but the debaters are are asked to communicate with or see Mr.
would have been by the average
to be students from the University of New D. W. Morris, whose office is at number
The butlers were impeccable.
amateur, but an apparent complete Brunswick, Fredericton, N. B.. and Dal330 Stevens.
Si lveig Heistad was free from
Mr. A. L. Goldsmith, owner and manunderstanding of the role and the housie University, Halifax, N. S.
ager of the local Strand Theatre, has coninqier fection.
subsequent picturization of it in its
FREDERICK MILLS WAS
sistently advertised in the Campus r
Bettina Sullivan was unblemished.
ELECTED A.T.O. PREXY over a quarter of a century.
perfection was her contribution to DELTA PI KAPPA TO HOLD
INITIATION IN BANGOR
(NOTE)—All credit for this col- the production. Along with her exAt a regular meeting of the Alpha Tau
umn should be given to Mr. T. M. ceptional ability to act, she seems to Delta Pi Kappa, honorary music fraOmega fraternity held last Monday, Mar.
Roget. The interpretation of the have a personality that adapts itself ternity, will hold its initiation banquet at II, officers for the fall semester of next Farnsworth's Cafe Is
cast was his idea, not mine, and I to stagework, and that is a vitally the Bangor House tomorrow night. Ini- year were elected. They are: president,
Maine Meeting Place
nsok the describing words exactly in important ingredient in the formula tiates are: Dexter L. McCausland '36, Frederick Mills; vice-president, Frederick
Barker
'36,
Leonard
E.
CrockWilliam
F.
Parsons;
secretary,
Carrot
Armstrong;
the order they were listed in the of good acting.
"I'll meet you at Farnsworth's." "See
ett '37, Kenrick A. Sparrow '35, Nelson treasurer, Edward McKenney ; keeper of
you at Pat's." Common expressions.
thesaurus.
Rokes '37.

high-ranking forestry
student who completed his work at the
University at mid-years, has accepted a
position as Technical Foreman in the
CCC Camp at East Tawas, Michigan.
He is connected with the Forest Servke
and his particular assignment is the supervision of the fish and game department.
Morrill was a transfer from the University of New Hampshire. coming to Maine
in his sophomore year.
•
Hampshire.

MRS. SWEETMAN MAKES
TOUR OF THIS STATE
Mrs. Swertman. member of the Home
Economics faculty, has recently made a
tour of the state, visiting Alumnae who
are engaged in the teaching of Home Economics. In this way the faculty hipes to
obtain a more concrete picture of the
problems that face the home economics
teacher in the secondary schools of the
State. and by a knowledge of these problems be better able to prepare the prospective teacher to face them. Among those
visited were Marion Dixon. Maine Central Institute; Mabel Robinson, Turner
Center. arid INiris Varnam, Sam

Attend the Student Assembly
next Tuesday morning in the Memortal Gymnasium.

'../' ATTEN
.4T S.i

Lack Accommodations for
Speaking Contest Girls

Canipag [THEATRE TALK

U.

The best male performance was
given by Elwtiod Bryant. Frank.
honest, and likable he appears on
the stage. and to supplement that.
lw apierently can act. Ifis part was
less important than I wish it had
been. but with what he had to do
with his work was commendable in
its entirety. At the expense of his
own INIntlarity. he cooperates in
making the various characters more
impressive, and that is one of the
most delightful features any actor
can have.

annals. Wendell Brewster. The officers
what? Yes, for the rendezvous of colwill take over their duties immediately and
legiate tete-a-tetes, chin-fests, social
serve for the remainder of this semester.
gatherings, and what nots, especially the
what nots, has become that emporium oi
STATE POULTRY MEN
toasted cheese sandwiches and coffee—
TO MEET IN CONTEST
AT FARM, HOME WEEK "Farnsworth's Cafe."
The present spacious cafe had an inThe poultrymen of the state will meet auspicious beginning. It was opened on
on the campus Farm and Home NVeek July 31, 1931, and was only half the size
for the first annual Baby Chick and Egg of the present store. The previous year
Judging contest. This is the first time "Pat" attended Washington State Northat a contest of this nature has been held mal School and that summer was working
in the state and has called forth great en- in an Ogunquit hotel asecook. But bethusiasm. Each entrant will enter 50 lieving that he v.-as cut out more for a
baby chicks. They will be judged by business man than a school teacher. "Pat"
their uniformity, weight, color, and gen- left Ogunquit and returned to Orono to
eral healthiness.
open the cafe. Business boomed immediThe judge will be Professor T. B. ately and a year later it was necessary to
Charles, head of the poultry department build on an addition in order to handle
of the University of New Hampshire. the business. Last summer the interior
This contest is sponsored by the Maine was completely redecorated with its presPoultry Improvement Association in col- ent cream and red color scheme.
labiration with the Farm and Home Week
Although everybody knows "Pat."
committee and will be open to the public there are but few that know his first
March 27-28 in room 17 of Winslow Hall. name. His nickname has clung like a
•
co-ed to a football star. Carl Douglas
FRESHMAN RELAY TEAM
Farnsworth (sonic moniker, eh, keeds?)
WINS OVER BRIDGTON
was born in Harrington, Maine, but early
LAST SATURDAY NITE moved to Orono and has been here ever
since. He spends most of his time at the
The University of Maine freshman recafe except in the summer when he sneaks
lay team, running as a unit for the first
away all he can to his cottage on Pushaw.
time this year, emerged victorious over
Unless the University moves away or is
Bridgton Academy after an exciting race
bombed by Russian Reds it is quite probat Portland last Friday night. The winable that "Pat" will remain in Orono
ning team was made up if Hurwitz, Botuntil his children all receive master deteller, Fuller, and Gowell.
grees from Maine and he can retire.
Whitten of Bridgton got a one yard
lead over Hurwitz at the gun and maintained it throughout the first leg. Bot- yards ahead of the Prep school racer.
teller. running second for Maine, was un- Gowen put on power and finished 20 yard,
able to pass Paladin°. Fuller. running ahead of Aaskov, Bridgton anchor man.
the third leg, wrested the lead from Kar- The frosh negotiated the ti.velve laps in
sakas and passed the baton to Gowell ten 3 minutes 8 4-5 sec.

DEAN MUILENBURG TO
With all due appreciation to Mr.
BE SPEAKER AT VESPERS
T. NI. Rt iget for the material that
he contributed previously to this
For the Vesper Service of next Sunday
bureau. I feel that something more
Dean James Nluilenburg will take a theme
appropriate to the Lenten Season, "SoN114'111(1 be added about Elizabeth
ciety
and the Cross." The special music
Nle Fadden's drama, "Double Door."
will consist of two vocal solos by Miss
After all, no cast could possibly be
Jeannette Goldsmith, who will sing "A
perfect, and in reality. those stuGlad Prayer" ,,by Stenson, and "By Love
dents appearing in the shudderAlone" by Kountz. The service will be
held in the Little Theatre at 4:15, and is
provoking melodrama were far reopen to the public.
mow(' from that state. This column isn't intended to lw a wiseLOCAL CO-EDS WRITE PLAY
cracking, fun-poking medium, but
USED IN RADIO BROADCAST
a serious and honest criticism of the
A radio playlet on Home Economics
drama as it is viewed by the con
written by Miss Ruth Shurtleff and Miss
tribun•r. Fiirgetting the facetiou:Marjory Church was recently presented as
attitude adiipted in the tirst part. I
part of the "Schoolmaster's Program"
over station WLBZ in Bangor. These
will now attempt to give a sincere
girls are senior Home Economics students
and frank analysis i of the play as I
Dr. Hugh C. McPhee '18 Appointed who have been doing supervised student
saw it.
teaching in Brewer, and the playlet was
Animal Husbandry
chosen as Brewer's contribution to the
Chief
Sisco played the lead. In
program. It wits repeated before a meetthe manscript of the play she was In-. Hugh C. McPhee. a graduate cif the ing of the University of Maine Home
sumoSell to dominate tInise with University (if Maine. Class of 1918, genet- Economics Club.
whom she came in c(intact, and if icist for several years with the U. S. De- GRADUATES OF HOME EC
proshe had acted as she was intended partment of Agriculture. has been
ARE FINDING WORK
moted to the position as chief of the
to have done she could have made animal husbandry division, one of the
Many graduates of the Home Ecothis an actuality ow the stage. Vic- major units of the department. He is
nomics course have found employment in
toria had charm. The sort of wo- reported to be one of the youngest divi- the emergency nursing schools of the state.
man the playwright had in mind sion chiefs in the service if the Agricul- The undergraduate course is being exwould by necessity have had to be tural 1 kpa rt mem.
tended to prepare directly for this work.
Ellen Frame. Searsport, Dorothy
charming iti order to do the things Dr. McPhee is a native of South Paris.
Following graduation from the local high Murphy. Rumford, Lucia Churchill. Aushe did. Miss Sisco was utterly de- school. he entered the University. gradugusta, and Ruth Vaughn, Belfast. are
vi ad of anything renhitely ap- ating in 1918. For several !ninths he
alunmae who have recently accepted poproaching this. She made the served in the Army after which he taught sitions in this field.
watchers hate her. Inn that wasn't school in East Corinth. In 1919 he rethe fundamental intent of the play- turned to the University to become as- HOME EC STUDENTS
sociated with the Agricultural ExperiMAKING CLOTHING SETS
wright—they optilid have pitied her ment Station And at the same time to
for the attitude that she was unable work for his Master's degree which was
Under the guidance of Miss Spaulding,
to overctime. Miss Sisco apparently conierred on hurl in 1921. Two years later the state clothing specialist, the Home
who are working undidn't realize what she was sup- he received his Doctor of Science degree Economics students
der the FERA have been making clothing
University.
from
Harvard
poised to impress on her audience:
sets to be used as illustrative material in
Beginning July 1. 1923, he became asthat could easily have been the
Ileum demonstrations. They have made
sociate animal husbandman in genetics
fault of the director and probably
14 complete sets of young children's
with the Bureau of Animal Industry in
enough to outfit every home demclothes,
was, because there was much evi- Washington. This pisition he held until
dence of slipslusl supervision in this 1927 when he was promoted to the head onstrator.
field. What seemed obvious was of Animal Genetics Investigations. DurTAK ES .11()NTHLY
that what the characters did was ing this time he made a survey ..i animal
Th'IP LAST ll'EEK-ENI)
breeding work throughout the country
their own interpretation—there ssas
and in so doing made many valuable conThe Maine Outing Club leit Winslow 61definitely inconsistency in the vari- tacts with the Experiment Stations. As a Hall at 2 p.m. Saturday afternoon on
ous portrayals. Perhaps Nliss Sis- result of his outstanding work he was pro- their monthly trip. Sunset Lodge was
eo thought that because tlw play was moted to Chief of the Animal Husbandry used as the headquarters for the group.
Saturday evening a campfire program was
billed as a melodrama she would 1)ivisi.in recently.
He is a member of Alpha Zeta. It nor- presented. Sunday morning a hike was
have to act in the melodramatic style
any agricultural fraternity. and Phi Kap- taken on snowshoes and skis. The party
of the past. and this she did so compa Phi, as well as having won several of 20 left the LexIge at 3:30 Sunday afpletely that I constantly expected a other Id-les and distinction
ternoon for campus.
longmoustached villain to sneak on
the stage and hiss for his I.i!•'
Perhaps Miss Sisco wa,
with a stiff neck and rheinnatisi
last night, for that is the nay sl.:
appeared on the stage. but an'.
with a stiff neck couldn't pt go through the face and neck
tortions that she went through a.
Announcing New Price I.1,t
during the run of the plav. W1
anylnie ',t him thirmally aptiewgraceful as she dot's in °Millar ..
Permanent Waving $5 & $7.00 Scalp Treatment without
.50
hi multi think that she must
Shampoo
.25
End Curls, each
1.00
her character so completely on t1
.50 Facials, Plain
Shampoo
Facials, Masque
1.25
stage is something that as yet is st!
.25 Eyebrow Shaping
Rinses
.35
a mystery to me. Perhaps Si
.50 Eyebrow and Eyelash
Finger Wave
thought she was the bride of Frank.75
Marcels
Tinting
1.00
.50 Hair Tinting (Retouching)
Manicures
enstein rather than Victoria, and if
.40
Haircut
(a) Enecto
2.50
this was the case she was unapHot Oil Shampoo
1.00
(b) Shampoo Tint
2.25
proachable in the part.
33 Main St.
Orono
The play miii A•ed much too slow in many places. That again
Tel. 95
faulty directing. Tempo is some•
thing that the actors are unable to

University Graduate
Promoted by U.S.D.A.

QUAKER STAGES
Leaving twice daily-9 A.M. and 12 midnight
Tickets, information, and reservations at Warren Drug Co.
Corner Hammond and Central Street,
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1-1.4LENTINE WOMEN
HOSTS AT DINNAR

Some of the girls at Balentine took advantage of the opportunity to entertain
men guests at dinner last Wednesday. A
chicken dinner was served at six o'clock,
ELTA PI KAPPA DANCE
IS ATTENDED BY MANY after which the guests were entertained in
the newly renovated recreation room.
Red and blue lights decorated Alumni
for the stag dance following the
TO HOLD STAG
d'Music Night program last Friday DANCE TONITE IN ALUMNI

The dance, sponsored by Delta Pi Kapvery well attended, with about 150
.
(lancing to the music of the Maine
s During the evening Dana Sideseveral numbers which were
cr
iN ell received.
aperons at the dance were Prof. and
Adelbert Sprague and Major and
I r. ()liver.
111 those who took part in the Music
,•-.tht were guests of Delta Pi Kappa
the dance.
EPSILON PHI HAD
VIC PARTY SATURDAY
Tau Epsilon Phi was host to nine
uples at a victrola party held last Satrday night at the Tau Ep house. Reesliments of coffee and cake were servd
• intermission. Mr. and Mrs. Stetter
.aperoned. The committee was headed
Samuel Levy.

The last stag dance before vacation will
be sponsored by the Young Women's
Christian Association at the Alumni
Gymnasium on Friday night.
The Maine Bears, under the direction of
Willard Crane, will provide music for
the dance.

PARK'S HARDWARE AND VARIETY STORES

The second annual All-Intramural basketball team,
chosen by the captains of the
fraternity teams, is as follows:
First Team
Harold Woodbury, 4,KI
Left Forward
Milton MacBride, 44-1K
Right Forward
Charles Towle, ttlik
Center
Edward Backer, (-)X
Left Guard
Albert Doherty, ATO
Right Guard
Second Team
Donald Anderson, oX
Left Forward
Gordon Raymond, 4>KI.
Right Forward
Kenneth Johnstone, 4,KI
Center
Dana Thompson, 4)HK
Left Guard
Carl Honer, ATI)
Right Guard
MacBride, Woodbury, and
Backer have made the All
Team for the second year.

Saturday evening. March 9, a vie party
was held at Phi Kappa Sigma. Refreshments of sandwiches, cookies and punch
were served and Mrs. Merrill chaperoned.
The committee in charge of the dance
was Clarence Wardsworth, David White,
and Robert Loveless. The following attended : Ronne> Mackenney, Robert Loveless, Barbara Lancaster, Donald Kilgore,
Henrietta Cliff, Harold Woodbury. Norma Cliff, Joseph Stevens, Audrey Bishop,
Gordon Raymond, Madeline Frazier, David White, Ruby Black, Richard Lunt.
Louise Hastinja, Sam Favor, Ruth Shurtleff, Harold Webb, Marjorie Murch, and
James Morrison.

'

'311111Pi

.107,1r,

HOME EC INSTRUCTORS TO
HAVE ARTICLE PUBLISHED

CHARLES DEXTER IS
KAPPA SIGMA HEAD
New officers were installed for a term
of one year at the Kappa Sigma house at
a recent meeting. They are Charles Dexter, grand master; Joseph Mullen, grand
proctorate; John Sealey. Jr., grand master of ceremonies; Willett Rowlands
grand scribe; and Robert Corbett, grand
treasurer.

FOOTBALL RECORDS

'HI MU SORORITY HAS
State champions. Yes, state champions
ELECTION OF OFFICERS many times in recent years have been Unirm Monday evening, March 11, Phi versity of Maine football teams. A year
a sorority held its election of officers back, Yale was held to a 14-7 score. But
the coming year. Installation of the back in the 1890's Maine was unable to
fioicers will take place at the regular take over Bangor High School, the ever
March 18. The following girls informative records show, and it was a
ed: president, Josephine Snare; long time before Maine put anything re,r vice-president, Alice McMullen; sec- sembling a winner afield.
•ce-president, Nancy Woods; treasFootball as a varsity sport made its
Ruth Currie; secretary, Anore initial appearance in the fall of 1892. It
..ey ; social chairman, Charlotte Davis; was a most abbreviated season, the sole
-. Edith Hill; historian and registrar, tussle being with Colby and which the
Dow.
Mules won by a 12-0 score. It is to that
game that the Black Bear football heroes
''TA DELTA DELTA
of today can trace their ancestry. The
INITIATES SEVEN following fall, 1893, the schedule expanded
,day evening, Delta Delta Delta in- to include Bangor High School and two
seven new members into the so- games with Bates as well as a settling of
The M.C.A. club room, in which differences with Colby on the gridiron.
-ity holds its regular meetings, During this campaign Colby walloped
, •rated with Tri Delta insignia Maine to a 30-4 time; Bangor High eked
out a 10-4 victory over "the college fel,• iiccasion.
following girls received the green lers" and Bates twice ground the Black
Bears into the gridiron sod by 18-0 and
'2.. pins: Annette Youngs. Jean Kent,
• ..Nigins, Hilda Scott, Faith Folger, 52-6 scores.
These forerunners of the Modern Pale
Black, and Barbara Wyeth.
Blue machine were coached from 1892-95
E COUPLES ATTEND
by Wildes P. Veazie and then a long sucLAMBOA CHI PARTY cession of master minds numbering 18 unI anilida Chi was host to 9 couples at a til Fred Brice came from Manchester,
1..irty last Friday evening, March 8. N. H.. in 1921 to raise Maine to the
Mary McDonough was the chaperon. heights from which it has fallen but few
who attended were:
times during his most successful regime.
.•.1( Doe, Maida Jackman; Donald
With rivalry already started with two
sislungton, Frances Austin; Lem Shaw, of the three other colleges in the state by
cy Doctor; Emery Wescott, Marjorie
1893, Maine decided to add Bowdoin to
:rill: Albert Verrill. Barbara Lancas- its schpdule in 1894 and the Polar Bears
- Wallace Gleason, Betty Drummond;
from Brunswick drew first blood in the
I-Alwards, Frances Nason; John
long series of battles by pinning a 12-6
field. Alice McMullen; Bud Mor- defeat on the embryo Maine machine.
• harlotte O'Keefe.
Graduates of Edward Little High School
may be surprised to find that a varsity
Assembly
Attend the Student
Maine team met an E.L.H.S. eleven sev7,ext Tuesday morning in the Me- eral times at the turn of the century. The
7:lorial Gymnasium.
first battle was in 1900 and Maine snowed

•

fog

An article, "The Vitamin C Potency of
Commercial Tomato Juice Cocktail,"
written by Dorothy M. Somers and Marion D. Sweetman, has recently been accepted for publication by the Journal of
Home Economics. It will appear in a
DEAN MUILENBURG
SPEAKS ON RELIGION near-future publication of the magazine.

Last Sunday afternoon, Dean Muilenburg gave the first of a series of religious
talks at the Tau Epsilon Phi house. The
procedure was a short talk by the Dean
which was followed by a quite active
discussion for about two hours. Because
of the success of this first discussion, these
talks will be continued in the future weekly, every Sunday afternothi. by the Dean
of the Arts and Sciens. • ollege.

SECTION A--PAGE 3

the high schoolers under 22-0.
Beginning with the new century, Maine
began to have larger and more elaborate
schedules. Harvard was added in 1902
and the Black Bears tasted 23-0 defeat
from the accented gentlemen from Cambridge. Holy Cross popped up as a rival
for the first time in 1903, Brown in 1904,
and Dartmouth in 1906. Maine lost to
all of these outfits except Brown whom
they were able to outscore 6-0.
The first game a Pale Blue eleven won
was in 1895, three years after football obtained its first footing. Foxcroft Academy fell victims, 22-0, to P. Folsom's
charges in the last game of the 1895 season. The Maine football ledger showed
10 losses up to this timekut the first, what
may be termed a successful season, did
not come about until 1901. The final tabulation of that season shows eight wins
and one loss, that to the Jumbos of Medford, Mass., Tufts.
The Army became an opponent of the
Maine forces in 1914, the first of three
successive games. Maine did not fare so
well against the Cadets as they were buried
under, 28-0, 34-0, and 17-3 scores over the
three year period. In 1917, the Black
Bears, to put it in the vernacular, further
entered "big time football" when they engaged the Red Raiders of Colgate and
once again defeat came at the hands of a

major college eleven. The score was 28-0.
The nearest thing to success which a
Maine eleven experienced against a major opponent came in 1913. A plucky
band of warriors journeyed from Orono
to New Haven to battle Yale to a scoreless standstill. The most recent of successes against larger opponents is still
fresh in the memory of students now enrolled, several of them playing in that
game. In the fall of 1933. another plucky
eleven travelled to New Haven and after
a hectic three periods finally succumbed
to a 14-7 defeat which caused the scribes
on metropolitan dailies to set up and take
notice, and praise came to Fred Brice for
his efficient variation of the Warner system with its gobs of original hokus pokus.
And so it comes down to the present day.
Since the Brician regime had its inception in 1921, eight championships and two
ties for the championship came to Orono.
During the 43 year period Maine has engaged the following teams in football warfare: Colby, Bangor High School, Bates,
Foxcroft Academy. Flowdoin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Edward
Little High School. Fort Preble. Maine
Central Institute, Bar Harbor High
School, Tufts, Eastern Maine Conference
Seminary, Coburn Classical nstitute, Harvard, New Hampshire, Holy Cross,
Brown, Kents Hill, Dartmouth, Fordham,
Lowell Textile, Stevens Tech, Ricker
Classical Institute, Fort McKinley, Massachusetts State. Rhode Island, Vermont,
St. Anslem's, Boston College. Yale, Norwich, Middlebury, Army, Colgate, Milliken, Fort Williams, Boston University,
Connecticut State, and in 1936. Columbia
will become a Maine opponent.
Football coaches who have masterminded Maine elevens were: 1892-95—Wildes
P. Veazie; I895—P. Folsom; 1896-98—
Jack Abbott; 1898—J. P. Coombs; 1899—
Hopkins; 1900—Burton; 1901—Farley;
1902—Robinson; 1903—Farley; 1904—
King; 1905-09--Frank J. McCoy; 1909—
C. H. Schiedmiller ; 1910-12—E. R. Wingard ; 1912—T. J. Reilley and E. R. Wingard; 1913—T. J. Reilley; 1914—E. B.
Cochems; 1915-17—T. H. Hughitt; 1917
—Thomas McCann; 1919—Captain Ellsworth; 1919-21—James A. Baldwin. Fred
Brice came to Maine in 1921.
From 1922-26 an assistant coach e.
hired to start a precedent which is
in vogue. J. T. Murphy was .1
,
during those years. 1926-29, J.
and in 1929, William C. Kenyon was
brought to Maine as an assistant to his

DEBATING SOCIETY
The Debating Society was founded at
the University of Maine during the college
year of 1896 and 1897. Its first officers
were: President. M. I.. Urann '97; vicepresident, D. G. Merrill '98; secretary and
treasurer. C. C. Whitter '99.
The interest in debating was well illustrated by the large number who joined the
first year.
Professor W'. P. Daggett, who was head
of the Department of Speech after 1906,
did much for the Debating Society. He
organized special branches of the Society
to foster interest among the classes. Numerous Speech clubs were formed for
students interested in special phases of
speech. Interclass and intercollegiate
speaking contests were arranged and in
every instance members of the Debating
Society were active as speakers or on
committees in charge.
During the World War, interest in
forensic work slackened somewhat. When
Professor Mark Bailey became the new
head of the Department of Public Speakold mentor. Ralph Jordan was hired as
coach of the junior varsity in 1930.
IC r those who like statistics, the following information was gleaned from the old
files by an avid Campus statistic hunter
who was forced to employ an adding machine as an assistant.
Maine has a record of 171 wins, 22 ties,
and 117 losses over the 43 year period from
1892 to 1934.
Maine has scored a total of 3386 points
in these 310 games while its opponents
have scored an aggregate total of 2.
points against Black Bear elevens.
The worst defeat administered by a
Maine team was handed to Fort Williath in 1927. The score was 97-0.
The most inglorious of all Maine il•
feats was the 56-0 decision pinned to if •
Black Bear in 1925 by Dartmouth.

Mg. the lagging interest was revived by a
change in policy. Professor Bailey realized other colleges were concentrating
on debating and Maine must do likewise.
The numerous Speech societies and class
organizations were gradually allowed to
lapse. The Debating Society had sufficiently strengthened itself by 1925 to
sponsor debates with eight colleges and
universities.
Mr. Herbert Rae joined the faculty of
the Department of Public Speaking in
1926 and was given charge of the Debating
Society and all debating work. He continued to rebuild interest in intercollegiate
contests. Due to a marked increase in enrollment in Speech courses, the faculty
was unable to maintain all activities, so
the Debating Society gradually disappeared as a functioning unit.
Mr. Herschel Bricker. who came to
Maine as instructor in Public Speaking in
1928, took charge of debating. Men's debating and women's debating were divided
for intercollegiate competition.
In 1930, the Department of Public
Speaking expanded from two to three
members. Mr. Delyte W. Morris was
chosen as the new instructor. In 1931,
he was placed in charge of men's debating.
A reorganization of the work among the
members of the Department enabled Mr.
Morris to build a three phase program.

LIVE in FRENCH
Residential Summer School
(co-educational) in the haul
of French Canada. Old Country French staff. Only
French spoken. Elementary,
Intermediate,Advanced. Certificate or College Credit.
French entertainments, sightseeing. sports, etc.
Fee $150, Board and Tuition.
June 27 Aus I. Write (or etreu
lAf h. Secretary, Residential
Simmer School.

MctifILL UNIVERSITY
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BEN SKLAR
OW I (

Ben has catered to the

ti

University

of Maine for over 14

years.
He appreciates the patronage and finds that the U. of M.
boys are not only his customers but his friends as well.

•S

also

In the half century of your existence, you have aided and watched the
Maine State College, with its handful of students, expand to the present
University of Maine with its thousands of Alumni and hundreds of students
and faculty members. All regard you as a true friend and enjoyable companion of their college life.
The quotation, "One is (only as Old as One Feels," is especially adaptable
to you, for in length of service you might be considered as growing old.
However, your progressive policies and capable staff will make it impossible
for you to ever feel or grow old.
In length of service we also might be considered to be growing old.
But like you, our long association with an ever increasing number of loyal
friends and patrons makes us feel that we too are growing younger rather
than older.
Our associations with U. of M. people and U. of M. organizations we
alue most highly. For your part in making these contacts possible, we
f•stend our grateful thanks; an dtake this opportunity to tender our heartiest
ongratulations on so successfully reaching your Fiftieth Aniversary.
In the years to come may we both continue to grow and prosper, remaining ever youthful, and remembering that we will always accomplish the most,
not by servitor ourselves, but by serving others

Freeman Shoes

Wilson Brothers & McCregor

W. A. Mosher Co., Inc.

$5— $6

Sport wear

Once they know "Ben," they never forget him.

31114A'S SHOPS
Largest Men's

For

Store Within 100 Miles

Spring

Wear he is offering:

Braeburn Univ. Clothes

Berg Hats made by the

$10 —$35

Dobbs Company

Timely Clothes
HEADQUARTERS

$30— $35

for

College Hall

$3.50

Hathaway Shirts
$1.50 —$1.95

$25— $30
SMART COLLEGE CLOTHES
Rose Brothers
$20—$25
be famous Hart Schaffner Marx, 3fiddishade, Esquire, and
Super-Harmony Men's Clothe.c are exclusive with

TO THE MAINE CAMPUS:

MAIN

Freese's in Bangor

()RON()

W. A. Mositta

•

:lit:ART

If

Mocitsit, '35
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HILL WINNER OF Appointment Service To
MAINE DEFEATS B.C. Phi Eta Kappa Winner TRACK TEAM TO GO KENTS
Be Free for Teachers
PREP SCHOOL HOOP CUP
FOR
COLBY
MEET
TO
Intramurals
Hoop
Of
IN MEET SATURDAY

In conformance with thc new.
A brilliant offensive and A -toi,twall
The University of Maine track team defense brought Kents Hill her third vic- regard to placement service at the
Phi Eta Kappa captured the University
Eight New Meet Records Intramural basketball crown by outplay- will trek to Waterville this Saturday to tory' over Bridgton Academy in three years versity. registration in the Committe,
ing Alpha Tau Omega 36-17 in the Me- close its indoor cinder season by opposing as the Whoppers won the 1935 Prep Appointments for Teachers hereafter ,.
Set Up; Ken Ireland
morial Gym last Saturday afternoon pre- the White Mule aggregation. By virtue School
BIA1:4
basketball title in the Memorial be free for undergraduates. Those set.
Is Maine Star
the prep school finals. I.ed by of one-sided triumphs over the Bates and
ceding
.
NELAGI
Gym
last
Saturday afternoon by the one- who have already paid fees for registrai
aggreMaine
the
outfits,
College
Boston
9-5
a
to
jumped
For the second time in as many years, Charlie Towle, Phi Eta
sided score of 41-16. Immediately after may' have them refunded by preset:.
to
favorite
top-heavy
a
gation
be
will
never
was
and
quarter,
first
the
the
in
lead
defeated
men
cinder
Blue
the Pale
win their last indoor engagement.
the game the champions were awarded the their receipts at Mr. Pierce's office.
visiting Boston College cluster by a good headed.
By Ray Galley
With Cliff Veysey, Colby long-distance Maine Athletic Association Trophy which
margin. In a meet that saw eight meet
Towle sank five field goals and two foul
The services of the Committee on
F.T the second time in as many years. records splintered tand two tied. the Pale baskets for 12 points to lead his frater- ace. running in the mile and two-mile, ran four years out of the proposed five,
pointments for Teachers will continivthe Pak Blue cmdenmen turned back the Blue trampled the Maroon and Gold into nity mates to their second title in three the White Mule is conceded to stand a Kents Hill having won three legs on the the office of the School of
Educatioi.
Gymnasium , years, while Brewster of ATO paced the better chance to take first in these events,
visiting Boston College cluster by a wide the cinders of the Memorial
heretofore and will not be replaced by t'..
during
past
years.
the
trophy
four
Indi45.
to
81
evening
although Ken and Ernie Black, and Bill
oval laist Saturday
; losers with six points.
new placement service to be establoh,
margin. Whio.11 all goes to show just
by Ken Ireland, who broke both : With the score of 19-10 at the end of Hunnewell will be out to get revenge for vidual gold basketballs and a plaque was in connection with the Alumni Office.
Led
Bruin
the
up
make
trackmen
vhat kind of
in
ace
Colby
the
from
suffered
defeats
awarded to the team.
meet high and broad jump marks, the the third session, Phi Eta went into the
new service will supplement the work (1. •
-quail It is no small accomplishment to the
After both teams got away to a slow by the Committee on Appointments
well-balanced Pale Blue team copped nine final round and displayed a nice offense previous meets.
:
defeat a track team from as large a college
The dash, hurdle, and weight events start Kents Hill broke into a scoring spree Teachers.
first places and seven second places on the and stonewall defense which brought
as 11t.. and the Maine win was further
to down the Eagles for them a well-earned victory.
look to be a toss-up with Colby and Maine that gave them a 10-2 lead at the end of
a,:,•urAtLited f,y the top-heavy score. Just 14-event program
fighting on fairly even terms, but the re- the first stanza which seemed to dishearten President Hauck on Alumni Ass
second year in a row by a wide marSummary:
another feather in Coach Jenkins' bonnet. the
maining events, due to a better balanced Bridgton and put the game on the ice for
gin. Maine men set five of the eight nieet
Visit
• • • * • •
PHI ETA KAPPA (36)
records established and tied one while
(Continued from Page One)
F TP Pale Blue team, have a distinctly Maine the ultimate winners. Bridgton put on a
G
The meet was featured by the way meet
brief flurry of scoring in the closing canto
"'Jimmy" Zaitz, burly weight man, and Randall. rf
C. flavor.
0
3
records splintered before the onrush of
2
0
1
Johnny Joyce, fleet Eagle flyer, were Wadleigh, If
Colby's chief contenders, Roily Nadeau, and registered as many points as they had last year established a record attendathe Maroon and Gold and the Pale Blue
6
0
3
of sixty.
turning in record-breaking performances Keegan, If
Cecil Daggett, and Stan Washuk, will scored in the three preceding sessions.
athletes. OW of a total of 14 events, eight
12
1
5
Towle, c
The trip concluded with the annti.:'
visitors.
the
for
in
and
dash
trouble
the
have
of
plenty
and
5
I
2
Thompson, rg
meet records were established
in Boston of the alumni in I-.
ner
IS
PAINTING
DISPLAY
fir•t
the
for
5
3
1
hurdles with a quartet of Maine stars.
Ernie Black tasted defeat
NfacBride, Ig
'zoo equalled. Something that doesn't hapSHOWN AT MERRILL HALL Massachusetts Saturday night, Mardi
6 36
15
Total
creB.C.
of
Hines
faWebb,
Murray
as
and
Huff,
weeks
Goddard,
many
in
time
first
took
also
Maine
pen every week-end.
This was the largest meeting of t
ALPHA TAU OMEGA (17)
Black on
vored to cop the majority of firsts and
honors in record-breaking, the Pale Blue ated an upset when he caught
A collection of reproductions of the four. Prior to the dinner a reception t\
lap to show a
TP seconds.
F
gun
the
G
of
quarter
last
the
Gold's
and
Maroon
the
to
five
iotoering
work of modern painters is now at Merrill held. giving alumni and parents of tin
3
1
1
twin could Powell, rf
Joel Marsh and Ernie Black are fa- Hall for the use of the students in Interior
three. Maine and B.C. shared honors in kick which the famous Maine
0
0
0
If
Honer,
dergraduates the opportunity of meetin::
better
fared
not approach. Brother Ken
vored to win the 600 yard run with Decoration. It will be open to the public
,rds with one apiece.
0
0
0
Gardiner, If
Dr. Hauck.
• • • • • •
as he was forced to record-breaking run- McKenny, c
3
1
I
Bill Pritham and Paul Merrick. Colby's free on Friday from 12:00-1:30 and from
6
of
2
Downey
2
by
rg
run
Brewster,
1000-yard
chief competitors, furnishing the opposi- 3:20-5:00, and on Saturday from 8:00 to
.11:-tanding perfiormers were ning in the
5
3
1
spec- Doherty, 1g
12;00 a.m. in rooms 31 and 32.
!tinnily Zaitz, Boston College Strong the visitors in a race that brought the
Patronize Our Advertisers
7 17 tion.
5
Total
Man, and Johnny Joyce, speedster extra- tators out of the stands.
The jumping and pole vaults should
Referee, White. Umpire, Cobb.
Time, 4 8-mM. periods.
ordinary. Zaitz, a rugged ox if there
Joe Marsh. Maine's record-breaker in
also furnish some exciting moments. Vin
ever was one, slung the 35 pound hammer the middle distances, failed to set up any
Hathorne and Ken Ireland will be Maine's
neve marks but turned in one of the ir best bets to cop points in the pole vault
around as if it were but a plaything.
• • • • • •
dramatic performances of the evening
and broad jump while Ireland and Harold
Webb look good to take first in the high
In winning the Intramural basketball the 600-yard run. McKee of the Mar,
junm. Bob Marshall, Blue and Gray
, hampionship, Phi Eta played a brand of and Gold jumped to a fast start and paced
BANGOR
ball that was distinctly Big League. Al- Marsh to the final turn where the longThe Tennis Doubles Championship got star, looks like Colby's best bet to capture
tho ough the A.T.O. defense fought valiant- legged Maine athlete showed his class and off Tuesday to a big start with 58 play- points in these events.
ly, they could not stop the Green and pulled away froonl McKee to finish some ers entered. Great interest has been shown
Maine has been conceded an edge in the
Fri., Sat., March 15-16
‘Vhite surge that swept down the floor live yards in from.
in the valuable Hurd Trophy which goes weight events with George Frame favored '
with perfect teamwork to sink basket afMaine's stellar pole-vaulter, Vinny with the doubles chanmionship, and sev- to cop the 35 pound hammer throw and
The picture the Whole World is Marveling at
ter basket. If the writer had to decide Hathorne, outclassed opposition to win eral houses have entered more than one possibly the shot put with Myron Collette
who was outstanding he would be at a that event and set a new record of 11 feet team in order to improve their chalices. a close second. Dana Sidelinger should
I. ss for althiough Charlie Towle tossed !4 inch. Bill Hunnewell ran away from This is the largest indoor tennis meet capture first in the discus for Maine.
the ball through the hoop for the greatest his competitors in the two-ntile to lap ever held at the University.
Kenn LaEleur, Colby weight man, is a
With JEAN PARKER
number of times and played a sterling de- several of the B.C. runners and to come
The draw has been posted on the bul- first-place possibility in the shut and disfensive game, it was not a one man's game tearing in more than a half lap ahead of letin board in Alumni Hall. and players cus and should furnish Maine with stiff ,
A living drama of wild animal, maid and man
but rather a game in which teamwork his nearest rival.
are advised to arrange with opponents to competition; while Johnny Merrick
counted: the tire men functioning as a Zaitz and Joyce both collected ten points play this week. All first round matches should pick up a point for Colby in the 35
onethe
brought
powerful unit WAS what
to lead their team in its losing fight. must be completed by Saturday noon. pound weight.
Mon., Tues., Wed., Mar. 18, 19, 20
sided victory to Phi Eta.
became the first B.C. winner of the Balls are furnished by the Intramural
Zaitz
• • •• * •
The speaker at the Forestry Seminar
day as he out-threw Roberts in the dis- A. A.
But Phi Eta did not outclass the A.T.O.
March 15 was Smith-MacIntyre. can,
came back later to set a new
and
boss
cus
to the ertent the score would seem to in record in the shoot put. Joyce's perform- Musical Clubs Join in Program pus representative of the Agricultural Ail
With RONALD t.lq.N1A N. LORETTA YOUNG
as they probably took as many ances were mare spectacular. He was
justment Administration.
Friday
cracks at the Phi Eta goal as l'hi Eta took hard-pressed by Goddard in the 70-yard
in
part
most
consists
the
for
work
His
Thrills! Spectacle! Romance! The Greatest the Screen has ever shown,
(Continued from Page One)
at theirs. But somehow they couldn't find dash and the Maine man forced him to a
the setting apart of unremunerative agr;
in this story of the man who smashed India
they:
again
the basket and time and time
record-tieing performance before the B.C. annul t.s. great to be coped with at the cultural lands for state and governmei .
would battle down to Phi Eta's goal only man crossed the line inches ahead of the momon.
forests and parks. At present he is mak
I,. have the ball roll around the rim and lanky Goddard.
ing a study of state lands in this light.
Following the Chorus a trio composed
drop down on the outside or to bounce
the
in
pressed
harder
even
Hatch,
EveDeLong.
was
and
Marion
John
Joyce
of
maddeningly off the back board, careen
300-yard dash as Johnny Murray stuck lyn Adriance. played two numbers, "The
around the inside of the Mon, and again
to his heels front the gun to the tape in a Swan." and "Romance," which at times
drop down outside. Lady Luck had her
race against time which turned into a new almost reached a professional note in
Sr
tried
A.T.O.'s
the
Whin
boy averted
execution.
record.
score.
The summary:
Margaret Hamer and Dana Sideliner
With the basketball season winding up
Javelin Throw—Wan by Bell, Maine; sang "Because You're l'ou," from the
with the Prep Sthisol Tournament last
second, Tatman. Maine; third, Roberts, operetta, The Red
which was reweek, rumor bath it that intercollegiate Maine. Distance. 185 feet 6 inches.
the audience.
by
enthusiasm
with
ceived
Noketball in the state has better than an
Discus Throw—Won by Zaitz. BC;
cut,i hance to be resumed next fall. To second, Roberts, Maine; third. Frame, It seems that romance is always applauded. even an the stage.
quote from Jack Moran's column. Talk- Maine. Distance, 118 feet 5 inches.
Godhurdles—Won
Yard
ing It Over, "Bill Nfillett is preparing 'lard,
The evening was brought to a close
second, lkham„• third.
45 Maine;
"ig
Colby fer the polished boards. Bates has Webb, Maine. Time, 15 seconds (ties meet with three numbers by the University
Orchestra, led by Professor A. W.
been discussing the sport for several' record.)
One Mile Run—Won by Hines, BC; Sprague.
Scores of business and professional men in every community find relaxation
years and Bowdoin is becoming cage
second. E. Black. Maine; third, Saunders,
minded. Maine only awaits the pleasure. Maine. Time, 4 minutes 24 2-5 seconds
in the evening in their home workshops. W'orking nit wo,n1 and metal...
of the other three. Officials in the four new meet record).
creating attractive and useful articles of furniture and novelties is
Shot Put—Won by Zaitz, BC; second.
colleges have discussed the sport at length! to00 Yard Run--Won by Marsh. Maine;
DisFrame.
Maine.
third,
Coiling.
BC;
always a fascinating pastime.
Malone,
BC.
third.
BC;
second.
McKee.
and don't be surprised if action results!
tance, 46 feet 944 inches (new meet recTime, 1 minute 15 seconds.
nest fall."
70 Yard Dash—Won by Joyce. BC; ord .
While only a few years ago a home workshop was an expenG•Idard. Maine ; third, Murray, High Jump—Won by Ireland, Maine;
sive luxury which only a few could enjoy, today finest
If ;wrsity basketball competition should: Maine. Time, 7 3-5 seconds (ties meet second. Connor. BC; third. Webb. MaineHeight. to feet (new meet record I.
quality Driver Power Tools are well within the
be resumed among the colleges of the record).
-\Von by }fathom Maine;
Two Mile Run—Won by Hunnewell., Pole
state. the University of Maine students Maine; second. Delear, BC; third, Stagg, second. Bell. Maine: third. Connor, BC.
reach of all. Driver Tools...which popularwould be am,,ng the most ardent follow- Maine. Time. 9 minute 46 4-5 seconds Height. Ii feet 14 inch oew meet recized the h.uneworkshop idea . . . pn wide
ord).
ers of the indoor winter sport, for the (new meet recoord).
superi, or quality at bowest possible cost.
Throw. Won by
Weight
Pound
K.
35
Run-by
'
Yard
Black.
-Won
lissi
Tenter has heard mails of the students
. AMC se.ond, )(min+. BC, third. Cole. Frame. Maine; second, Tatman. Maine;
emphatieally declare for Ow sport and it Maine. Time. 2 minutes 13 3-5 seconds third. Parsons, Mame. Distance. 51 feet
is the s,m,ensus of opinion that it would ( new meet rec.,rd).
21 2 inches.
Broad Jump—Won by Ireland. Maine;
3110 Yard Run- -Won by Joyce, BC;
be si ro$:gly backed by the student body.
third. O'Leary.
Here's hoping that tursity basketball does second, Murray. Maine; third. Goddard. second. Roberts, Maine;
Mai e. Time. 32 1-5 setionds (new meet Bt.. Distance. 21 feet 6.14 inches (new
return.
meet record).
record).
1: r
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58 PLAYERS ARE IN FIELD
FOR HURD TENNIS TROPHY

OPERA HOUSE

"SEQUOIA"

"CLIVE OF INDIA"

Have A DRIVER Home Workshop
Find Relaxation in Creating

12-

_
•
.11.
Suggestioiic 0ilL,

•

Manufacturers of Lathes, Jig
Saws, Band Saws. Bench
Saws. Drill Presses
Planers, Shaper s,
Motor Grinders.

BAND

ghe Home Beauty Parlor
Gempu.1

Dam. Pans

•

JOINTER OR PLANER

'
A Frederic Vitron Permanent Wave
The New SW,(ooler Method

ait

A Rudemar Facial for Dry Skins—Acne
Condition

A satiOed patron is our best aduertisement
Phone 360

With every major tool a 72 page
book of instructions is given free.
These books are also sold separately at 50e each. Books in the series
are The Bench Saw, Jointer and
Shaper. The Lathe. The Drill
Press, The Band Saw. and jig
Saw.

Ernest T.
Walker

If you care to obtain a copy of our
new 40 page catalog just send your
name and address to Dept. M in
care of the below address. It will
be mailed to you free of charge

WALKER -TURNER CO., INC.
Plainfield, N. J.
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Photographic History of the University of Maine

In this section we are attempting to present, as the title designates, a photographic history of the University of Maine. We
are offering what we consider the most interesting as well as the
most unusual pictures that have been taken of and in the University since it was tirst founded as the Maine State College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.

Alumni Assr.
'age One)
:cord attendat.,e

Directly to the left is a picture of the first Bananas. Like
many other subjects of these pictures, he exists only in our memories, but it is because of what he and the others represent that
they are included in this review.

t the annual
'mini in East
tight. March to.
meeting of the
a reception was
parents of unmity of n1.-.•

In the upper left-hand corner we have printed the earliest
available picture of the University. Continuing on down the
page are other pictures that will enable those who are curious to
grasp some idea of the various stages of growth through which
the University has passed. After our time others will follow,
depicting a still greater growth at which we, as returning alumni,
will marvel.
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Buildings

4
- ,11.14
ir—deirot

Tolls the knell of every class
"Temple of Learning--We'd like to know, tool!
When Balentine was but a wing

With age comes growth. Note the cornfield

Mount Vernon—Once a women's dorm, now a charred foundation

Fernald Hall. the first building on the campus
When the M L.A. was a dining hall. Note the missing link

1 41
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'v

ii

When the Ube

WA,adequate!

A far cry from the Little Theatre

Cf,1)r iliaitte Criantpug
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SECTION B—PAGE 1

Photographic History of the University of Maine

In this section we are attempting to present, as the title designates, a photographic history of the University of Maine. We
are offering what we consider the most interesting as well as the
most unusual pictures that have been taken of and in the University since it was first founded as the Maine State College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
Directly to the left is a picture of the first Bananas. Like
many other subjects of these pictures, he exists only in our memories, but it is because of what he and the others represent that
they are included in this review.
In the upper left-hand corner we have printed the earliest
available picture of the University. Continuing on down the
page are other pictures that will enable those who are curious to
grasp some idea of the various stages of growth through which
the University has passed. After our time others will follow,
depicting a still greater growth at which we, as returning alumni,
will marvel.
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Buildings

Tolls the knell of every class
"Temple of Learning"—We'd like to know, too!!
When lialentine was but a wing

With age comes growth. Note the cornfield

Mount Vernon—Once a women's dorm, now a charred foundation

4

thc,e god in
•
:r.o :pace. Huy
q:*t know.

Fernald Hal!, the first building on the campus
When the M.C.A. was a dining hall. Note the missing link

When the Libe was adequate!

Lzekiel Ho.
A far cry from thr
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Primarily

ma'dear!

Bag Scrap—an obsolete custom

Eyes front! Corporal

The original letter-man

Bag Scrap—early version

A forgotten art?

these got o here we don't know. Probably just to
p space. However, it may he some class reunion—
:'tknow.

The Old Guard—Class of 1884—Alumni Day, 1934
Pre-war regalia—when it was fun!

Masque 1921-22. Note the effete brass container

Elizabeth Italentine- 20 years in the service
of the University
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Miscellaneous

In other ‘‘ord---1:1,1‘er,ity of Maine

Early view of Alumni Field. Note the trees

Dedication Exercises—New Gym-1933

IOW

Relieve it or not, this
was once a common
sight on the campus.
Co-eds tlittered hither
and yon, playing tag
to their lit' hearts'
content. Oh! for the
good old days!

Early Masque photo

Idi

: know.

Collegiate customs

Co-eds, 1q12 version

We'd like to know, too!!

ocitszniasioSfis-iissiirw
"Forsaking All Others"

'hese Rot .16 irre we don't know. Probably just to
space. However, it may be some class reunion—
ft know.

The ( )1,1 tAkird

Class of 1884—Alumni Day, 1934

Pre-war regalia—when it was fun!

: zckiel Holmes, a founder of the University

Masque 1921-21 Note the effete brass container

Elizabeth Balentine 20 years in the service
of the University
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Early view of Alumni Field. Note the trees
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Dedication Exercises—New Gym—I933
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Note the long panties
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Collegiate customs

Co-eds, 1912 version
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University of Maine Historical Section
Past Presidents of Maine And Their Administrations
T! University of Maine was
,tart; 1 in 1868 under the name of
c State College. There was
:ent at first, but the college
as directed under the Board of
Trustees composed of Hon. Hanni41 I farnlin, of Bangor, President;
Nanniel F. Pike, of Bath; Abner
:oburn, of Skowhegan; Lyndon
)ak, ,.1 Garland; Isaiah Stetson, of
4rig.,r; William P. Wingate, of
angr; George P. Sewall, of Old
and Nathaniel Wilson, of
)rono.

At this point in its history, Mr. Fernald, who was chosen to a professorship, and who had served as acthg President during the three years
under notice, requested relief from
the executive duties, and the opening
of college in August, 1871, marked
the beginning of a new administration.

opening the institution earnestly de- was a matter of pride to the officers ness for the Presidency of the ColPRES ALEY
sired to introduce a system of shop- of the College that one of its grad- lege.
ork and practise, but the expense uates, Mr. Frank E. Kidder, of the
In 1895, the building of the Banwas too high, they thought. How- Class of 1879. was the skillful young gor, Orono, and Old Town Electric
ever, in 1876, an avenue to the real- architect who made the plans and Road gave the College half-hourly
ization of this desire was suddenly specifications for this building. By connections with any one of these
and unexpected opened at the Cen- gratuitous professional services for places and opened up the avenue for
tennial Exposition held at Philadel- his Alma Mater, Mr. Kidder en- the student who couldn't afford to
phia where the Russian government dowed the Scholarship which bears live on the campus. Also there was
made an exhibit of the Russian sys- his name and which perpetuates his a marked increase in women students
tem of shopwork. The feature honored memory. The dedication of now because they could get to school.
PRES. ALLEN
which won our representatives was Coburn Hall was an important event The nearest facilities for housing
the fact that it was so simple. The in the College history becairse it any students was a mile and a half
result was the passage of the recom- marked the beginning of the end of away.
mendation for its introduction here what had been called the "pioneer
The first session of summer school
ACT. PRES. FERNALD
by the Board of Trustees.
period."
was held in 1895. The Mt. Vernon
In the time of Dr. Allen's adminEarly in 1890, the first building House was built in 1898 and Dr.
istration, the financial condition of erected by the trustees for college Harris was himself the designer or
the College was such that the Presi- purposes (Wingate) was lost by fire. architect.
dent felt compelled to do an amount Luckily, a new water system had
In 1901 the number of students
of teaching which today would be been added so the fire was kept well reported was
Administration of
382, of whom 16 were
regarded as excessive for such an controlled, although the building women.
Robert Judson Aley, Ph.D., LL.D.
administrative officer.
couldn't be saved. The new building
President, 1910-1921
The most important addition to
When Dr. Allen withdrew tempo- in its place cost $30,000.
the buildings was the completion in
Dr. Aley resigned the position of
rarily from his active ministry in
Notwithstanding this loss, the 1901 of Alumni Hall. The cost of
Superintendent of the Board of Pubthe Methodist Episcopal Church to year 1890 proved to be of great pros- this building was met by the sublic
Instruction of the State of Indiaccept the Presidency of the College, perity to the College, for the second scriptions of the alunmi and other
ana
to come to Orono to take over
it was with the purpose of returning Morrill Act was passed in Congress persons.
the Presidency.
to the ministry in later years. In providing for the more complete enIn the latter part of the year 1901, It was (luring his administration
accordance with this purpose, after dowment of the College. This gave
Administration of
Dr. Harris tendered his resignation that the great fire in Bangor deRev. Charles Frederic Allen, D.D. a useful service of seven and a half the College a financial income of
as President in order to accept the stroyed the College of Law of the
years for the College, he resigned the $15,000 per year.
President, 1871-1879
Directorship of the Jacob Tome Inpresidency and resumed the former
It has been previously mentioned stitute, Port Deposit, Maryland, and University on Exchange Street.
Charles Frederic Allen was born
Balentine Hall was completed under
relation in the church with which he that tuition was placed upon the stuleft the University in December of Dr. Aley. Also a modern dairy
in Norridgewock, Maine, January was connected.
As stated previous- dents. Late in 1891 the tuition was
Administration of
the same year.
28, 1816. He was graduated from ly, he died in Portland, Maine, Feb- dropped for a
barn and suitable building for dairy
short period of time.
Merritt Caldwell Fernald, A.M.
instruction
and demonstration, a
Bowiloin
College
ruary
in 1839, receiving
9. 1899.
However, that proved to be unsatisActing President 1868-71
small
administration
building, the
the A.B. degree which was followed
factory and had to be reimposed and
PRES. FELLOWS
offices for President, Registrar,
..1(rritt C. Fernald came to the three years later by the A.M. degree.
Administration of
has continued to the present time.
Treasurer, and Dean being inadeMaii:( State College of Agriculture In 1872, he received the degree of
Merritt Caldwell Fernald,
1892 saw the construction of a
quate
for efficient work, and one unit
Ph.D., LL.D.
I
Mechanic Arts, July 15, Doctor of Divinity from both Bowmuch needed foundry, a watertowof
a
Mechanical laboratory. AuPresident, 1879-1893
,frt;. as Profesosr of Mathematics. doin College and Wesleyan Univerer and considerable additions to the
bert Hall also had its dedication.
,th him came Samuel Johnson, sity. Directly after his graduation, On the retirement of Dr. Allen books in the library. 1893 the presi;,
he devoted a few years to teaching; at the close of 1878, a temporary ident's house burned. President's
AM . to begin his work as Farm
but the larger part of his life, exclu- vacancy existed in the executive of- office in Coburn.
Siiperintendent. Both Mr. Fernald
PRES. LITTLE
sive of the years devoted to the fice until March, 1879, when MerIn two years. the course in Eleccd Mr. Johnson were graduates of
Maine State College, was given to ritt C. Fernald was elected to the trical Engineering was introduced.
Bo\‘,10in College, and although they
the ministry in the Methodist Epis- presidency.
The faculty was 19.
sail never met before, they found
copal Church. Through a long periOne plan of Dr. Fernald's that has
As will be remembered, he had
=selves congenial associates in
od of years. he held important pasproved
especially fruitful and serserved the College in the first three
e same enterprise. When they artorates in many of the prominent
viceable
is that of cooperation %% it!,
years from 1868 to 1871, as Profesved (.in the campus,they found two
towns and cities of his native state,
approved
schools. In May, 1892, he I
sor
of
Mathematics
and
Physics
and
farm buidings and a college
at one time serving four years as
tendered
his resignation. lie rein
addition,
as
Acting
President.
His
namely, White Hall (later to be
Presiding Elder in Lewiston district.
Professorship continued through Dr. mained on duty until September 1.
,ingate Hall), the farm buildings
Dr. Allen died in Portland, Maine,
Allen's administration, in which 1893.
tile site of the old Mt. Vernon
February 9, 1899, beloved and honperiod the faculty had changed with
ouse, and the farm buildings on
ored by all who knew him.
the addition, and changes had made
site now occupied by the Beta
Looking ahead into the future, Dr.
Administration of
I
PRES. HARRIS
the number 9.
rouse. The former set of buildings
Allen and those associated with him.
George Emory Fellows,
were turned over to Mr. Johnson to
had one matter uppermost in mind, In the interim between the retirePh.D., L.H.D.
ccupy and use as Farm Superinnamely,to build the College so strong ment of Dr. Allen and the inception
President,
1902-1910
endrin ; the latter set were assigned
equipment and so thorough in of the new administration, the its
in
)Mr. Fernald to use as his home.
Dr. Fellows was graduated from
its instruction that it should be called Greenback Legislature was in
•Ater, after ten years of service it
session.
This
Legislature
not
only
Lawrence
University, ‘Visconsin, in
name, worthy of the
was moved to a new location, and is worthy of its
did
not
grant
a
single
dollar
to
the
1879.
During
the next eight years,
and
state and worthy of the support
Administration of
ow used as a practise house for the
he was successfully engaged in teachpatronage of her citizens. Time has College, but required that tuition be
Dr. Clarence C. Little, Ph.D.
Economics Dept. It is called
ing in leading educational instituseemed fully to justify their outlook imposed on the students, whereas.
President, 1922-1925
Hall. The acting president's
heretofore, tuition had been free in
tions in the West and South. In
and their effort.
, e was one room in the new
The most famous Dr. Little in1888 and in 1889, he pursued a
In 1872. by statute law the Maine conformity with the organic law of
.ie Hall.
novatit
kn was the intr(xluction of the
that
"No
the
State
which
provided
course of study at the Universities
State College was made co-educaMaine
"I kilo."
••the college was started on its tional. If we are not mistaken, Dr. charge shall be made for tuition to
of Berne, Switzerland, and Munich,
He
came
here from the middle
rise, with these two acting as Allen was largely instrumental in any student who is an inhabitant of
Germany, receiving the degree of
west
and
brought
many valuable
:,,culty. This seems rather bringing about this result. The first this State."
Doctor of Philosophy in 1889 from
ideas
with
him.
He
was a brilliant
incoming
class
The
effect
on
the
' in a college which now has
the University of Berne.
woman student was Miss Louise
speaker and a leader.
Han a hundred on its teaching Hammond Ramsdell, of Atkinson, was decidedly marked. The applicaSome important facts which hap(Cnntinwed on Page Eught)
an
tions received as early as the previous
Maine.
pened in his administration were the
a probable freshman
E. v in 1870, the legislature apAlso in 1872, the first exercises of April indicated
leasing of the University Inn to acAdministration of
•17: ited for the college a sum of graduation were held in the Metho- class of fully fifty members. The
commodate
teachers and students; Class of '72 Numbered
Abram Winegardner Harris,
•ey which brought the sum of dist Church. Six young men of the announcement of tuition was sent
construction
of a small infirthe
Sc.D., LL.D.
But Thirteen Students
itriations made to a total of eighteen connected with the first out. On its entrance into college the
of Lord Hall
mary:
the
completion
President,
1893-1901
members.
17
000. This money went a long class received diplomas. The cere- class numbered
and Holmes Hall; the pleasing surSome idea as to the extent
Endowments during President
Dr. Abram NVinegardner Harris, prise made by the announcement that
Y toward the completion of the mony had the impressiveness of novof the University's growth
. al Laboratory (now Fernald elty and marked a really important Fernald's term of office included a graduate of Wesleyan University, Mr. Andrew Carnegie had made to
may be obtained through a
• and toward the construction event in the history of the College. $5,000 from Hon. Lewis Barker, class of 1880, entered upon duty as the University the gift of $50,000
comparison of its smallest and
vklat is now Oak Hall, and par- Before the building of the first town of Bangor, and $100,000 from Ex- President of the Maine State Col- for a library building; the appointlargest classes. The first class
lege, Sept. 1, 1893. His service im- ment of Professor Hart as Dean of
rk on Estabrooke Hall. This hall in 1874 the churches in the vil- Governor Abner Coburn.
was the smallest to ever atay at building up the college lage of Orono kindly opened their
In 1880, the Department of Engi- mediately preceding was as Chief all the colleges; the introduction of
tend the University. It numi to show that Orono was to doors for the principal college exer- neering, both Civil and Mechanical, of the Office of Experiment Stations a new I kpartment of Education ; the
bered exactly 13. The largest
Permanent home of the col- cises.
was taught by one professor. At this in the Department of Agriculture, innovation of having the "Farming
class to ever enter was the class
Special Train" go through the
of 1934, numbering exactly
Dr. Allen was instrumental in time a split was made so that there Washington, D. C.
Ing in review the three years having the college year changed from were two professors—George H. He was a noted scholar having re- Aroostook c:-aanty to advertise
479.
) 1871, it is safe to say that the three-term plan to the two-term Hamlin, teaching Civil Engineering, ceived the advantages of American Maine; the fight for the University
The smallest class ever gradEuropean
the
Benjamin,
teaching
and
plan
Charles
H.
institutions
of
learnformer
and
B.A.
degree;
the
inaugto
give
the
Under
the
plan.
uated
most
trywas the class of 1872,
the
of
one
nstituted
with six, and the largest was
Jods in the history of the in- students went to school through the Mechanical Engineering course. ing, and for years connected with uration of vesper services in 1908;
Among the events worthy of rec- the department of agriculture of the the participation of the University of
n. At their close, questions July, had Commencement in early
the class of 1933 with 341.
and of permanence, which August, a short summer vacation of ord in 1888 were the completion and national government, holding an of- Maine in the Rhodes Scholarship
1 he largest total enrollment
•
at one time was during the coln so embarrassing to trustees but two or three weeks and a long dedication of Coburn Hall. Inci- ficial position the duties of which award; in 1909 the creation of the
lege year, 1931-32, being then
faculty, were now happily vacatit.i in the winter, in order to dentally, this building was also de- brought him in contact with the work Department of Domestic Science un1730, or, counting the summer
- of the past. A new and give the students an opportunity to signed to furnish improved accom- of all the State Colleges of the na- der Miss Laura Comstock; the enmodations for the library. The build- tion, and he seemed by training and largement of the faculty to over 100
session, 2167.
-picious era seemed to be teach.
The trustees had from the time of ing of Coburn Hall cost $25.000. It by experience to have a peculiar fit- names.
4 upon the struggling college.
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WEATHER RECORDS

Society Life Fifty Years Ago

The first Commencement at the others during that time, but the mu,The weather is always a topic for
society, on (Editor's Note: The difference of
Following is 'tory that appeared called the Dominoe
sophoof
attitude
overt
State College took place taches and even beards of the facultrue
is
this
Maine
present
and
especially
discussion,
1922. They immediately the
in the Maine Campus of the year March 22.
ty were distinctive to (say the least.
that
freshmen
from
we
towards
where
of
State
Maine,
the
in
mores
Aug.. 1872. There were only a few
intention of present1913. "The University of Maine announced their
The basketball and track suits of the
the
in
seen
be
may
ago
sometimes
on
varieties,
the
years
all
get
25
of
the
April
on
young men in the class, yet they
1)raniatic Club grew out of a ci purse ing two one-act plays
eighties were ludicrous comlate
the same day.
were determined to make this a
with all women charac- article below.)
in vocal e xpression given in 1906-7. ; eighteenth
to the present day ones. The
pared
1914
Since 1869, the college unit of a grand occasion. Dancing at that time
reversing the Masque proceAt the instigation of John H. Bur- ters,
were rather close fitting and
trunks
nation-wide system of recording was looked on as being improper,
first attempt was so
THIS MEANS YOU
'vigil '07. a meeting of those inter- dure. Their
way down to the knee. "I-!e
extended
the fall of the same
bureaus has kept records of temper- but a concert was planned and they
$5000 REWARD $5000
ested in dramatics was held which successful that in
clothes of this period congym
girls'
Club
a play should
For the arrest, conviction and in- atures and of the precipitation and had the Mendelssohn Quintet
resulted in the organization of the year it was decided that
full bloomers
of
sisted
long-legged,
joint auspices carceration of the several or single snowfall. Here are a few of their of Boston with Mrs. Smith, a well
dramatic club. The officers of the be presented under the
several
proceeded
that
inches below
Domthe
known singer, for their program.
preliminary- organization were J. H. of the Maine Masque and
malicious scoundrels who wantonly, records.
were
by
and
met
knee
the
high laced
for
chosen
play
Up until the class of 1887 no
The highest temperature ever reBurIcigli 117. president, E. J. NN ilson ino' society. The
with malice aforethought, turned
boots. The top part of this outfit
into
flight
co-educational
loose into this blessed land such a corded here was 100 degrees Fah- dancing was allowed on campus al- consisted of heavy middy
07. vice-president. W. D. Hall '07, the first
blouses.
well-known
secretary. W. A. t:obb '08, treas- dramatic heights was the
roundup of bone heads as this bunch renheit on July 16, 1901. Also, on though many different parties were
was
day
the
Ivy
Day
for
which
SophoMouse"
the
and
Lion
man"The
such
June 5, 1919, and May 16, 1932, carried on. At these games,
urer. G. E. Haywood, business
of sucklings.
on
2,
and
June
mores
a
1893,
1.
November
grand
on
presented
he
to
was
high
of
bubbles
were
and
soap
even
ager. These men
A great charge is imposed on the mercury touched 98. May 29, as forfeits
banquet was held at the Bangor Exand
rapidly.
proceeded
Rehearsals
saw
and
affairs
first
The
were
the
1931.
com29.
were
entertainment.
1931,
July
student
and
standing in
1913, a class of God-fearing, selfwas presented with respecting men, who, although their paratively cool with a temperature dance given by a class or organiza- change. The Junior Promenade in
in the proposed club a means of ac- finally the play
largest audition was a "Class Tree Hop" on March 13, 1895, was a forerunner
centuating the cultural side of col- great success before the
sacred souls are shocked at the very of only 97.
of our present Junior Week. In the
a
for
out
turned
thought. feel it necessary to impress
lege. At this time the College of ence which had ever
The lowest temperature ever re- Nov. 6, 1885, by the class of 1887.
year of '97, Ivy Day anti Junior
Arts and Sciences was in its years of Masque play.
upon you, the fact that the following corded here was 40 degrees below Class Tree Day was a predecessor
were held at the beginPromenade
To Miss Elizabeth Armstrong laws are essential to the immortality 0, recorded on January 17, 1907. of Ivy Day. The dance was held at
ibation and the cultural life of the
the
of
spring term. Comning
first
of your souls and your eternal sal- Jan. 24, 1907, was cold also. being the town hall with supper at the
'niversity had not received much goes the honor of being the
exercises
were held
mencement
the
"trod
by
welcomed
furnished
who
female heroine
Tlw club was
vation:
35 degrees below. Thus the great- Orono House. Music was
1897,
22,
with CornTuesday,
June
the
Maine.
of
of
Andrew's
°reliesof
friends
University
pieces
four
by
boards" at the
Fail not to wear the prescribed est range in temperature in this parthe faculty and the
at
Ball
the
town
mencement
hall.
l'niversity as an organization which As Shirley Rossmore in "The Lion bonnets, and to tip them to faculty ticular section of Maine has been 140 tra of Bangor. The first Commencement Ball was held in 1886. In The order of dances was as follows:
would contribute something. at least, and the Mouse," Miss Armstrong and upperclassmen.
degrees in a period of 66 years.
9- Round dances
scored an instant success. Press noit the artistic side of student life.
Remember the fair sex is too good
The minimum temperature so far 1876 the fraternity receptions began 1. Waltz
can
Campus
of
the
number
a
was
it
but
Waltz
from
held,
be
2.
to
10.
Two-step
items
if
tices,
away.
organization
Keep
you.
for
the
"The details of
this winter has been 27 below. The
a
in
became
loud
house
open
before
11.
were
Five-step
3.
years
such,
Two-step
as
school
considered
"prep"
be
all
preparing
Exterminate
about
set
club
settled, the
minimum for last winter, which
following
The
4.
12.
Lanciers
practise.
her.
Five-step
for
where
praise
their
d
a
give
You
don't
'As
We
truck.
production.
first
the
for
everyone thought was so very cold,
Pr
13.
5.
inland Fancy
Waltz
students
men
the
of
The
clothes
I.ike It' had been used as the text excerpts from the Campus of No- Vial come from.
was only 31 below.
6. Two-step 14. Waltz
were
time
Smoke on the campus is provided
this
during
faculty
and
for the vocal expression class and vember 1, 1922, show her triumph :
The average temperature over
was decided on for the first play. The "Betty Armstrong who certainly by the power house plant. Pipes are this 66-year period has been 42.9 very similar to those worn by all 7. Five-step 15, Two-step
16. Waltz
8. Waltz
first rehearsal was held in Coburn promises to be one of the shining manly utensils. That leaves you out degrees, above zero, of course. 1915
dramatics—carried
Maine
of
lights
was
and
1907,
altogether.
On April 22, 1915, the SophoHall. January 23,
was the warmest year, with an aver- or just about 7 feet. In the winter
Have your lousy green carcasses
marked by unusual interest on the off with ease the honors won by her
more
Hop and Freshman Banquet
were
1931
and
age of 46.2. 1930
of 1886-87, 152 inches fell, the recpart of the students. The first draw- characterization of Shirley—showed always covered with a coat. Avoid competitors, with averages of 46.17 ord for
The Ivy Day Program
were
held.
this section. In the winter
back came when Burleigh and remarkable dramatic ability and the use of hard hats. They are easily and 46.1, respectively. 1923 was the of
fell,
inches
35
only
1912-13,
had completely gone by this date.
Schierloh were obliged to leave the proved a charming miss with many crushed.
coldest year with an average of 39.3 which is the minimum record. Last That same year, Military Ball was
ways."
captivating
Make a noise like a 100-yard dash
cast. 'Hie vacancies were tilled and
(legrees.
winter, the fall ran a little above the held April 29, and Junior Prom
It was not until the winter of 1923 when a Sophomore yells, "Beat it,
M. E. Fassett was changed to the
precipitation of rain- average, being 86.5 inches.
average
The
May 7th.
part of Rosalind. At the same time. that men and women again combined Freshman !"
fall here has been 42.7 inches. The
Although at times we have very
Associate by yourselves. Think
S. Smith '09 was elected manager their dramatic ability to present
year 1888 was the wettest, 57.8 high winds here, the average wind
in the place of Ilaywood,and Gilbert "Milestones" by Arnold Bennett and of the noise the chapel bell makes
of water falling that year. speed is only 4.52 miles per hour.
inches
'09 was assigned to the part of Celia. Edward Knoblock. At this time and keep your traps shut.
TUFTS COLLEGE
the end of four abnormally
was
This
Since 1905 a record has been ket
Nothing from nothing leaves you.
Austin '09 to the part of Touchstone, there was apparently no outstanding
1887
and
for
1886,
years,
1885,
wet
an,
cloudy
clear,
of
number
the
of
and Wright '10 to the part of Corin. female member of the cast, but the Don't ask for sympathy, because
had precipitations of 53, 48, and 53 partly clear days. Since 1905 the it
"The first production of the Maine writeup of a later play,"The Whole this is no place for it.
• a Inur-year enune leading ti the
respectively. 1921 was the have been 4.769 clear days, 2,80:'
inches,
obey
degree id Itoctor of Dental :IiIrclicine
Bow your ivory domes and
Masque was given in the Brewer Town's Talking," by John Emerson
who present credentials showing
fell
tandidates
inches
26
Only
year.
driest
cloud:.
3,383
partly clear days, and
two yr.4cs of co:Irge work, including sir
City I tall. May 17, 1907. This per- and Anita !Axis, which was present- the above orders of the great and then. This was unusual, as in only
ti
semester hours in Cad) of the ti lowing
of
44%
that
means
This
days.
and l'hysics.
subjects— English.
formance was a great success, ed February 25, 1925, speaks of a noble class of 1913.
three ycars has the precipitation been days have been clear, 25% partl
and twelve semester hours in Chemistry
Take a good look at this, then be— Inorganic and organic. The schnoi ta
nothing more startling than the cus- Miss Helen Peabody "who made her
below 30 inches.
clear, and 31% cloudy. 1919 was
co-educational.
ti unary defects of an amateur pro- debut in 'Milestones— and who ware.
her forth. Int,wfaufine addri-Ao
certainly been blessed the sunniest year, having 217 clear
has
Maine
/11111VARD M. MUill.RISON. n.m.n.„ n‘ia•
duct ii in marring the perfection of the "displayed that she could be a cinema
Trits College Dextal School
?) with plenty of snowfall, for days and only 58 entirely cloudy
414 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mn..
dramatic interpretation. This en- star as well as a renowned amateur ent time. The same year Herschel
the average fall has been 83.6 inches, days.
gagement was followed by a petH actress if she so wished."
Bricker was made assistant director
formance at Ellsworth and then all
of
the
of
the Masque to assist Prof. Bailey
members
Among the earlier
•
attention was directed to the initial " Masque were Miss Florence Gushee with directing and arranging for the
performance on the campus which ; who appeared in "Ice bound," by prisluctions.
%as held in the gymnasium Max' 22.. hven Davis and in George Bernard
In 1933. the Masque voted to give
The Masque was under the (lirec- , Shaw's "Candida," the latter play eight performances each season. ;
tit in of the now well-known Windsor , being presented on December 18, Four plays were produced. each beP. Daggett who directed the plays 1924, and Miss Anna Torrens, who ing giveti on Wednesday and Thursand was the guiding„ power of the started her acting career early in her (lay evenings, with two each semesorganizatii in. It ‘‘as made up en- iliege life, taking the leading part ter. The same year the theatre was
tire1y. of men.and with the assistance in "Icelmitind" in her freshman year. entirely- renovated with the stage beof wigs, dresses, and unusual in- Miss Torrens carried on her good ing made considerably larger and
genuity on the part of the players. work the next year when she ap- placed in the opposite side of Alumthe repiirts show that the results peared in the Junior Week play ni !kill. Lighting fixtures and equipwere quite satisfactory.
"You and I.- by Philip Barry. Of ment were provided. and the seats
W. H. Gilbert mentioned above her ability one critic said in an ad- that had been previously in the hall
ni m has a son in the. freshman class vance notice of the play, "Miss Tor- were replaced by regulation theatre
this year, and he had an'idler in the rens' work as leading lady in 'Ice- scats.
This year inure interest has been
bound' last year is quite enough recsophomore class last year.
4nnmendation."
by the student body than ever
shiiwn
one feature of the Masque that
With three plays completed,
before.
estaban
women
Byheld
this time
I as Item mile imitossible by the pop•Inwisollisi• in Nlai1146
tm i ticket sales has been
response
the
in
lished
place
circles
the
dramatic
ularity of sound pictures is that of
niaking ti airs. The club maile ex- of the University. They had proved gratif yiuig to Masque officials. UnDenier% in General Nlarkei 114)11115
tensive trips into Nlassichusetts and their worth, and the idea of men der the direction of Prof. Bailey the
traveled all over the State of Maine. taking women's parts in Masque pro- \Iasi pie has attempted to select the
best in modern and classic drama and
These tours sometimes continued for ductions was discarded.
produce it as satisfactorily as posto
In 1919. Prof. Daggett left the
perl of two weeks.
sible.
University,
and
the position as head '
In l'115. Professor Charles P.
•
Weston was asked to design some of the Public Speaking department
sort of trade mark for the Masque. was filled by Prof. Harriman. lie
and the present mask, dagger. and remained here two years. but as that
M is the result of the undertaking. was the war period, little was done I
.Nt the tenth anniversary of the locally in dramatics.
Optometrist
In the fall of 1920 Prof. Bailey
club an original play by Prof. Dagcame
to
here
fill the position left vagett was offered. This was "Lelio
18 Central St.. Bangor
and Isabella." It was described as cant by Harriman. The following
1..‘ es Examined and Glasses
a novel and comical interpretation of year he organized a women's draRomeo and Juliet in the form of a matic club known as the Dominoes
Fitted
54-68 Broad Street.
In 1924. this group united with the
comedia dell'arte.
Phone 4080
Because women were rather ostra- nwn in the Masque and have ei inBangor. Maine
cized in the matter of belonging to ! tinned to br affiliated up to the prethe various societies on campus even
as late as 1927, it was not until the
latter part of 1922 that they were
allowed to appear in any of the
Distributors for Plumbing and Heating Material, also Electrical Merchandise—Zenith
Maine Masque productions. Prior
Radios—Farm and Suburban Pumping Outfits at very low prices. Building Material—Roofing
to this time men took all the women's
Shingles—Insulating Board—Dairy Supplies—Separators—Milking Machines, and all kinds of
BAN6OR. MAINE
roles, tying curls on to their own
Lawn Garden and Field Seeds—Hand Seeders and Cultivators for the garden, Fertilizers for
shorn locks, wearing wome n's
Tel 4501
every purpose—Vigoro and Bone Meal for lawns. Full line of Masury Paint.
clothes and even trying to imitate
their voices.
The women in an attempt to show
I. ATERIN0 10 BANVUETS A SPECIALTY
their dramatic ability formed a dramatic organization of their own
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came president of an engineering
firm known as Brock and Weymouth in Philadelphia. This was
of short duration, however, and in
1926 he accepted the position of
chief engineer of the J. G. White
Engineering Corporation in Mexico.
Three years later he was placed in
charge of the water works of the
city of Los Angeles. and by 1932, he
was both general manager and chief
engineer of the Metropolitan Water
District, composing thirteen towns
and cities.
These are but some of the positions which this remarkable Maine
alumnus has held.

Mary Ellen Chase,'09
.•-y. Ellen Chase, present pro..., .1- of English Language and
r.iture at Smith College, received
.,.7and Ph.D. at the UniverMinnesota. She was instruc. English and Assistant Proles,- ,.1 English at Minnesota before
accepted her present position.
- is an honorary member of Phi
tleta Kappa.
Miss Chase is constantly busy
vith her work. When she is not
:eaching her students, she is writing,
‘ritimz books, or on lecture tours.
'Hein there is the care of her mail,
from students, and calls to dinclubs, and the like. She finds
nni•• time for rest and the expresof her love for nature. But
*en she takes the time. Gardening
her greatest outdoor joy. She
Tvels in flowers and wild creatures,
•
She loves the New England of
birth, especially during the
1 radiant personality is the cause
Aliss Chase's being in constant
cliand. Vibrating energy, eageris hers. She attracts. A friend
her once is a friend always.
is merry, sympathetic, kindly
lependable. One feels safe,
in her presence.
ter classes are unconventionality
isnlf. She is no "pedantic schooltintirin." She is outwardly scornful
4 the lazy, the idler, but beneath the
surface. she enjoys and laughs at
almIrdities of her students. She appreciates the funny things which
arise in freshman themes and faculty meetings. As Miss Eleanor
Ihickett. professor of Latin at Smith
6.11cge, has put it: "There is the
nick feeling for the fearful and
slow of mind."
Lore Alford Rogers,'96
1,,,re Alford Rogers is a bacteri• l•-zist, in charge of the Division of
Rr,earch Laboratories, Bureau of
)•••-y Industry, of the Department
\griculture. He is the author
co-author of about 30 papers
dealing with the results of investiga11-,n, on various dairy topics and
'ii•tilatinelital bacteriological prob1'1;'-. Among the most outstanding
"i these studies is the deterioration
I ;quer, which resulted in the de'-• ; -pment of the sweet-cream methI ii very extensively adopted not
in the United States but in
butter-making countries, and a
for utilizing skim milk by
•.tation and concentration.
laboratories of the Bureau of
Industry of which he is in
have been developed from
Ian to an organization employ
; scientific and technical men
nl in research on all kinds of
i•rolnlems. The book "Funda', of Dairy Science," written
•nctor Rogers' associates was
ated to him.
Mr. Rogers received his D.Sc. dez7- • from the University of Maryin 1923 and from the Univerof Maine in 1925. He was
stant Bacteriologist of the New
Experiment Station, Geneva.
York. from 1899 to 1902, and
then Government Dairy Bac•
:ogist.

Governor Louis J. Brann, '98

Frank E. Weymouth,'96

At the polls on September 10,
the people of the State of Maine reelected Louis Brann as Governor.
In Brann, Maine has found a man
of ability, personality, and character.
Following his graduation in 1898,
Brann studied law at the office of
Daniel McGillicuddy of Lewiston.
He entered politics as clerk of the
legislative committee on legal affairs there, and later became city
solicitor, judge of probate, mayor of
Lewiston. a representative to the
state legislature, and chairman of the
Democratic State Committee. Today, the University feels honored in
having in Governor Brann her first
son to be re-elected to the highest
political office in the State.

Mr. Frank E. Weymouth is general manager and chief engineer of
the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California. He is directing the mammoth project known as
the Colorado River Aqueduct, which
will be perhaps the capstone of his
career of brilliant engineering feats.
This aqueduct requires some six or
seven years time, the labor of 10.000
men, and expenditures estimated at
$220,000.000.
After graduating as a civil engineer. Mr. Weymouth directed the
construction of water works systems
fin- the Massachusetts Metropolitan
Water District. He was assistant
city engineer of the City of Winnepeg. and for two years he made detailed surveys and studies in connection with the proposed Nicaragua
Canal as one of the Isthmian Canal
Commission. For a short time he
was resident engineer with the Quito
Railroad Company in Ecquador.
In 1902 Mr. Weymouth became
associated with the United States
Reclamation Service, in which work
he directed surveys and investigations of reclamation projects in
Montana and North Dakota. In
1916 he was appointed chief of construction in the Reclamation Service
and as such was in charge of all
work handled by that organization
in the western states. His ability
was further recognized four years
later when he was promoted to chief
engineer of the Reclamation Service.
At this time, together with Arthur
P. Davis, he made surveys and prepared plans and estimates on the
Boulder Canyon Dam project on the
Colorado River, over which Frank
T. Crowe '05 is now general superintendent.
Following 22 years of governmental service. Mr. Weymouth be-

Francis T. Crowe,'05
Francis T. Crowe attributes his
many engineering accomplishments,
more than any other factor, to the
inspiration supplied by Professor
Boardman. Since graduation, Mr.
Crowe has worked in various capacities from Inspector to General Superintendent on twelve major dams.
Ile began work on the Lower Yellowstonie project near Glendive,
Montana. From there he went to
Minidoka. Idaho, and later to Jackson Lake, Wyoming, where he built
a government darn and raised the
lake 18 feet. Among his many dams
are the. Arrow Rock Dam near
Boise. Flathead Project in Montana,
Ileum Dam near Yakima, Washington, Auburn Dam on Bear River
near Auburn, California, and the
Deadwood Dam in Deadwood Basin, Idaho.
The building of the Boulder Dam
ranks second in magnitude to that
of the Panama Canal. As General
Superintendent and Manager for
Six Companies, Inc., of San Francisco, Mr. Crowe will superintend
the actual construction of the dam,
a fifty million dollar job. Before
building the dam itself, he will have
to complete a 20 mile railroad from
Las Vegas, Nevada, to Black Canyon rim. construct Boulder City to
house sonic 2.500 workers and their
families, build an eight-mile double .
track railroad from Boulder City to
the Canyon, and erect a temporar>
(lain upstream to turn the river int,
the tunnels, which he will construct
and another downstream to stop th•
backwash.
This is a big project, but Mr.
Crowe's experience and capability
give him confidence that it will be
done well. The dam will rise 727
feet between the canyon walls and
will back the river up into a reservoir 115 miles long and two miles
wide. It must be completed by 1938
or Six Companies will have to pay
a penalty of $3000 a day for each
day beyond the n•f nntract limit.

Dana True Merrill, '98
On February 4 of this year, Col.
Dana True Merrill, 10th U. S. Infantry. was promoted to command a
brigade in the U. S. Army with the
rank of brigadier general, thus adding to the laurels of an already brilliant career in the army.
Col. Merrill enlisted as a private
in the regular army after his graduation, lie saw service in the Philippine insurrection, and during the
World War his outstanding service
won him the Distinguished Service
medal,the Belgium Croix de Guerre,
the Order of Leopold (Belgium),
and the officer of the Legion d'Honneur(France).
From 1920 to 1924 he served on
the War Department general staff
and in 1927 was appointed department inspector in Hawaii. In addition to his regular duties at Fort
Thomas he also commanded CCC
camps in Eastern Kentucky and
Southern Ohio.
Captain A. W. Stevens, '07
Captain Albert W. Stevens is
considered one of the most outstanding aerial photographers in the
United States. He is the holder of
the record for long distance photography,330 miles, and is the only person ever to photograph the eurvature of the earth. He obtained the

most outstanding photographs of
the sun's eclipse about at year ago.
Captain Stevens studied electrical engineering when at the University, and even then his hobby was
photography. His other major interest was electrical dredges. Arthur
Lord, also of '07, tells us how adventure claimed Stevens as her life
partner. Stevens was in Idaho for
eight years, with the Boston and
Idaho Gold Dredging Co. One day
he was rowing down the Payette
River and suddenly discovered that
the "front half of his boat was
cantilevering in mid air over a fortyfoot fall. That was his first air
flight—just about equal to three
Oak Hall stories—and while his
friends claim to have found the imprint of all ten of his fingers in the
solid stern of the boat, he came
thru as usual without damage and
with his appetite for thrills only
whetted a bit."
During the World War, Stevens
took pictures of the enemy's
trenches. The Germans did their
best to discourage him, but he kept
brilliantly at it and came out without a scratch. He continued in peace
as he had been in war, the ace of
aerial photographers. Second only
to actual air combat in sheer thrill
and adventure in its demand for
lightning-fast decisions and nerveless execution is this work. It accomplishes in a few weeks, surveys
which our most determined and
hardy, but wingless, engineers take
months and years to complete afoot.

The months and years of privation
and danger are still there, but compressed into days and weeks. Although Stevens is a Captain in the
Army Air Service (Chief of the
Aerial Photographic Unit at Wright
Field, Dayton, Ohio) his work in
developing and testing out new devices, taking pictures from ever increasing and incredible heights and
distances, by day and by night, thru
smoke and fog, has been of inestintable value to civilian air photographers.
Hubert Prior (Rudy) Vallee,ex-'25
Rudy Vallee is one of the most
widely known men in the country
today. And here are the reasons
why. Rudy works 18 and sometimes
20 hours a day. He has remarkable
musical ability, a microphonic personality and voice. He has composed several popular tunes.
One of the most interesting things
about Rudy's college life is the fact
that he had to study in trains, auto(Conti/wed on Page Sis)
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Famous Tales of the University of Maine
tier. Besides, if I did knock him behind the goal posts that the Maine the same way that a boy will start
•!own and got away in time to keep team was rushing for. Maine took to hunt for the saw when his father A Corpseless Funeral
front being squashed, how the devil the kick to the forty-yard line.'Now, , wants him to saw wood. It sure
IVY DAY on the campus! 11 •
would you go to work to get him to boss!' yelled the quarterback. 'Let's looked as if they didn't want to find
We were st.., ming on the station
been
generous
had
fairy had sent this swa-n ;
It
Brunswick
Orono?
The
three
at
of
go
platform
us couldn't
right down and see Bolivar. the beast. Maybe they didn't; for
NOTED GRADUATE
lift his tail off the ground. And I Guards back! 5-I8-6!' And they day wages are the custom in the de- of white-clad heart-destroyers
about an hour since Bowdoin had got
never yet hit a man or a beast when drove that tandem play through for tective business, I believe. The three add more joy to an already joy
through walloping us to the tune of
he wasn't looking, anyway.'
29 to 0, and the Maine bunch was
twelve yards. 'Signals! 12-23-2!' of them registered as students in the occasion? From zones of intiTr,
about as happy as a condemned crim"'Now,' I continued, 'the way to And the right halfback shot around college and started a systematic radii they come, with their pr, !•:
inal. Jim Fowler and I were strollget him is like this. We'll go back left end for ten more. Six downs search of all the college buildings. Ldresses packed in one small suitca-,
ing down the platform, engaged in
to School Street and get that rope. it took to make the first touchdown. They came prying around the frat''—come only to remain for a iii
playing the game over again in lanThen you two crawl up and slip the The rest of the game was just the houses on any excuse to get in and and a day—come in order to &pa: m
guage not recognized as English or
noose around one of his front legs. same. Maine rushed them off their they kept their eyes and ears open with a few more hearts strung tam
ft reign. when we met a man who
While you're doing that,
go down feet and piled up the biggest score of for clues while they were there. We their fast-growing Eros necktie-,
stopped to talk. Front his expresthe line and hail a car. The motor- the season. Three of us carried the caught onto their business in about D. L. Auld does a rushing busine—
sion I knew he was a Maine man.
man on the next car is a good sport, eelphant in the gate, the whole col- two days and made life miserable during Junior Week.
"Hard luck, boys!" he said.
But today girls and all their chant
for them. If a bunch was standing
and he'll help us out. Bring the end lege carried Bolivar out.
right. D'you come
"You're
of the rope up to the track, and we'll
"Now of course it's hard to hide together and one of the detectives failed to amuse me. I soon lost ir:down for the game?" asked Jim.
hitch it into a coupling ring. When an elephant, and after that football sneaked, the talk was sure to be terestin..the proceedings and it •.•
"My name's Seldon. '03." he rethe car starts, the elephant will wake game no one wanted to hide him. We aim tut elephants. We kept that word walking past Coburn on nty
plied. "I'm going back to Boston on
took Bolivar and nailed him up over ringing in their ears all the time they home when someone hailed me Iron,
up and follow.'
the next train. Hoped the boys
"'Fine!' complimented Razoo. the Maine bleachers. He got a lot were around,and they were welcome the steps. Bob Kenton ran down
could do them up today ; but we may
sarcastically. 'You're a genius, kid. of notoriety during the next week, to make as much out of the conversa- the path and fell into step. "Where
away?" he asked.
have better luck next year."
Think up another one where you do and the Bangor clothing company tion as they could.
that really owned him found out very
"I'll see enough of this stuff next
"When the word was passed
The three of us walked along to
the dirty work.'
Edward E. Chase
where the resurrected Bolivar stood,
"':\w. show a little nerve!' I got quickly just where their advertise- around the f rat that a detective was year." I replied. "Going home and
majestic in his loneliness, leaning Editer's Note: Through the cour- up, walked up the road, and picked ment had goat. It happened to be in the house, it was the invariable play a couple of sets of singles before
against a baggage truck. Schlott be- tesy of Mr. Chase, flu' Campus has up a handful of stones. At least I one of those firms that never give custom for someone upstairs to rush supper."
gan to laugh. NN'e looked at him been granted permission to print could scare the elephant out of that students discount if they can squeal out into the hall and shout for all
"I'll go down and trim you up,curiously as he walked over and ca- the two accompanying stories from frightfully tremendous and immo- out of it, and the sympathy that the the world to hear:
Ite asserted confidently. "I was
ressed the tin mascot, whose history his book, "Tales of Bolivar's Child- bile pose. It didn't seem possible to students felt for this clothing com- "'Who will carry this message?' pretty gotxl at tennis when I Nva,
no one then in college was able to ren.")
"And from the ground floor here, but I haven't played a game for
miss such a target at fifty feet, but pany was of the reverse-English varelate. We had heard rumors of the
I did. Spike and kazoo were half- riety. The manager swore that he'd would come the volunteer's answer : six years."
strang vicissitudes of the elephant's and axe. and sledge hammer, and a way up the tree when I threw the get that elephant if he had to arrest 'I will !'
We turned front the walk intim
career as a Maine emblem, but the pitchfork. The axe was the only second rock, calling me every name the whole college. Every fellow in
"'And who the devil are you?'
College Avenue, talking of prospects
said college swore that he'd shoot
real facts had become lost in ten thing we needed, as it happened.
they could lay their tongues to.
"'Hockshaw !'
for a baseball championship that
without the slightest compunction,
years' obscurity.
"'What! The great detective?'
spring. Ivy Day came early in Mas
"In Veazie we made inquiries "On the fourth try I got him fair.
any person who laid the weight of a
"Did they have Bolivar at Maine about the wandering elephant. I But instead of a thud
"And up from the lower floor that year, and the state series had
of a stone hitlinger on Bolivar with sinister dein your time, Seldon ?" I asked.
would come the drawling, scornful but just begun.
guess they thought we were crazy, ting flesh, followed by a roar and an
signs. It looked as if it would take
"Did we have him? Why. I was for I heard one man call up the In- uplifted trunk as I
answer:`H—,mow!'
expected, the ele"If we beat Bowdoin," declared
some classy diplomacy to avoid a
the one who started him going," sane Hospital to ask if any patients phant stood as
unconcerned as the
the old-timer, "then I don't care a
"Well.
Bolivar
watched
us
,trim
war.
laughed the old grad. "I kept track were missing. No one had seen any big pyramid,
and the bang that
Colby and Bowdoin, and he saw the rap if Bates wins the series. I hope
of the old brute up to a few years elephants in Veazie. XVe walked echoed across
"Funny how news travels, isn't
the fields sounded for
championship celebration in Bangor. —My God !", he broke off suddenly.
ago. but I thought he was lost for over to School Street, divided up all the world
like a stone striking a it? We had twenty-four hours' no- But some of us got tnislaid in Ban- "Did you see that ?"
good."
the weapons, and scattered to search tin pan. I was glad that the other tice that the manager of this clothing gor that night. and the bunch went
In his excitement he had raised
Jim Fowler looked at his watch. the country, kazoo took the axe. two ginks were up the tree and not firm had enlisted the aid of the police
off and left Bolivar at the Webster his hand to indicate what had so
and was coming on the campus the
"You've got twenty minutes before Spike the pitchfork. and I the sledge in a position to laugh.
station. A crowd of muckers took aroused him. A student and a co-ed
next day to seize his elephant. Now
train time." he suggested.
hammer. We left the rope in the
"I threw another stone to make
him, and we never found hint until were strolling along the walk leading
Seldon looked astonished. "Why, waiting ri m int. I lugged the hammer sure, and got the same kind of a we'd just as soon have killed that the next football season. We dug to the Coop. The fellow wore a
manager as not; hut the Bangor podon't you km iw the story ii old Boli- —sixteen pounds it weighed when noise. Then I boldly approached
him out of an ash-heap, but a new blue cap with a large white button on
the
lice
always used the boys pretty well,
var? I thought everyone knew that. we stole it—until the weight had in- monstrous elephant. The
oiat of paint put him in good shape. top, an insignia marking him as a
others
and we didn't want to kill the policeBut, as you say, I've just about creased to about a ton. Then, the came down from the tree and
lie's seen some merry times in his freshman. Such sights were not
folman. And right here diplomacy
enough time to tell you. Let's go river being handy, I hove it in. I lowed. tit was a tin elephant all
old Bolivar has. And here unusual at that time, and I shrugged
history.
right.
over and sit clown."
knew it would sink before I threw it. I fell down under the feet of the came into play.
he is back at the same old stand. illy shoulders.
"That night we took Bolivar down That's nty train whistling now. Let's
We seated ourselves on the bag".•\fter about an hour I heard a fearsome beast and laughed until the
"What of it ?" I asked."True love
from
the bleachers. laid him on some walk up the platform."
gage truck behind the elephant and far otT yell and beat it in that direc- tears came. with Spike and kazoo
must run its cburse while it lasts.
Seldon began.
tion. Razoo caught me on the road tangled up on top of me. When we boards nailed together,traced an outThe Maine bunch had gone up- She isn't very handsome, is she?"
just
above the cemetery. 'Spike's got sobered down so that we could line around the tin elephant, and town for supper and there were only
"I was born possessed of a crim"A freshman," Bob said slowly
inal instinct and a sense of original- right along here.' he panted. And sit up, one of us would rap on the sawed out a new wootlen elephant a few left at the station. Bowdoin and solemnly, "walking with a coity. College developed the former just then a low whistle from the road side of the tin beast and off we would exactly the same size. The imitation was out celebrating her victory. The ed. You're a sophomore,aren't you?
trait, and my mania to do something side sti'wed us.
go again. I never saw a fellow have Bolivar was nailed in place of the Ftrade came upstreet and turned Do you permit such a thing as that "
mascot was sunk
entirely original got me into a good
"Flat on his stomach behind a tree hysterics until kazoo Bunker did real one,and the tin
onto the platform. We stood aside
"The anti-hazing movement of
river
with
a
buoy
to mark the
in
the
deal of trouble. In those days the lay Spike. 'Down, fellars, down.' that night.
to let them pass. Jim and I were 1909 has effectively stopped all
spot. Then we painted the wooden
man w ho wanted to be known as a he hissed, and we crawled to his side
telling Schlott about the track and freshman discipline in public," I ex"We rolled kazoo into a puddle
substitute as Bolivar was painted.
live one had to keep in hot water with in the wet grass.
baseball prospects, when we heard plained. "The fraternities keep their
until he was able to stand up. Then
"The manager and his policeman a cheer and turned to see the Bow- own freshmen in line fairly well.
the authorities mist of the time.(
"'Where's that sledge hammer,' we chopped the elephant loose with
course I wanted to become famous asked Spike.
the axe, stole the Veazie handcar. appeared on schedule time. A few <loin parade coming back. They had That fellow's a non-f rat man se
with the bunch. So early in my col- "'Where's that elephant ?' I coun- loaded on the elephant, and pumped of us happened to be on the field
ilivar.
there's nothing I can do. It's to he
when they came in. 'That's the one!'
lege career. I decided it was up to tered.
through to Webster.
I never saw anything start so regretted. but it can't be helped."
me to kill sonieli.xly or steal some"Stealthily Spike wriggled over to "'What'll we do with the brute?' we heard him exclaim. He strode quick. There weren't Maine men
?I've been in lots of colleges sin,,
thing. My young and unhardened one side of the tree and pointed asked Spike. as we pulled—or rapidly across the field, the policeen()ugh there to clean out a barroom. I graduated front Maine," said Bob.
heart revolted at the idea of murder. toward a clump of bushes. Sighting pushed—ourselves and cargo over man following at a discreet distance.
But at one yell of "Maine nwn this "Wherever hazing has been abolWe chased along to see the fun. The
and robbery was the only held left along his linger. I beheld a dark hulk, the Webster bridge:
was'," they came from nowhere like ished, class spirit has died, too: also
in my dash for fame. But it was so silhouetted against the leafless trans- "'Paint him blue and white, and manager climbed up and took a gum]
flies to a sugar barrel. I saw in the college spirit to a greater or less decommon to steal that I was ashamed parency of the trees. It was either take him to the game Saturday as a look at the wtioden elephant. lie
papers next day that Bowdoin cap- gree. The two lower classes need
minute what he was up
to pull off anything like that unless an elephant or a !anise shaped like an mascot.' It was nty suggestion,
and saw in a
tured the Maine elephant and pa- a certain anuamt of fighting ; but
ct mid go into it big.
elephant. I never knew that live ani- without doubt the best thing I ever against, for the paint wasn't dry on raded him all over town. It's funny nowadays the sophomores let the
"Now nine times out of ten, to the mals grew so big. Maybe they don't. said. And we did it.
the wood. The reddest and maddest
that I didn't. when I was right there freshmen walk all over them."
from
titan who thinks of the word Hy as (hi the side of this beast was painted
"The freshmen had a peach of a
"That Saturday a ftertit ion, when man I ever saw, he came down
to see them when they did. Newsa general terni. allit.suggesti. m will in large w bite letters the name of a the bleachers had filled and the
bleachers and took the next car
teams the
papers get next to stuff that none of scrap with the sophs in '97.- he conBangor. He had sense enough
bring the word ilefliam. To steal Bangor clothing company. It oc- had just come On the field, we
tinued. "It was on Ivy Day, too—
three for
the rest of us ever see.
an elephant appealed to my sense of curred to me that people wouldn't
search for the tin elephant.
it
to
in
years ago. The exercises tocarried the elephant, painted light
Anyway. I know that they had tI
originality, and I determined that all stand for that kind of advertising blue with white trimmings, out in
"The next Saturday we played just got to the end of the platform day made me think of it. There
my future ell. irts shoal be toward very long. Our neighbors at home
front of the Maine cheering section. Bates. The fellows didn't pay much when Seldom Jim Fowler. and I hadn't been a real gotx1 scrap for a
this end. Elephants were not plenti- used to get mad whenever our pigs The
fellows fell in love with him at attention to the wtxxlen elephant that kicked in. We just naturally jumped week or so. and things were getting
ful in Penimbsei.t County at this time gut loose, and all the pigs we ever
first sight. They cheered the ele- stot xl above them. But just before up and came down on top of Bolivar. dead so the freshmen decided to
in the year, and I was reconciled to ,wned wouldn't make that monster
phant. they cheered us—and it isn't the whistle blew I stood up in my A couple of Maine freshmen took a pull off something of a hostile nature.
a long wait until circus day in June. a square meal.
"The sophomores were watching
often that three insignificant fresh- scat in the top row and rapped out a hand. We five got the elephant flat
Then I was going ti i steal the biggest "'Is he tied ?" I asked Spike in a
Bolivar
show
that
just
to
on
tin
tune
juniors plant the class ivy and
the
men are cheered like that—and they
on the platform and stood on him,
one in the whole tent.
whisper.
altogether went mdd over that new was hack. And how that bunch did holding the fort and hollering for the exercises were in full swing.
"But it was a long wait, and in "'Ile hasn't moved since I first
mascot. The Maine team looked howl! We trimmed Bates to a reserves. Bowdoin tried to heave us when down the road passed a rethe meantime I was becoming known saw him. I guess he's asleep. They
over and saw the cause of the up- standstill and Bolivar got his share off. hut we stuck pretty good. One markable procession. In front was
as just an ordinary sort of a chap. say that elephants sleep standing tip.
roar, They were as tickled as the of the credit. The manager and the fellow grabbed my leg and I kicked a coffin labeled with huge numerals,
My own fraternity began to be sor- Now he's right close to those bushes.
policeman came up on Sunday and him in the jaw. I went down once carried by six pall-bearers dressed in
rest of the crowd.
ry that they had pledged such a 'lead- You sneak riiund and come in easy
the same old wooden elephant. and a big guy took hold to lift me black. In funeral step behind
found
"'What's his name, Seldon?'
head. Naturally I grew desperate. through the bushes. When you get
thli iutc.I si noeone. I turned to face
"The Bangor clothing company clear. I couldn't kick him. so I marched the whole freshman class.
I prayed for an elephant every night. Close enough,let hint have that sledge
tlle cheering section, placing my hand got mad. Now it never got me any- grabbed his ear anti hung on until everyone trying to look solemn and
In Cklober I would have been con- hammer between the eves.'
(Continued cm Peet Five)
affectionately on the elephant's thing to get mad and I never be- Schlott got time to punch him in the
,
tent with a hippo or a rhinoceros. " left the hammer over yonder.'
trunk. 'Bolivar.' I shoutecl. and so lieved in it as a business. They de- neck. It was a merry scrap while it
And when one night one of the boys I objected, waving my hand toward
he got his name.
cided to get that elephant back, mon- lasted. hut it was of lamentably short come.
said that there was an elephant down the indefinite east.
.
"'Three for Bolivar!' howled the ey no object. hieing mad. they for- duration. \Viten the Maine bunch
We said goodby to Seldom He
on the Veazie road above Bangor. I
"'You pair of —fools!" I burst cheer leader. 'Make it gtxxl! Come got that God gave them heads to rea- really arrived you couldn't see a
just
caught his train as it was pulling
never stopped to inquire as to the out, forgetting the slumbering
ele- into it for Bolivar!' And they sure Silli with, and they sent three detec- Bowdoin man around who dared to out, and he stopped on the rear platnature of the beast nor his approxi- phant. 'Do you think for a
minute did. I did pretty well in college. and tives to find the elephant.
admit that he was such. We car- form to put his wardrobe in order.
mate whereabouts. I hunted up that I'm going to sneak up on
that I've made good since I graduated
"These detectives had about as ried Bolivar back to the same place "Hang on to Bolivar, boys," he
Spike Stewart and Razoo Bunker, poor elephant- and hit him
between but I fryer felt so proud as I did much idea of inductive reasoning as and withArew, hoping that the Bow- shouted back. And he was still tryand we three took the next car to the eyes with an axe? The
folks ex- that minute.
a skunk had of immortality. They doin parade would need him again. in
u,g
ento fastentoenf sight.his collar when the train
Vesicle. We had fifty feet of rope, pect Me home for Thanksgiving
din"We carried the new mascot down started to hunt for that elephant in Evidently they didn't, for they didn't

Curp
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The Conception Of Bolivar
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Seldon. He
it was pulling
the rear plattobe in order.
ir, boys," he
was still tryvhen the train

listening? Not by a dam sight! The pursuit was short and prisoners
You're fighting! Take shame to were plenty. The funeral effigy was
‘s the procession passed °- yourselves thus to disgrace your forgotten and was left above the
Hall there was a wild commo- families and to disturb lie solemnity grave. Revenge was what
1899
The sophomores left their of this sad
moment.
wanted
and
they
got
it—later.
A
..truggled free from the crowd,
"'The class of 1899, on whose paddle line was formed for a starter
itshed the pall-bearers. But
corpse I now Stand with muddy feet, and the
freshman president was led
,ittick precision and a military
has passed to the great beyond and to the head.
He stood there appar,ttlyre the freshman line of
is no longer with us. We all join
ently
interested
in the beauty of the
a
became
solid
square
'I
with
in mourning the memory of the class
river scenery. The sophs yelled for
,ffin in the centre and hidden
which once was great—until 1900 hint to
come along and be killed. The
. view. But everyone knew what
appeared on the field to contend for president began to grin and contin,ing on by this time. 1900 was
her share of honors. As Anthony ued
to he interested in the river. A
truing obsequies for 1899.
was Caesar's friend, so are we not ,ol)homore grabbed him, told hit!7
Ne sophomores rushed singly, the friend of
1899? NOT BY .A bed see the river all right enough ,
.;;•;1 en masse, drew back and DAM SIGHT!
little later, and shoved him into the
;
_ ;•;I again. They might as well
"'But in this memorable hour gauntlet: but before a paddle fe'l
. charged a stone wall. The
when class differences are forgotten Mike Sullivan jumped into the In,t
! men outnumbered them two to
and restful quiet does honor to the with a yell that took the whole bunch
Ind the ranks of the square reclass which is no longer with us, we off their feet. 'The grave! Kill him!
1 unbroken. Down to the rivtake pleasure in giving the devil his Kill hint !'
.111: they carried the deceased and
due when we say that 1899 was once
"The sophomores looked, 1,11
! • crated an imprumptu graveyard
a class; but it died of a loathsome somehow forgot to grin. Down
• ,• the digging was easiest. 1899
disease and is now a dead class about the river stood Tommy Holden giv. !Lt on the outside of the square,
to be interred. If I should *ay that ing a few final pats with a spade to
:;41ing to prove that 1900 was
1899 is now a class, would the echoes the mound above a newly filled
•tzt to bury their class while life
confirm my statement? NOT BY A grave. Then came the deluge, but
•I:isted. Six spades came out of
DANI SIGHT! Nature herself re- Tommy elected to swim the river
„. c,,ffin in which the class of 1899
volts at giving utterance to such an I rather than brave the wrath whi, I
,leeping its last little long nap,
abominable falsehood.
•-ix
sextons dug a grave—shal.11
"'Alta! I hear a shouting without
but none the less a grave. Over
out
gates—also without our coffin
, whole were placed two boards,
BOWL FOR HEALTH
and
without
our consent. The sentian,! ,n these was laid the coffin ready
Strand Alleys
1,,• let drop when the ceremonies ment of the populace does not seem
to be in accord whit my theme.
performed.
Ask for Duck Pins
there anyone in that howling mob
Afternoon Bowling
" Filen Tommy Holden, the tallest
who can penetrate to the bier on
10c a String
111;111 in the class and the best orator
which I stand, and there call me a
in college, got up on the coffin to de- liar?
NOT BY A DAM SIGHT!'.
Ii\er the funeral 'oration. The soph"That was the last from Tommy.
m,,res had quit fighting when the
Thea
they rushed the freshman flank
DANCE PROGRAMS
Ir;•,limen had shouted that the grave
—one
last
mad
irresistible
rush
and
wa, dug, and were trying to make
the corpse was buried in freshmen '
tilu best of a bad situation. They
instead
of dirt. The square was
BANGOR
22 STATE ST.
planned to get the freshmen one by
broken
and
1900 fled in all directions.
when the funeral let out. But
;ite could stand still and hear his
an class being preached into a •
11,011cless grave. If Tommy wanted
t,; preserve peace he began his remarks very unfortunately. The dogs
af \‘ar broke loose after his first sen161-165 Exchange St.
tmce, and then occurred the noisiest
BANGOR, ME.
funeral in history, not excepting Ju11'1, Caesar's. Mark Anthony had
ti thing on Tommy Holden when it
Dancing Daily from 6 P.M. to 1 A.M.
!.;1:ne to arousing the assembled popin

BACON PRINTING CO.

CASINO

ATLANTIC

"'Classmates, enemies, and visit •:,,' he began in a loud voice. 'We
c! me to bury '99. riot to praise them
- NOT BY A DAM SIGHT.'
"Right here the scrap proper beLucky was he who had a rag
t, c.,yer his nakedness when the field
I been fought. No weapons were
!,:,•!-(11 except firearms, and those
1because no one had any. Mean•;1,11e the orator of the day continI.
his voice refused to be
ned by any mortal sounds.
'Praise is the product of a fulsome
heart. a bringing to the surface in
v...rds an expression of our inner
i,,‘a and esteem which we hold for
!Ile object of our regard—in this
!I !a dear departed. Do we love
it'em the class of 1899? NOT
!!!i A DAM SIGHT! I shall seek
t • , \press myself simply and clearly.
!pit the quintessence of oratory
!Pal in polysyllables. Listen you
•a. you are herein convened to
,s this timely burial. Are you
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u .1, by
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from
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was on its way.
"And at the head of the grave stood
a wooden tablet bearing these few
simple words:'Here lies what is left
of 1899.' The Sophomores dug un-

til they struck water. finding nothing. ment behind the rest. He re-read the
and saying a great deal. After dig- , inscription on the headstone, looked
ging for two hours without reward at the empty grave. smiled foolishly
they gave it up and went away. But --and laid for Tommy Holden. Bliss
ii
p lilt
Bliss Hopkins lingered for a mo_

The "Mighty Man of Kittery"
established
the PEPPERELL Tradition of Success

1

"His methods were characterized
by infinite caution, sounel
strong resolution, and a due regard
to details." So writes history of Sir
William Pepperdh rcntlernan, soldier, scholar al i rionrer of industry.
•

This is the spiritual heritage which
me assume from him whose name we
bear. His tenets have become the unwritten law upon which modern Pepperell policy is founded ---a policy
which has brought stability to this organization and security to the men
and women associated with it.

The spi.:t, t!
irac(er, the idealism and the ba.c c,)'nmon sense
which won fur the baronet a fore-

* * *

most place among his countrymen
are the same which have carried the
Pepperell Manufactirinr; Company
to the forefront of the textile industry today.

rlitre can Peppertll merchandise be
fii:içit?
worth-u bile and important
store( every city carry it, and you should
h.neto trouble finding it.
'Meth(r it h Lady Pepperell or 14p..

"Infinite caution" has prevented
Pepperell from flying heedless into
new v,ntures. "Sound judgment"
fostered by experience has resulted
in operations successful almost without exception. "Strong resolution"

perch I-'.cr. Percale Sheets and Pillow
Cases or Baby Pepperell Crib Blankets
that you need; husky work dothesfor your
husband or dainty underthings for yourKY; prints for drecsts, drapery fa
. brics,
tot:th or wash suitingr: Lord Apperell
Shirts, Pajamas,or Shortsfor men or boy;
play suits or maid.,'uniforms, look for the

amidst panic and confusion has upheld Pepperell standards of quality
through storm and stress. “Due regard for detail" has guaranteed and
maintained the uniform high quality
of every product carrying the famous
Pepperell label.

Pepperell name and mark. Ifyou should
have any difficulty finding the Alper&
article you want,just u•rite to us. re
want to hap you.
41

Food Minimum Charge

PEPPERELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

75c Per Person
Only after 8:30 P.M.

Mil/5 at Biddeford, Maine
Executive Officci: 160

On Saturday and Holiday Evenings, an additiortal cover charge of 50e per

*

Fintihing Plant at Lewiston, Maine

STATE STREET,

Boston, MassaLhusetts

person will be charged after 8:30 P.M.

SAVARY & GLAESER, INCORPORATED
ENGINEERS

CONTRACTORS
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and other Sirm•inres
•1111011•:

Lincoln. N.J.

411114.4.%: 102 %% a•leingion.se.. Danibllen.
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the national organization, the Complants. As a boy, he cherished the
MAINE
U.
OF
FRATERNITIES
mons Club. The local society was
dream of owning a bog. Then he
formed from the Zeta Pi fraternity
noticed that two small cranberry
No description of the University from the local fraternity, Delta Mu.
plantations of the Town of Frank- of Maine would be complete without The national order was established in 1923.
Alpha Gamma Rho is an agricullin. Maine, near his own home town, mention of the various fraternities. in 1856 at Norwich University in
tural fraternity. It was founded at
w ere very successful. Ile observed The roll call of these societies might Vermont.
Columbus, Ohio, and came to Maine
that their owners' homes were "kept bette be called an honor roll, since
Delta Tau Delta, founded in 1859
as the Psi Chapter in 1924 when a
neat and clean and had an air of behind each group of the identifying at Bethany College, West
Virginia,
charter was given to Alpha Sigma
prosperity." So, when he was nine Greek letters lies a story of found- came to Maine in
1908 when Omega
old,
he
told
his
mother
that
years
ing. growth, famous alumni,and =- Lambda Upsilon received a charter Nu.
some time he would own a planta- selfish service to the University. A as the Gamma Nu Chapter. The fraBeta Kappa presented its()mien in
tion. Ile has realized far more,than story which here can only be hinted ternity numbers about 75 active charter to the local, Phi Ornicr.,:i
that dream.
Delta, in 1926. The national stici
at as we give quick pause at each chapters.
ety was founded at Hamline UniverIt was not, however, until he had house.
Lambda Chi Alpha originated in
worked his way thru the University
Beta Theta Pi, the first fraternity 1909 at Boston University. Delta sity, Minnesota, in 1901, and
numbers about forty chapters.
where he was football captain). on the campus, was founded at Mi- Kappa, a local
fraternity, received a
had been admitted to the bar and had ami University, Ohio. In 1879, charter from the national
Phi Kappa, a national fraternit.
fraternity
gained reputation and competence as Alpha Sigma Chi obtained a national in 1913.
of about 23 active chapters, in 192c
a Boston lawyer and business man, charter of Beta Eta of Beta Theta
Sigma Nu granted a local charter gave a charter to the local Theta Phi
that his dream was made gcxxl. He Pi. .At the present time there are
to Theta Epsilon, a local society, in Kappa which then became the Upsihas always been an organizer. While about ninety active chapters.
1913. The national fraternity was lon Chapter.
at Maine, he started the Phi Kappa
Delta Chi Alpha, a local fraterKappa Sigma was born at the Uni- founded in 1869 at the West VirPhi honorary society, which is now
nity,
was founded in 1926 as Eta Nu
ginia
versity of Bologna in Europe in
Military Institute, and it now
in some fifty -or sixty colleges thruPi. In 1933 the group incorporated
1400. In 1885, the national frater- has nearly a hundred chapters.
out the United States. In regard to
nity extended a charter to the Psi
Sigma Phi Sigma was founded in as Delta Chi Alpha.
the cranberry industry, he became
Chapter, the local branch.
1908 at the University of PennsylTau Epsilon Phi was founded in
an originator of new methods of
vania. Lambda Delta became the 1910 at Columbia University. The
Raymond Earl Davis,'12
Alpha
Tau
Omega,
local
branch
growing and marketing. His latest
Tau Zeta Chapter was inaugurated
established in 1889 and chartered in Eta Chapter in 1921.
Raymond Earl Davis is Professor innovation put the Cape Cod cranPhi Mu Delta was formed from at Maine in 1929.
1891,
was
founded
at
Richmond,
in Civil Engineering and Director berry industry on _a new plane.
Virginia. Its present strength is
of Engineering Materials LaboraRobinson
more
than 100 chapters.
William
Chief
Justice
tory at the University of California.
Pattangall,
'84
Phi
Kappa Sigma was formed
Ile is internationally recognized for
from
the
local society. Omicron Ephis numerous researches in the field
Chief Justice Pattangall is one of
silon
Pi.
in 1898, when the Alpha
of engineering materials, and a na- the University of Maine's most outDelta
Chapter
was chartered. This
and
retional authority on concrete
standing graduates. Arthur G.
fraternity
was
founded in 1850 at
ct
increte.
in forced
Staples, editor of the Lewiston
Pennsylvania. has
the
University
of
Prior to his graduation. Mr. Da- Journal, has termed him "The most
chapters.
about
38
active
vis had a varied experience in the charming man in Maine; the most
Phi Gamma Delta was founded at ,
lesser positions of engineering, on delightful wit: ..the cleverest writWashington
and Jefferson College in
across
railroads
instruction
of
of
our
er...one
ablest
lawyers.
..a
the ci
1848. It came to Maine in 1899 when
Canada. on hydroelectric plant and master mind !"
paper mill construction. on hydroMr. Pattangall's career as a poli- the Maine division of Q.T.V. regraphic and topographic surveys. tician began after he received his ceived the Omega Nu charter. The
This experience proved valuable to M.S. in '97. when he became a mem- national fraternity numbers about 73
him in his later professional work. ber of the Maine House of Repre- active chapters.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the largest
Mr. Davis has achieved success sentatives. He was later Mayor of
as a teacher as well as an engineer. Waterville. a trustee of the U. of fraternity in the country, was foundImmediately after receiving his B.S. M., attorney-general of Maine, and ed in 1856 at the University of Aladegree he was appointed Instructor until 1930, Associate Justice of the bama. The local branch originated
in Civil Engineering at the Univer- Supreme Judicial Court. He had in 1901 when Iota Phi,a local fraterMAINE'S ONLY SWISS COTTAGE
sity of Illinois. Simultaneously, he too thorough an understanding of nity, received the Maine Alpha charCONGRATULATIONS
(lid major graduate work there in politics in Maine and was too ter.
applied
shrewd
to
have
been
misled.
Upon
Phi
Eta
Kappa
was
originated
in
field
of
theoretical
and
the
ON TI
occasions he met with what we may 1906 as a local fraternity and has
mechanics.
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
In 1919, he became Associate Pro- term disappointments, but to him never seen fit to join a national soof the
fessor of Civil Engineering at the they were not disappointments. He ciety. Its alumni number over 450.
MAINE
CAMPUS
Theta Chi, in the form of the
University of Nebraska. In the accepted defeat as he accepted vicsummer of 1920 he opened offices tory—with a sense of duty. He has Ganuna Chapter, evolved in 1907
as a consulting engineer in San been a leader in the Democratic parFrancisco. and since August of that ty, an unselfish leader, quick mind- •
year he has been in the service of ed, and clear thinking.
the University of California, directAs a lawyer his career has been
ing one of the great engineering ma- successful indeed. He loved the
terials laboratories of the world.
law, still loves it. He had ability.
Professor Davis is also a prolific grit enough to show his ability, to
writer, being the author, or co-auth- put himself where he is today. His
or, of three text books. He is author, love of his fellowmen, his fine sense
again, of numerous papers and ar- of humor. his courage and reverence
ticles giving the results of investi- for law made him (lief Justice of
Maine.
gations in the field of hydraulics.
•
Marcus L. limn,'97
7,117 Maine Graduates
I quote the Boston Herald of May

Hubert Prior (Rudy) Vallee, ex-'25 and Sciences, the National Acad(Continued from Page Three)
emy of Arts and Sciences; and the
American Philosophical Society. In
his
on
mobiles. between numbers
he is a member of many
addition,
lilay:ing jobs. and, as he says,"somehaving to do with
societies
other
times even whik playing." Bemuse
scholarship or with science.
of this. lw missed much of campus
Dr. Merrill made an outstanding
life, extra-curricula activities, and record as a student (luring his unlectures.
dergraduate days. After graduation
During his later college career at he became associated with the
Yak. Rudy received an offer to play United States Department of Agriat the Savoy Hotel in London. He culture for a year, leaving to accept
accepted it. and found himself busi- a position as Botanist in the Philiper there than he had ever been. He pine Sarvice where he remained until
taught four aml five pupils a day, 1923. when he rose to the position
devoting one and a half to two hours of Professor of Botany at the Unito each, played nightly and at two versity Of Philippines and Director
teas a week, made a record every of the Bureau of Science. Then he
other day, played concerts two or accepted a position as Dean of Agrithree times a month with the band, culture and Director of Agriculturtested saxophones for a firm; in al Experiment Station at the Unifact, turned down the chance to versity of California. which is one
of the largest agricultural colleges of
teach the Prince of Wales.
the country. lie later resigned these
positions to become director of the
Botanical Garden.

Governor H. Styles Bridges,'18
Last September saw H. Styles
Bridges elected Govern(ir of the
State of New Hampshire. lie thus
attained the distinction of being successful in his first candidacy for
public office by elmtion and of being
one of six Republican governors in
the entire United States to survive
the Deny icratic landslide.
Mr. Bridges' career is a fascinating one. His father died when he
was nine years of age, and much of
the respinsibility of farniwork fell
up in time Is iv, Styles', shoulders. It
was this early perical of his life,
doubtless, that taught him the value
of a dollar, the need for assuming
responsibility, and gave him a sympathetic understanding of the problems (if rural people. He never forgot these lessons. They were helpful to him in framing his platform
and his appeal to the voters; indeed,
they were important factors in his
election.
In 1916 IL Styles Bridges entered
the University, choosing the twoyear agricultural course because of
the lack of sufficient finances. During those twii years lw irked in the
dairy: and cattle barns of the college
to pay his was. Though he therefore had little time for extra curricular activity, it tt as evident then that
lw was to be a !miler. I le taught in
Massachusetts during his first year
out of
st anything which
was unusual for tile tw i-sear graduates to do.
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Wishing you Success in the
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9, 1930: "Cape Cod, once thought
barren, though its formerly hopeless swamps today rank as a district
Of great agricultural importance.
The cranberry has done it. With
two other distant sections, it virtually supplies the country with its
cranberries and cranberry products.
and of high grade fruit supplies the

The total number of persons who have graduated from
the University of Maine is
7.117. This is about the present population of the nearby
city of Old Town, These 7,117
degrees are divided as follows:
6,360 bachelor's degrees. 595
master's and professional degrees. and 162 honorary degrees.

"This transformation. however,
was ii'it made without vast expendi- •
ture of human savings, energy. ingenuity and study. It is a transformation that has been wrought by ( Tel Com,
men, and among those who have
t. it
most skillfully and largely
Is Marcus I.. Crann."
((an. Nlans: CANDIES AND
Marcus L. Urann is president of
ICE CREAM
the [tined Cape Cod Cranberry
LUNCHES
controlling 1000 acres of
bog along 80 miles of sea-swept
To Please Everybody
shore on Cape Cod, employing hunThe Most 17,to Pate Store
dreds 1.1 workers in season, and
Bangor, Me.
So Main St.
: large shipping and storage
•

'Palace Of Sweets

Dr. Elmer D. Merrill, '98
Dr. Elmer D. Merrill is director
of the New York Botanical Gardet,
the largest botanical garden in tl,,
United States and one of the large-.
in the world. He is the only alum
nus who has been elected to all thre,
of the distinguished "Big Tim
American Learned S(cieties," name
ly, the American Academy of Arts,

A PAID UP '02 ALUMNUS

FOR 43 YEARS WE HAVE BEEN SUPPORTINti THE MAINE CAMPUS AND OTHER UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES WITH OUR ADVERTISING.
FOR 43 YEARS WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE FACULTY AND STUDENTS TO THE BEST
OF MERCHANDISE AND SERVICE.
WE HOPE TO CONTINUE TO DESERVE YOUR PATRONAGE FOR MANY MORE YEARS.
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FLOWERS---

•
HEADQUARTERS FOR

/o actually have a language of their own.
Howers can never fail to deliver your message—be it love.
sympathy or good cheer. When words fail you flowers will
say it.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
HARDWARE

Brockway's Flower Shoppe
Bangor. \tame
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Memoirs of a Professor
By Prof. E. F. Hitching*, '75. iurnacc.
students were requested
to
remain
all
after chapel to find
1875
students
to
had
in
ack
r
„, • three hours every weekday on out who stole the pies. Chapel every
iliege farm. They were re- morning at 9 o'clock was compulto attend church every Sun- sory. This was held in Coburn Hall.
attendance being kept by a This was named after ex-Governor
tor in each church. Only three Coburn, who was a noted guest.
were enrolled in the college at Senator Hannibal Hamlin visited the
The social life on campus college at Commencement.
time.
.y
restricted to what then correIn 1873, the whole student body
.: nded to the president's reception. turned out to a fire at two mills in
first girl to be graduated was al Orono. Their help saved the town
,e mber of the class of '74.
because a strong wind was blowing.
\ faculty of five members consti- The fire department was made up
tuted the teaching body when the of two hand engines.
college was founded in 1868. The
Each member of his class cultitirq class graduated six men. M.C. vated a flower bed for botany which
Fernald acted as •president and looked like graves. One time a
teacher of mathematics. Prof. Au- freshman had the temerity to pick
some of these flowers. This enraged
ben taught chemistry.
tak Hall, built in tRe fall of 1871, the upperclassmen who proceeded to
5r1-‘,•,1 as a dorm for the students give the freshman a good scare.
,,ho doubled up. Kerosene lamps Procuring their military rifles which
1,.r light and a wood furnace gave they were allowed to keep in their
the necessary light and heat. Meals rooms, and donning white sheets,
cre taken at what was then Esta- they gave said freshman a good hazke Hall, which was connected to ing. Hazing was practiced to a limthe dorm by a corridor. At that time ited extent, but only occasionally.
the only- tree on campus was the old Tugs of war took place between
classes. One night. each student put
oak tree.
Some of the boys sold their pieces a cross with an epitaph in front of
of pie at dinner for postage stamps his flower bed.
One epitaph read: "Dole, poor
,rder to write home. Room and
cook
In this deep dark hole. All covThe
dole,
$3
week.
a
was
board
weekup with charcoal." Each epithe
ered
over
pies
24
make
to
used
end. One time, the students stole taph had some connection with the
the pies and hid the pie plates in the person whose bed it marked.

MAINE COEDUCATION
SINCE LAW OF 1872
Miss Louise Hammond Was
First Woman at
U. of M.

s

avi.k
F. BEST

kRS

THE OUTING CLUB

For three and a half years after
its opening the Maine State College
k‘as devoid of any form of womanhod. In 1872 a law, passed and approved by the state legislature, admitted women to the institution.
The first woman to take advantage
of this new opening for the fair sex
in the field of education was Miss
Louise Hammond Ramsdell, of Atkinson, Maine, who entered the college as a junior in the college year,
1872-73, and was graduated at the
( mut-tenement of 1874. Miss
Ramsdell proved herself a distinct
a.lilition to the college in more ways
than one, maintaining a high scholastic average during her college course.
tier example was followed in the
next few years by an ever-increasing
litimber of women. They were hampyre(' at first by the lack of rooming
facilities for the first twenty years,
•ince the only place they could room
\\ as with families living on the campus or in homes within walking distance of the college, but the opening
Of the trolley car system improved
Conditions considerably for them.
When Mt. Vernon House was
ipened in 1898, and Balentine Hall
in 1914, the attendance of women
grew larger rapidly.
Women have not excelled in scholarship alone since their arrival on
,inpus. They have given just as
much attention to social events and
•iyral college activities. Their
. •)ys have come before the readers
ampus news more and more often
ith greater prominence. They
‘iee entered into sports, special or.;,inizations of their own.
Women have played an important
'ort in the development of the Uniirrsity and will probably continue to
r.1 so for some time to come.
Patronize Our Advertisers

•THE NEW

DENTISTRY
P,erretiet Medic-hue
College Men find in it unusual
opportunine4 fnr • career
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
4 Photo of

DENTAL SCHOOL
oontoetout rour.• of proparoteos for
I'm (foetal prolos.ion. A '11•••
Atkool. Writ* for ewe/erne

Dow
, O..lam.
D ILOSeem.
LEROY
Dolt
11., 111.IRO loopried

TENNIS

How Women's Self-Government Originated

Prior to the organization of the
April. 1918, m ,(- the date of the vestigate question of student govern- dent Government Conference. Each
M.O.C. there was a similar unor- first attempt at self-government by ment for women. A council of 13 individual was urged to live up to
ganized association on the campus. the women students of the Univer- girls are to draw up a constitution. the standards and follow the rules,
This group was made up of male sity of Maine,through the efforts of Officers are chosen from the three by-laws, and regulations which had
students and confuted their activities the girls of the senior class and Pres- upper classes. House presidents are been accepted by l'resident Aley and
to a few canoe trips. In the fall of ident Aley. The privileges granted to represent the houses, there are to faculty. The constitution went into
1921 the present organization came were:
be representatives from each class, effect after the Christmas holidays.
into existence. Short hikes were
There were few variations in that
the president of Y.W.C.A.
also
A. (1) Study hours begin at 8
sponsored every Saturday. That p.m. t 2) Use of the library until
from the present one.
constitution
In November, 1919, the constituyear a winter sports team was 8 p.m. (3) Daytime freedom until tion and by-laws were completed. The election of student government
formed. The club sponsored the 8 p.m.
fter the approval of President took place in the fall.
team and the Winter Carnival, also
In October. 1920, student governthe constitution went before
Aley,
B. Entertainment of callers on
inaugurated in '21. The next few
was reported to be successful.
conThe
ment
for
decision.
girls
their
the
Friday and Saturday nights providyears, due to these popular activities,
house lived under the rules
adaptEach
felt
was
particularly
stitution
ing it did not interfere with rights
the organization became very promiby the house council and
concollege.
It
the
approved
of
needs
to
ed
of others.
nent on campus. In addition, of
besides dormi- the association. The women coprivileges
new
tained
C. Students living in Bangor,
course, the club ran a limited numand college rules and covered operated willingly.
and Old Town may return tory
Brewer,
ber of hikes.
that might arise in
any
emergency
In 1921, student government
home at their pleasure with their
In the winter of '25 they were unstudent.government.
the point system whereby a
adopted
parents' consent.
able to hold the carnival due to the
stuwomen
the
1919,
December,
class
D. Women of the senior
girl cannot hold over a certain numlack of snow. During this year the
may attend entertainments Fi-iday dents unanimously adopted new self- ber of offices.
official insignia of the club was
and Saturday evenings and one ad- government constitution at a sepaLast year, 1934, Student Governadopted. The carnival was resumed
ditional evening with escorts and rate chapel in Aubert Hall. Gertrude
in 1926, and continued with increasPeabody and President Lucy Kilby ment started a summer employment
without chaperons.
ing popularity and size. In the heysuccessful enough
October, 1919: each class elected told about the student government bureau which was
day of these carnivals, it was comfor 1935.
attempt
second
a
merit
to
Stuthe
at
colleges
the
represented
in
officers to form a committee to inmon to have three thousand spectators.
Unfortunately in '29 the carnival ending at the M.O.C.cabin. During it
had to be discontinued, due to lack Christmas vacation a well-equipped
Sat., Mon., Tues., March 16-19
of snow. The Outing Club turned party was sent up Mount WashingWALLACE BEERY
into solely a social organization. ton. The members of "Pack and
in
Dances and teas were held. While Pine" believed that much color could
a few overnight trips were attempt- be added to the Winter Carnival,
Life Tale of history's Greatest Showman
ed, these, for the most part, were revived by the Intramural Athletic
sponsorby
in
'34,
Feb.,
Association
to "palatial country homes" and the
Wed., Thurs., Fri., March 20-22
so-called hikers were conveyed to the ing a contest in snow sculpturing.
A cup was offered for the best snow
CHESTER MORRIS----VIRGINIA BRUCE
doors of these houses by autos.
which was won by Beta Theta
The Athletic Board took over the image
is planned to continue our
It
Pi.
Winter Sports team in 1931. During the years 1931-1933, an effort program of hikes and trips in the
Successor to "MEN IN WHITE.was made by a few members to re- future. A Mt. Katandin trip is
turn to the ordinary conception of planned, to take place the week colComing—Full Week, Beginning Sat., March 23
an outing club. In April of 1933 lege closes for the summer vacation.
Grandest Musical Film Since Sound
two delegates were sent to the secMembers of the present "Pack and
ond Intercollegiate Outing Club Asare: Maurice Goddard, Dick
sociation conference at the Yale En- Pine"
With IRENE DUNNE—FRED ASTAIRE.---GINGER R0i,F 14,
I
Johnson,
Fran
Page,
Evans
Captain,
conferthis
gineering Camp. From
ence the delegates brought back the Freddy Winch. Al Prince, Alice
MAINE
BANGOR
idea of an inner circle. In the month Coffin, Tedie Gardner, Bob Ohler,
of May, 1933, the "Pack and Pine" Bob Laverty, and Audrey Bishop.
was formed. A step in the right
direction was immediately taken by
sponsoring a Mt. Katandin trip with
the Bates Outing Club.
Meetings were held more often
(luring 1933-34 and were made more
interesting by the programs of
speakers and moving pictures offered. Four members were sent
to the annual conference of the Intercollegiate Outing Club Association in West Swansea, N. H. More
trips were taken. A Katandin trip
was planned but due to a forest fire
and around the mountain the trip
was called off. Some equipment was
Oil
purchased by the club, such as pack
baskets, axes, cooking utensil,. and
an automobile trailer.
A new custom was established
during Freshman %%reek of 1934-35
giving a supper hike to the incoming class of freshmen. Several large
hikes and trips were taken as well as
0110NO
numerous small ones. A lean-to was
caa
constructed at Fitts Pond, and
bin was started on Green Lake.
ski trail was partially comply!,
from the campus to Green Lake,

"TIIE micirry BARNUM"

"SOCIETY DOCTOR"

Although the University of Maine has
been represented by tennis teams for the
major part of 43 years, it has been given
the status of a minor sport for only three
years of its existence. Because of the
fine showing the tennis team has made for
the past three years, and because of the
interest shown, it is expected that tennis
will once more come into its own some
time this year and be given a minor sport
rating with minor sport letters being
awarded to the outstanding members.
The first tennis team to represent Maine
had its beginnings 'way back in the Nineties-1892 to be exact. Since then its
existence has been exceedingly checkered.
In '94 tennis slumped and did not reappear until 1901 when letters were awarded
for the first time. No letters were given
in 1903 or 1904 but were awarded in 1905.
Since 1905 no letters have been awarded.
Tennis teams have represented Maine
since 1905 with the exception of 1915-1920
when preparations for war called the tennis enthusiasts from the court to the field
of battle. Another five year period. 19251930, saw the cessation of tennis. As
this was during the boom period it is possible that the tennis player put down his
tennis racquet to take up another racquet,
although that is just a matter of personal
opinion. The depression ruined the majority of racquets so in 1930, tennis was
resumed and has since grown rapidly in
numbers and in following.
The Pale Blue tennis squads were without regular coaches until 1919 when Coach
Gowen '14, a member of the Experiment
Station staff, took over the coaching duties until '24. Until 1930, members of the
squad depended upon student members to
hold the team together. In 1930-31, C.
Freese and S. Hurd took over the job but
in the following year, Dr. George Small
volunteered to do what he could and sic
then, under his capable instruction, tennis
has advanced in leaps and bounds.

"ROBERTA"

BIJOU

"Pat" Extends His

Congratulations
to thy

/Baum thunInui
their

Fiftieth Anniversary
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WHOLESALE—RETAIL

BANGOR

FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY

RAIL FARES
REDUCED
1/3

1
ANNOUNCING

The railroads appreciate the enthusiastic responses of students and faculty
to the "College Special" fares which combine economy with the great advantages
of rail travel—safety, speed, comfort, and convenience.
If you bought one of the reduced fare round-trip tickets when you came to
school last Fall or after Xmas vacation, the coupon is good returning home
between March 9 and April 3), 1935. When coming back after the Holiday, be
sure to take advantage of this one and one-third fare ticket. Diagram below
shows going and return dates.
RETURNING FROM SCHOOL
GOING TQ SCHOOL
Round-trip ticket may be purchased
at Home Station during the period
named below:

Mar. 15-Apr. 23, 1935

DAKIN SPORTING GOODS CO.

Return portion of ticket may he used
to Home Station during any one of
the periods named below:
Spring. 1935

Close, 1935

Mar. 9-Apr. 20
.•

May 15-June 30
May 15-June 30

school
Going trip umst begin on date ticket is purchased—limited to reach
validation of ticket by
station within ten days. Return trip must begin on date of
station within ten days.
railroad agent at school station—limited to reach home will
be allowed in each
Tickets good over same route both ways. Stop-rivers
payment of regudirection. Tickets good in coaches, also in Pullman cars, upon regulations. No
lar Pullman charges. Baggage will he checked under the usual
certificate or other form of identification necessary.
TRAVEL BY TRAIN
Assuring your comfort with speed
Your convenience with safety

BANGOR and AROOSTOOK RAILROAD CO.

‘i1IIK11111

\ 1ST11.5, Unisersity Representative

SPRING SPORTS SUPPLIES!

BASEBALL—Many New Styles of Gloves, Mitts,
Headquarters for Louisville Slugger fiat.

RACKETS RESTRUNG
Our first spring shipment of tennis gut is
in. It's fresh, with all the latest improve
merits in tennis strings.
Have your racket restrung at DAKIN'S
We are the only ones in this vicinity to use
a stringing Machine which guarantee,
UNIFORM TENSION.
Prices right--Prompt service.

TENNIS
Trade in
Your old racket

There will be
a few
(flanges in tennis rackets
this year. Handles will be
more streamlined, while new materials
will be found in the has, which add
strength and permit tighter stringing.
We will make you a generous allowance on your old racket toward a new
Orl

This is by far the most popular
shoe for tennis. Heavy crepe
sole, extra strong white canvas
upper, lace to toe style Special
arch support feature for extra
foot comfort.
$1 80
Price per pair—Men's
Women's $1.70
Spe,•ial discount to U. of M.

Students
New Improved Cover on all Tennis Balls This Year

SUEDE JACKETS—RIDING CLOTHING—FISHING TACKLE

TENNIS
SHOES

College Life Fifty Years Ago
Upon his resignation, he became
the President of the University of
Michigan. Now he is engaged in
discovering the cause of cancer at
the Rockefeller Foundation at Bar
I la rbor.

PRES. BOARDMAN

Administration of
Dr. Harold S. Boardman,
B.C.E., LL.D.
President, 1926-1933
Born in Bangor. March 31, 1874,
Dr. Harold

Boardman graduated

from Maine in 1895, in the depart-

Campus was then
was no concrete
There
the Cadet.
road, no electric railroad, waterworks, telephone, no electric lights.
Students came to Orono by the
Maine Central to the Orono station.
Baggage was transferred to campus
by horse-drawn vehicles. The students usually walked. Students
from outside the state came by railroad or steamboat.
Along the College Road from
Orono. the only building between
Webster (now Phi Kappa) and the
former sight of Mount Vernon
House was a little red schoolhouse
near where Prof. Chadbourne's
house now stands. Past the Mt.
Vernon house stood the one now occupied by Prof. Small, and recently,
Dean Merrill. Next,the President's
house; then Fernald Hall—a three
story wooden building known as
White Hall on the site where Wingate Hall now stands. Next Oak
Hall, then known as Brick Hall.
What is now North Hall was where
the Beta House now stands. It was
then occupied by Prof. Allen E.
Rogers, then professor of modern
languages, now practicing law in
California.
What is now the M.C.A. Building
was the Commons. The M.C.A.
room was the dining room; the present reading room the kitchen. The
Thc present-day

ment of Civil Engineering. After
some graduate study, he became a building now housing the University
member of the Maine faculty, be- Press was a small stable situated
coming dean of the College of Engi- near the Commons.
neering, which position he held until
1926. when his appointment to the
presidency was announced.

If
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The athletic field consisted of a

but then Brick Hall, was heated by
coils of steam pipes hanging on the
wall, which were at times quite
noisy—sometimes from the steam
hammer and sometimes because men
in adjacent rooms pounded them.
Water was brought by students in
pails or pitchers from a well near
the Commons. There were three
flights of stairs in'the north end of
the main corridor in Oak Hall. Windows at the end of each floor looking both south and north furnished
splendid vantage points for the
sophomores who were ambitious
enough to carry pails of water up
the stairways to spill upon freshmen.

baseball diamond about where AuHall now stands. An amusing
incident occurred about 1887 when
Maine's baseball team was pla)ing
the Bates College team. It was a
misty day. The ground was damp,
and the pitchers found it difficult to
control the ball. Maine's pitcher, a
famous one, Frank Small, had some
plaster of paris in his hip pocket
which he occasionally used. The opposing pitcher noticed this, and
thought it was flour he was using.
Between innings, he approached
Small and questioned him:
may I have some of your flour?" To
which Small answered: "I'm sorry
I have no more than enough for myself, but the steward at the Commons will give you some." And he
did.
There were no football or tra,
'
teams, no tennis courts. What
now The Maples was the reside!.
of the Farm Superintendent. A
large barn and stable stood near ti
present site of Merrill Hall.
The men's dormitory, now
bert

A planned campus expansion pol- pression on land grant colleges and
icy resulted in the erection of several universities in this country. Presinew buildings on the campus during dent Boardman resigned in Decemhis administration. Among them ber, 1933, because of ill health, and
are Rogers hall, Merrill Hall, Colvin was succeeded by Dr. Arthur A.
Hall, the wings on Stevens Hall, and Hauck.

field before it was cultivated field,
sometimes in grass or in potatoes.
The same was true of a considerable
portion of the remainder of the
cl%(a.n:id,
puss.Aroughthe
,
occupied
ground Parti
where
unini Memorial Gymnasium now
stands.

Students were required to attend
chapel five times per week and to
Town.
attend church on Sunday. Student
In the earlier days of the institu- monitors were
appointed to keep a
tion students were required to work
record of church attendance. At the
on the farm, and tradition says that
beginning of each term, students inthe onion patch (so famous in song)
dicated
their church preference. Ocwas located on what is now the Kappa Sigma lawn. The ground w.1 ere casionally someone would indicate
Balentine Hall now stands and the Veazie or Stillwater.

AND ADN

Monitor, in Stillwater, and in Old
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the completion of the Memorial
During his term as President, Dr. Gymnasium Armory.
Boardman had to appoint a man to
With the depression at its height
every one of the major executive in 1932, President Boardman served
positions except that of Dean of the as chairman of a committee of nine
University.
men to study the effect of the de-

Two rooms in the southwest corner
of the ground floor constituted the
newspaper reading-room.
Social events were limited. No
dances could be sponsored because
the college had no building for them
on campus. Yet dancing was available at the Orono Town Hall, the

Penobscot Valley Gas
Corporation
27 Central St.

:"

Phone 6481

THE UNIVERSITY STORE COMPANY
entering its "Silver Anniversary."

"Cheer up, lady! 111 iron
out your troubles for 3 or
4 cents an hour. And you
can buy me or one of my
brothers for less than
$3.00."

"I protect eyesight and
increase efficiency. Yet I
cost less than I/2 cent an
hour. My cost to buy is
the lowest of all time."

"I make 10 slices of golden brown toast for less
than a cent....I'm 99*
and up when brand new."

ne Smgle Me
-.LIM advertised
,I.dowinents. Thi
do not die to
'.',ea the benttit
nage, instea

I'll cook the meal fur the
entire family for 3 or 4
cents...Food tastes better, too. You can have
me all installed for less
than $100.00."

he Oain,,tieu
•
also adverus
so did the Custon
'special Nonet
ci.sthsng in th
zewing Machine
and easier terms
business."
J. 1). Glynn au
,iler in school
k,:ks, Seaside an
Curtm
.thel Room Paper
lo Ms, stock we
I rauie, Toilet
tlandkerchiet boa

.1.11 make you a pot full
delicious coffee for less
than I cent. And I cost
nily $3.95 to buy I"

"I'll bring you the world's
best entertainment...You
can listen to me for .3
hours for 2 cents. You
know how cheap I am to
buy."

.-Jurnbolene" w;
Black-ily, Sam
.e. Use best I
(Jess of the
neuralgia,

These two organizations represent two very
sential units of the University.

Ca..•

The CAMPUS and the STORE have both continued through the years to serve more
than has been necessary.
Neither the STORE nor the CAMPUS have become capitalistic organizations because their
business is to serve, not to accumulate profits.

"I'll do your family wash
mr 2 or 3 cents a week.
I used to cost $150.00 but
now I'm less than $50.00."

"I'll go through your
whole house and do a
zood cleaning job for less
than 2e. In the 'good e'd
days' I cost $60.00, it'A
I'm
worth less than
$30.00."

• fhree cents a dozen is
my charge for waffles that
melt in your mouth
And $3.95 buys me. too."

Fifty years from today you will celebrate your
centennial while we will have passed the
golden and reached the "diamond" anniversary.
Let us both hope that we will be the same necessary fundamentals to University life then
as now.

• •

a rla, Female
shattered Ni
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Bangor

THE MAINE CAMPUS is observing its "Golden
Anniversary."

prepa
nutritive elm
e, blood, bone
,,,eteel healthy
old Sherry '

You'll never miss the
- 15 if you keep me
,round. My cost will be
:cis than 3# a week. Buy
me anywhere from $1.50

"I'll guard the family
health and save you 20%
on Your food bill... .all
for or 6 cents a day. I've
been as low as $99.50 and
I'm not much more now."

"You can depend on me
to provulg better light and
prevent defective sight yet
I cost but 1 cent for 2Ya
hours of tic• 11;:y me r;
for $1.08."

THE
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ADVERTISEMENTS
L1

kitty years ot ellort, with

SUppOited iL,Sell twanciany
L., uicaus vi advertisements. A tostory
Luc finances is likewise one of ativerL.i.,./iients. Since 1885, the advertiseueitts hare reflected the units In their
s.:c.ject matter.

anti wisioi tune,

,lie Single Men's Endowment Asso-Lion advertised a policy en marriage
.i.lowrilents. Their slogan—'Remember
u do not die to win. The member reCs the benetit wink living, i. c., aster
rage, instead vi relatives after

both succeas
the hisat lhe Uni-

have passed in

WI) ut student publications

versity

ut Mame.

Ahse tirst publication was a literary
inaigatute, Tite t..adet, in later years it
Was renamed rite t.anipus, with a developing interest in cotlege news as the purp,se 01 a student paper.

/he new-born 'Cadet" contained a
:ce reading as follows: -Advertising
can be obtained on application to
L'iusuies.s Lditor to whom all busicommunications and remittances
„c
...id be sent. ' Tins Business Editor
iss.5 has Ins place tilled today by the
..c,s Alanager.
n. hist advertisement which aCeutli' to the press tur the
ii..diiad 'the Cadet.
•r issue was irom the Drug Store on
Ara ‘Varren, Pru,,..itens Lunier.
, tor, uttered the tolluwing wares:
ictrowS (ossamer, Tetlow's Lit>
birc, shands Swan's Down, Sham's
II a
- llied Chalk, Tappsuis 'Rose Bud',
dies Celebrated °deans, also Fine
I...., Combs and Brushes, All Pure
tooth Powders, anti every other Standard l'reparation fur the Tuilet;" also
tsaiters.
nits continued to be the only advertisement mull 1886 when Lemig Coins Cocoa Beet Tunic came on the
4.1.arket. This tunic was advocated bs•
ucs:tors, chick ut whom was Sir Robert
Baronet, M. D., Physician
lo tier Majesty, the tjUeetL The cop)
icarl: -Lewis's Cocoa Beet Tonic is a
amarkable preparation . . It contains
ii.c nutritive elements of the muscular
rit4c, blood, bone and brain oi careluily
scrected healthy bullocks dissolved in
rare old Sherry Wine. 'Its uses were
sr icitiows:" . . invaluable in debilities,
1aiaria, Female Infirmities, Asthma,
sii,1 shattered Nerves.
'cocoa Beef Tonic improves appetite,
ci riches the blood, and reinvigorates
organ and faculty. It reconstructs
::. most enfeebled, aged and intirm, and
:c -tores sickly children to blooming

LS I SAUNDk.AS

iy

ol UallIC's tied simper

And once

THE CADET.

again the name was changed,

this time to I lit .1100k' Lumpur. DUring
tins hall century, the pulnication has
giowil Hunt a small Magazine to a
strung, modern

Vol. I.
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newspaper —thi:

college

true reprcseialative warn on tiie student
nutty today.
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IN THE LAST FRWAV of EACH MONTH DUkING
THE COLLEGIATE YEAR, BY THE

MAINE STATE COLLEGE PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION.

and

the faculty, sewnnotes, and as soon as the

members of

technical

necessary arrangements can be made, it is proposed to establish exchange and other college
columns.

rut) )cars ago a

matted by J.

1.10.A.R1.10

j.

OF

EDITORS.

D. ISLACMEN, '80
F. LOCKWOOD, 86

oy

G. F. Beset:, 86
R. K. JONES, 13o.
F. S. Bahia, 'Si'.
11 S. %%Sas, 8i.

Business Editor
H. S. Fags:en, 86
A. D. PAGE, 'SO.
D. W. COLBY, '87.
J. R. BOAXDMAN, '88.

THE students generally, do not show that
I disposition to aid the editors in their work
which is to be desired. As an incentive to the
students to send in contributions, it has been

O

t...ompany. '

schnen pages ot literary,
and socialite at twits, poetry, and a lew
notes ul College lathiest.

it was puurish-

on sinaii slits! sheets, continuing
until 1913.

thus

cd

there acts nu regular laws
as we min teslay iii I 1.4:

the

Avvis tit College inteicst was a:sine's:n.31

present

during
year by any of the students:—a

names of the winners will

be

in

primatii)
ins

koiuumuus
anitur.

We cantonal LOIUlitlis.

I ati,i

g.ets,

was VI.Le,i oil 1 41-0.0lis lindsCs ut LOI141,,t:
4"i% ItILs, itia1111)

pea schist's

nnutIbll tile cultuttals,

alln a,iiituie MASS, annouxti tile

mend) aspaa tV,as stun

to

purpose ol

Ule

lie L atIt'd Lola UMW III

sive

trics progres-

way but lc.i )4.414, %lien it went Li:ACK

tin.

prillastis

announced in the

June issue.

WING to various unavoidable

l'uotishing

time • ',dame
contained

best prose articles handed to the board

decided to otter the following prizes for the

TajeMs.
let annum, in advance
$1.00, first prize of a Webster s Unabridged Dictionsingle Copy
.15. ary (price $12.00), and a second prize, the
Subscribers not receiving THE CAM:1 regularly, value of five Dollars. I he articles may be on
should nom). the Business Editor at once.
any subject that the writer may choose and no
Contributions from the Alumni and friends of the Col- regulations are laid down as to their character.
lege will be gratetully received when accompanied by the
1 he length, however, should not be over three
writer s nan,e. No anonymous articles will be accepted.
czolumns. It is hoped that the competition will
Advertising rates can be obtained on application to the
Business Editor, to whom all business communications be general, and the editors will publish any of
and remittances should be sent. All other communica- the articles which they consider of sufficient
tions should be sent to the Editor-in-Chief.
interest.
the prize will be awarded so that the
EDITORIAL.

I he tit st

L Odd, a inutittli) magazine.

issue was puolisiled on August .26,

It

j

group of students

D. Dlagtien oU, started Use

LAW LbsItial

01

less caipuasis
lieu,,It

Illetary

on college

was men Uceoicet len

truce

by tile
LA41%1,1414 prniessurs and the studenis.
Inc iast Lasser appeared ha 1809.

)eals to later:11y allicles Wtittui

circumstan-

the first issue of THE CADET was de- I T is a source of great gratification to the students that the sentence of indefinite suspenthat this may be avoided in
the future. On the whole the editors are antis- sion against eleven of the best members of the
lied with their production but of course see Sophomore class has been reconsidered and a
many faults which they hope to remedy. Sug- fighter penalty substituted. The last case of
gestions and friendly criticism will be gladly hazing brought before the faculty was when the
ces

layed. It is hoped

received from all interested

in

their

success.

class of

81

were

Sophomores.

the hazed man claimed to be

troduce are articles on the different courses of

of the

class

were

In that case

injured and five
expelled. In the present

Among the features which it is proposed to in-

iii OCtuuci um

a.11, Mc stuck:id

tuiOt

pillniCation Was ItAtallscn
UMW'

tue

editorship

4

vi

lie

Lusupsts,

Liareuce

Sb

1You, who straw in all editorial
01 tile lost edition titat

the aiiii ul Ulla

impt.I is to make it a lieWs) college JuUt nal.
I lhs Will I vs as tlaseU Uii WIC pi in(Apses ni we Lades, yet it was a step
Iowa'Os a collage law spapai. it Was
ptiblisIlLn CS Li) two Wek&s.

kIte editor-

laiS and the masthead still appeared oil

the Connecticut Mutual Life Insur,bice also advertised in the year ot 1886,
so did the Custom Clothiers.
'Special Notice! L. J. Whedder sells
c.crsthing in the Piano, Organ and
.wing Machine Lines fur less money
aliu easier terms than any other house
4. 'business."
J. D. Glynn announced that he was a
in school writing paper, blank
Seaside stud Munroe's Pocket
its, Curtains, Borders, Wallets,
Room Papers. The later additions
his stock were; Plush and Mural
Toilet Cases and Glove and
• ,IAlkerchiei boxes.
jumbolene" was a marvelous niosqusUlack-ily, Sand-fly, Flea bite prevenThe best luument in use tor the
oreness of the limbs and joints, trust
L. is, neuralgia, sunburn and Cold
:
.ores." "Jumbulene,- a product ut the
ciatest established house in Eastern
,c'Larne, Thomas Jetniess, was awarded
silver Medal by the New England
i 'cultural Society lit 1885. Its trade
ik was that ot • contented elephant
ilirting uti his back a horde of flies.
group of furniture stores
the increasing list ot advertisers.
• 1, Bros. advertised a full line of furLong s, "For sour Rooms, Boys," A.
Roberts and Suns offered "Carpets,
.•,in Papers, Window Shades, with
,•• k Bottom Prices Guaranteed."
111 Apollo Male Quartette furnished
A for entertainments, concerts and
•• s7als. Munn and Company offered
American Scientific Magazine- tor
with -Applications for Patents" as
I. D. Glynn continued his endless
:y of needs for the college student
Ii altered with each season. Several
.k Book and Paper Stationery Shops
:,,r-ed the advertisement collection.
May 6, 1887, "The Cadet- had ten
crtisements.
i'hoebe H. Palmer said, "It will be a
,tant endeavor to show customers
flip And courteous attention. Our
9- contain a full line of Engravings
•1 Photographs." Phoebe Palmer an' ' ed "the arrival of a large and depackage of Extra Fine, Assorted
. Adapted for Bonnet Strings.
'II,
'swear. Trimming for Hats."
lijamin M. Weeks had a livery and
Stable at the foot of Mill Street in
0
. ,87 added a

(Continued on

Page Six)

A Reproduction of the Front

Page of One of the Early

AN EDITORIAL RN THE
PRESENT EDI FOR

Issues of

The Cadet.

A LETTER FROM FIIE FIRST
EDITOR

John Decker Blagden, in the first issue (A the Cadet published August 28, 1885, io the Editor of the Camino,
Dear Sir:
wrote the following editorial:
It was with somewhat ut a surprise that I received your notice that the fittieth
'During the last few yeais the Maine State College has been making rapid proganniversary of the first issue of the student publication est the University Is SUL41 In
ress in many directions and the present has seemed a fitting time luf the establishbe published. It Was not then called a university, but only a college; yet its courses
...cot ot a paper whose aim shall be to rept earth the college. It Is III response to
would compare well with those ot a university, and sky would the professors.
issued
on
the
last
be
appearance.
It
Is
intended
to
its
makes
Cadet
this that the
Fifty years once seemed a long time; but during a busy life it has quickly passed.
Fucks; of every collegiate month. The preparation of this number has necessarily
Being tar num the activities ut the instituting' no memory is somewhat &Tinted
endeavor
editors
will
undoubtedly
appear,
but
the
taults
will
been hasty and many
and requires some effort to recall past events.
to correct these as soon as possible and to present a paper which will be creditable
lii the summer ea 1933, I passed by the old campus and its buildings and noticed
college.
and
the
themselves
alike to
some of its changes and improvements. Everything seemed natural in spite ot the
"Near the close of last Spring term in response to a general feeling anion& the improvements. It seemed like an old hunie, but I was ni a hurry and could not stop.
students that a college paper should be established, a publishing aSsUCtatiun consistBut going back to the birth ut the paper. I had little to du with that. Mr. Ralph
ing ul the classes 01 eighty-six and eighty-seven was torintd, a CUltslItUtlun adop- K. Jones, a classmate of mine, was the chief promoter cif it, and its success was
ted and an editorial board consisting 01 rive Hum eights -six and three from eighty- mostly due to hini. He came to Inc ease day and broached the subject. We talked
seven, chosen. These editors met, organized, and elected an editor from eighty- it over and then conferred with others, and soun plans were laid arid work began.
eight. It is planned to have in the future a board having the same class distribution I think its publication has been continuuus since then, about that you know better
as the present one but the editors, instead oi being elected by the Association, are than I. All who have taken part in its publication from then till now are to be eonto be elected by their predecessors Irvin those who contribute the most satisfactory gratthattil upon its success. May it lung live I
articles during the year. Contributions are earnestly solicited irum all students
Another noteworthy event occurred during the period of niy studentship, arid that
and a ready response to this request will render much lighter the work iur which was the entering of the baseball taani into competition with the other colleges of the
state, and its becoming a pernlatient organization. Although at first nut quite as
the editors have so little available time.
"Our columns will also be open to contributions on suitable topics from alumni successful a, we could have wished. I understand that it has since become all that
ould be wished of expected
and friends of the college."
During the half century that has pas,i'd, on account of much work, I have not
The above is a simple matter-ol-fact statement of the beginning of an institution
kept
track /it what Was g g
in respect to the students, the professors, or the
whose value for fifty years has been unquestioned.
institution. Many., of course, are dead, a revs have made their mark, and I believe
of
a
college
newsprimary
purpose
As stated by the first editor of the Cadet, the
all have been successful.
paper is to bring to the attention of the reader happenings of interest on the colThe college pranks of those days would perhaps be interesting; but, I suspect no
degree
by
all
of
Maine's
certain
lege campus. This has been accomplished to a
less so than many others that have happened since. But even so I have not time
student newspaper staffs, sometimes, it is true, inaccurately or poorly written, oft- to mention them. for I have to
take this letter four males to get it in the air mail.
en incomplete and misleading.
With highest regards to the University, its Professors, its alumni, and its
The primary purpose of the student newspaper of today is still tapresent news students,
attractively and interestingly. But there arc other purposes and ideals which must
Very respectfully,
not go unmentioned.
JOHN D. BLAGDEN.
Lee A. White, an editor vi the Detroit News, at a dinner held in Richmond, Indiana, to commemmorate the hundredth anniversary of the founding of the Rich- what is to come .. Defender of civil liberty
. Strengthener of loyalty ... Pillar
mond Palladium, spoke of the modern newspaper thus:
and stay of government ... Arts, letters, and science of the common people.
Troubler of
. Interpreter of the public intent
There is no 'newspaper in the United States or in the world which can accom"Mirror of the public mind
the public conscience . Reflector of every human interest . . . Friend of every plish all of the above aims. Many strive toward these goals. Among those which
Encourager of every generous act ... Bearer of intelligence... do so are the hundreds of college papers being published in this country today. If
righteous cause
the Maine Campus has, in the fifty years of its existence, helped in the promotion
Dispeller of ignorance and prejudice . .. A light shining into all dark places .
. Bond of civic unity ... Protector of and stimulation of civic pride and righteousness, the development of University
Promoter of civic welfare and civic pride
Exposer of secret iniquities .. Unrelent- spirit and cooperation, and an interest in literature and art and those things which
civic Tight% ... Scourge of evil doer, .
. Voice of the lowly- and oppressed ... Ad- too often lie outside the normal sphere of a student's activity and interest, as well
ing foe of privilege and corruption
vocate of the friendless ... Righter of public and private wrongs . . Chronicler of as accomplishing its duties of news dissemination, its existence has been doubly jusSifter of rumor' and opinions . . Minister of the truth that makes men tified. May its editors for the next fifty years strive to make more and more of
facts .
... Remembrancer of the old and tried ... Herald of I these ideals actualities.
free... Reporter of the new.

the liTsl page, tlIC IICW) articit..• beliag
suusequent. iln use ol headlines was
slowly developing, although label heads
WLIL alone used. There were several
eulunina pelts as to college interest, entitled Ill this way: "le Alumni", "Athletics", and 'Local Jottings-,and the like.
In spite ut many advancements towards
litter newspaper style, very sew phases
ou college lilt

were adequately

coveted.

Illustrations ui tuts Wet t; Used

01-

more advertisers were buying space,
and theme were inure news articles In
I he cantPwr as lime virsit on.

11il,

On hale I, 1941, IIIC Millie

was again

Maine C dints's.
J. 11. McClure '05 was the editor-inclue:. 1 he content and make-up of The
Massie L'artitus was smite similar to that
ut the latter editions of Thre C43/1110•1. It
was publashed once a week.
The small sized sheets were used until
the edition ca May 0, 1913, when a inuch
hosier slICLI Was Used, reducing the paper
to four pages. At this time issues were
published twice weekly. Label heads
wen- still used, although the front page
aas now entirely news.
Due to Iniancial difficulties, the editorial boaid derided to publish an issue only
once a week. 1 his was 111 October, 1914.
A, the years V14 mit on theft was much
iir
mpt viment
the paper's make-up.
There was also a Itlidefley In Use the type
of headline, with which we are familiar
today.
this time to

The paper—The Maine Ca/ropier—was
published at times in Bangor, and later at
the University press, located in the baseof Coborn Hall, lii the fall of 191b
the Univer•ity press purchased a linotype
machine, :Ind the print shop was moved
1,, its present location from Coburn Hall.
Before the purchase of the linotype machine. nvmbers of the board spent several hours each week helping to set the
tspe by hand. When the linotype machine came into use in the print shop, the
publishing of a college weekly was greatly facilitated.
When the United States was about to

1917, 1h.- Maine
Canopus published a dramatic story about
it in the 'roue of April 3. This was the
first time that the Camino: had used big
headlines. Big black letters read: WE
ARE ON THE BRINK OF ENTERING THE W.4R. Hereafter a streamer
hum! was not a raili4 at innovation.

enter the World War in

(Continued on Page Four)
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:• ever, -•••. •
irrinio, Still.1,1 I owl. rc•porititd proMptCht Sunday. February, 9. 169U. the
11.d ah that t uid be (haw. If. the
r.
Imam Stet: College suffered its
*as tootilitd
„et t.ta: I water Iht
wss by fire. 11Ingate II.sil. the oil, •I ,II- U Wm.., anti although the water
trevd•og on Campus, eas bunted to the ki IA, ik• .a
and did gttod work,
g.e:und.
to be iegictied that no hose hat
ti
' I.. ('I pro% Med tie the use
Inc morning w(as 4 cold one. and
the College
stlitlentsiii that building took
ot fire. llw burl facilities might
.1i
imt.t.ori that their rooms might be N41111 hav
beeii ot no avail in tlii• ease, but
tlie.r retort. troin church. by tilling there would have heel. a ttati,faetion at
iht.rstoves well up with fuel. From tim
nat.! in tIn tht ugh t that all was done
1,
oA these overheated got e• lb. In
411 .111144. under an)
ould
supposted to have taught. A• then wa,
the building
tare.", te
I o one in the builthrig at the time, it act
141 - about halt
I in
quired considerable headway before tt
the or.e.hal eI el. Ii wa- hetwern
first
-tin
had
when
discovcred.
and
was,
*11.00,0 and
t the ingitution
burned into the wall,and •pread through
V.1111 i tI.. Cl/41, since a
all pri4i.11ik
doubt
It
i•
building
of
part
the
4 large
Itiih.lt. a,i1 it. ted ii tio iwar iutill it the strwsture could have
Mir eel. • I. it II be mut h better -.tided to
ad it p:e...per ia.ilttus had been at hand.
Gilkke III tile ),rar •
..i
:Fit
tit-d :II till ab tem'. ot these tat date., ali
turineI I/I 11.i.i.1111.11il liii Oki a-10mA
schu.rly nothing could be done. .1 he tt (v
Ir. III. I.,- I, t ci renal tor the time ne
s.uelents on the ground stripped the build
"I Ii. Civil Engineering
at how, ver
mg tit everything %huh could he nittceti
11 palm, lit, iii particular, is badly (-rio
that had not been cut off by the tire. All
1,11 ,1 In, a, 14.11111
the laek of (inswing
the ingruments. pap( rs. arid thawing,
ind le nation rooms. but the work :11
Engineering
De
tklu..g..g to thr(*nil
,ii,g
I th"tit a break.
prrtment were -aced, as was al,ii the.
11..11
a•
ii
gat,
built
t
iii 1667 but
aial
drawing
rot
in
the
materials
i'lii/1111.1t•ttA Until 1811.8. It \\:1
theV M. C. A. room. The student Ihd Ili made amt, up to the tiie ii
who roomed in the building were. how
rough
blitil,ng. had stood well the
ever, quite heavy losers. \ ery tee et

FIRE bURNS WINGATE
(March. 1890)

it.

LA -44c that 51.1Ch a buitditig has to slam.
.va Infl constructed, at contained, etghtten reatni., the tower ones Laying bre-,
lit ted lUr Irritation pui poses and the upper clots tor a &Amigo:). it was in this
building that the first class used and re.td during the first two year. Lit it,
our se. &tore the Class graduated,
lioweter, the Laboraturs had been completed, and Oak Hall built; V% ingate
t fall scents to hate been the rrntri
around which the others have been constructed. It has itself been consider:Jib
changed from taiie to time to Meet the
ire eds. IA the (,i liege. Drawing room et ere made by li.mbinitig the old recita
non ruonis; largrr tee dation rooms %co
made from the smaller one,, so that it
bad continued to be a %cry useful
lure. Arculiel it are elu,tered man) tot
the plea-alit recollections of the student
v. ho hirer gone Irian the institution. Th.
car lien classes, in particular, must has..
Cl/II14: greatly attached to it. a, nearly
all ot their work was within its '
,mans,
think the classes id later times have enjoyed more the use of the newer build'IC'-

Rut

should look to the brightest
such a disaster. Will not the
be converted into a 1er1, niporary
1..ai cm gain': Such ought to be the case.

-rde

we

01

THE NEW GYMNASIUM

DON'T

mu

to SEE the CONSERVADOR
•Get the amazing
facts about the new
Fairbanks-More refrigerator with its sensational new patented
CONSERVADOR — the
inner door feature that

(February 15. 1900)
MU( li pleasure that /he (. ton pu is
it ileged to announce the condition of the finances arid the development, relative to the erection of a drill
hall and gyninasium at this itistitutioo.
At the last reckoning, the subscription:amounted, in round numbers, to V.200.
This was before any returns had been re
(e.ved outside of Orono or, in tact, any
call had been made outside the town,
tearing a balance of between $151.10 and
$1800 to be (Attained irom 'Alter •OUT,es
lirltnt. the nee,- -'arc first $5000 is suit
Med. 'With the Imances ti this con
on at such an early stage of the art
I'' at for funds, it is evident that tli ,•rection iii the building is an assured
I

saves more money-more time—more food
...Yet costs no more.

Easy Terms

139.50

See before you buy.

FAIRBANKS-MORSE

call has been made on the alumni tti
e University of Maine, but sit recentE
,tat nu returns have been received. It
hit possible to harm any estimate as
how much will come f
this smite,.
:it it will of course far exceed the
wount which is needed to niake up the
.1
$51000, and is likely to equal the
wormt already subscribed.
President Harris has adopted a most
ellen! method in reaching Ow
It has written a brief personal letter ti
h alumnus. and has appointed out ot
eli elass acollector who will have full
haige in receiving subscription,. B.

They won't help you
catch rivets

THE NEW DORMITORY
tins mean•, ea.h alumnus will be brougt: I HE. CORNER STONE LAID
H. H. HALL
to led more ketailt his responsibilitt
(June 19. 1900)
and will be the ['Aliment of closer attest(October
10, 1912)
tin.
cooneciimi
with
lite exerc..cs ai
I....a until his share is paid, than if one
.apiog em the corner stone .,it the new
needed
dormitory, (an w4,.
or tvw•. persons had the entire. matter .1,
min hall and gymnasium were held work we• begun last spriht,g is now tit .
charge.
I cesila)anCrIlooli at 2:Sib o'clock, in the
sompletitai and. Will probabl)
Viesaient Harris espre•srd much sa
e se.a
i a large !Millet 01 people, iii i c,id) tor occupancy by the beginning .
t,ractron relative to the 114.1111er III uhicii chafing Gov. and Mrs. Powers, the
tie,xf tiwterbiuni.iding
II, students have responded to the call, numbers. of tlic board of
thr
will be constructed at a
the enthuscasin of the student IAA) II e ilawt• if the University faculty ancl
tint st and most upgtedate dormitoriet
t•tr4lit to be an impetus tor stringent triothers,
l'Ic•nitin I lain,Made a bet
cost of POMO, and will be one ii :
tons on the part ot the AI
and will
remarks
1hr Wilding of thr the country. It is a four story
structur,
add materially iii obtaining state aid ii until hall tii.e hi is Itit outcome of (Ii':
160 feet long by 35 feet wide, designed at
cii I. is called for.
usigioal a. I ol
lllllern when
th. Tudor st)le of architecture, The out•
i ht
is Xl iriceting tA the board Li established colleges during the War of
side l• of red brick relatedby;
o cast
tht
11U-itt, itil br on NtalVti 2110. At that the Rebellion and stipulated that military
stone trimmings. The back
build
one plans 4.1.1 speLiti. at m'', will be fe- at lel:Cr should harm a part of the curri- mg
is plain while the front is set off bt
e, ..1 and disc et -rtl mid an architect ap- culum. He spokc at some length upo,i four rows of Lay
window's which, al
o..1.11,; 1,, submit plans for the building. the prom.nenee which the graduates and though simple in design, give
the build
arcratect has already made a members
the University had taken in a rich and neat appearance, for 1,0
di aaii,g tor the binding, and they are iiebtarv matters and made speelal refer- the Tudor style is noted.
now, in the hand, of Lir. Harris. It is tliCt
Mt ECKCSCIltalt1011 of the Univer •
In the basement of the building w,!,
specied that there will be sm or sl:%Cli s.ty In lilt AIllt:FIC411- 1spallINI1 war.
totiod a dining room, capable of sea'
in all. As pat! stated these drawing,
Henry Lord 'puke on behalf of 3110 waste, together with a thorou.,
till biii discussed by the trustees and an tin trustees of the institution and then equipped kitchen located in a one -t
lidect decided upon. The plans will Pr e silent Harris introduced Gov. Pow- building just east of the dormitory
la- open to contractors so that bids fur tht• ,r,. "I he g,oertior said that it gave him er. This floor also contains a room 1 congrutt.tin of the building will be erp- weat pleasure to represent the state at training table, waiters' room with at,
cited about April 1st. W'ithin a month suds an interesting ceremony. "The supply of lockers, and a large loun..
troni that time, or about the first of MaL,. :state of Maine." said he, 'is under &J- roam containing a fireplace. The din
Mc coo-unction will begin, and as the ogai ons to assist in the erection of this hall is c,llllllllllll with Oak Hall by a cov
1.11ilularg us of such a nature that the %col k building and I believe that it will." This ,red passageway.
imeark Wa• received with applause.
▪
tot" 144
,
111C41 VeTY rapidly, students at
The dortiliti,ry above the basen.,
Ti:e tvvernor then took a trowel aral floor is separated into three sections, ea,•.
th t uuui ersitt of Maine will have the
see-mg, at their cherished alter spreading a liberal amount of et- protected from the other by a fire-i.i
ii inu:ion. a new building. erected chief - int lit on the foundation, the corner store hick wall. The Central portion ot
.y ihrcat.th their own endeavors, one was laid. Two verses of America were first floor is given tip to a Professor'.
v. 1: a li itIII adorn the campus and prove a •Illig by the assemblage, and then at the suite on the left of the entrance and the
lii - toi g nt all who make use of its priv:- Cal, 01 Pres.dent Harris the students Y. 111, C. A. room: on the right. Titgave the college' veil. Cheers were also majority of the suite, for students con• get.
go ea tor the governor by the student, tain three room:—orre large study nion,
arst the entire party led by Mr. Lord joined by two sleeping chambers. Mc
NEW RANKING SYSTEM
gate three rousing cheers at the close of building will have ample accommodation,.
the exercises.
tor severity-tive students and will be pro(November 23. 1909)
The fi uridations of the building are let ted against fire by a standpipe in tn,
et the lacult), at a recent
well under was. arid it will be but a attic with hose connection,, on each floor.
g, lank, will hereafter be reported lea wilk•. Itch ure the work on the walls The
entire building has been design' d
s Aisle ad of figures. This systenN it ill begin.
arid built along the most modern lines
Iii ills iii practically all of the college,
with th, ii,7ht for the comfort of the stuin New England and by a great mane
dents.
THE COLLEGE YELL
1...ting institutions of learning through(November. 1898)
..ii Me country.
Are the students satisfied with the colCARNEGIE'S GIFT TO
S
lett( is,
ft, C, 0, E, and F will le-ge tell?
THE U. OF M.
t.e us. d
Ni comparative percentage,
Rah! Rah! Rah!
(February
IS. 1905)
have been decided upon as yet. but. in
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Andrew cartiegie has given $50,000 to
•
_I will b.- given only to those
Rah! Rah!
Rail!
the Unitersity for the construction of a
vvho a'tall high honors, B will stand for
MAIM!
1:brary
Thus IleVIS was received
• Iii,14"1 grade
a',irk, and C wilt be the
At the Northneld Student Conference,
on Tuesday mornpa oi•g mark. /1 will be used to iridica:e Coll, and Bate, were very willing to lit President
t,
tiiai tl.e student barely passed the sub- give it .1hey scented to think they had ing, Feb. and was announced to the stuyet I, an I:: will mean a . condition, while as mu,h right to that sell as we did. Why dents and public at special chapel exerativinie. receiving an F will be obliged to shouldn't we have a t ell that they cises held during the eleven o'clock period of that morning.
repeat the subject.
couldn't give at sight?
Dr. Felicia s has been in communication
'Hos change d,":5 not mean that the
Dartmouth and Yak have their own
a rth Mr. Carnegie for some months in re(1,Am,
t
i
v
yells,
as
well as many of the
I..e
it iii. rk has been lowered as it has
gard to this gift, and it is solely through
i.e .1' reptirtiel iti some- id the papers. 0. other leading colleges. Why shouldn't
Ms efforts that it was finally obtained.
iii..
..her
'.tip tivvards making th- \AC have the best yell out? At the next
eole
Not "tilt is the money at the immediate
U rte. -di as moilerri and up-ti.dat as athletic- meeting have a committee apcli:posal of the University., but it is given
pointed to work up the matter.
Ito •.ble tii
respect.
%idiom any requirenient as to an equal
or partial sum to be provided by the
trustees, or as to sums to be contributed
to the maintenance of the library after
completion.
Those who are interested in the University are aware that one of the most
pressing needs of the Institution during
the last few tears has been that of a suitable library building. The library, which
has been lutised in Coburn hall since the
construction of that building, has been
rapidly increasing, and now overruns it,
old quarters. Thus the gift of a library.
C1/1114
,With especial fitness at this time,
and will he ot the greatest assistance in
ielitving the already craniped facilities
fur lihrart and recitation room work.
The location of this building is only a
!natter of e onjeeturr, though it twill prob
atilt be placed according to the man
which the president aid trustees have had
eACT since a library was thought of; that
is. on the slope south of the president',
use, lacing the main road and the car
bne. This would improve the southern
end of the
Which, at present, is
not its iii..-t attractive view.
The scene ill the chapel when Pre.,
dcnt Fellim, announced this gift was one
I. ng to be remeniberill. lb. spoke for a
it is moments on the needs of the Unmets.tt , and mentriiiied the opportunitie,
it Inch have helped to broaden it: field ot
iiistructron; then at
naming the nett
burbling, a.luch lute been erected on the
campus 'toile last few years, he said, .1
have the pleasure of announcing that this
morning I receited a gift of $50,000 for
library- building."
Cheers were given for the president
end ior Mr. Carnegie. Then the Hon.
Henry Lord, president of the board of
:rustles, who was Of1 the platform. spar
a I, w words
After enlarging on tint
wit ch the gift offered, he
spi,ke feelingly in praise of Or, Fellows
and his work at president of the University. lie ,said among other things:
trustees knew nothing of this matter
was promoted and brought to a success
tul conclusion through thc efforts of Dr
Fellows, to whom we owe one of the
largest debts of gratitude in the histoet
of die institution. I do not Wish you to
underestimate thc effect of this, or the
rklit to Or, Fellows."
Trustee Durgin of Orono also spoke
from the platform, after which mot(
cheers were given: The enthusiasm man
ifested by the students was beyond con trol, and it Es safe to say that Mr. Carnegie himself would have been moved at
the demonstration.
-
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//ley won?cause aiy
or ewe ally admeldr
... when anything satisfies it's got to
be right..,no "ifs" or "buts" about it.
Chesterfields satisfy because, first of all,
they're made of the right kinds of mild ripe
tobaccos. 'These tobaccos arc thoroughly
aged and then blended and cross-blended.
It takes time and it takes money, but
whatever it costs in time or money we do
it in order to give you a cigarette that's
milder, a cigarette that tastes better.
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W. P. WINGATE AND
iii eescussuig
necessars plans and in
FIRST MAINE NIGHT
act his Mat trip tu °rout) when be •• •
THE MAINE STATE
-titling certain prelimmars
questions,
COLLEGE
treshmaii and humorunals cited a
nolabl), that of the location
(November I, 1901)
of the Col
her of events of those days. all
lege, the cohesion of its membersh
Lk. M. L. FERNALD
The. first ..01111..1 ielebration ut Maine
•
ip ha]
were
received wIth much pleasure.
ken weakened, and tise bud)
came to re- Night will go oil record as a great suc(May. 1885)
At the conclusion of Dr. Jordan's
gard itselt
1,, ,..gripl)ang with a request to pre- responsibi as illliterttidy adapted to the cess.
speech, Chairman Lewis announced that
lities on
in
the
the
crowd which began to come long Colonel
developa sketch ot Hon. %%. P. Wingate Al ment
of the embryei institution.
bc tore the b4. ,110111g of the exercises filled to be I. K. Stetson, who had planned
relations to the State College, I perpresent to say a leW words, MAS
Accordingly, at 11 fleeting held in Au- the large chapel in
Allanuu Hall to oblige.] to stay awas
:. on a duty made grateful from uiy ap- gusta, January 29,
on account of busi1867, this board sub its utmost capacity. Many chairs were
iation of his many services in be- Milted
nt•- aft.iirs, but when he sent his reto the Legislature then
placed
in
the
aisles
for the accuminuda- gret,. he enclosed
in se ,lutl,
ut this institution.
a cheek tor $25, which
the tullowuig statement or petition,
sign- taxi of the visitors, yet many were coat- he knew would be
No attempt will here be made to pee- ed by all
much better than a
It has been our pleasure for twenty years to serve the
the members present, ten ui pelted to stand.
speech.
-eilt a review of the acts and events of number.
men of this University with clothing and accessories
From the walls of the room hung
that
Dr. Harris was the next speaker anti
I..- long, and useful active life, ut to re
are styled to meet their individual tastes and definite re"The undersigned, irusters of
the long, huge streamers of blue bunsuist, was greeted with great applause by the
the large number ut exaeung posiquirements. You will know our store by the compan
while nearly everyone wore blue ribbon;
State College of Agriculture and
y we
the
student s.
t,,40 which he held with credit to him- Mechanic
keep — not only do we sell the best—but the best sell
the
effect
under
Arts,
the
brilliant
Respectfu
lly
light
the
of
represent
At the conclusion of Pres. Harris'
,c;1 and advantage to his city, during
us! We can offer you a wide selection from the
that, in their opimun, the number of tlic electric eh:welchers overhead was beaufollowing
speech the ilaine yell was given and the
residence of sixty years in Bangor.
nationally advertised brands — whose product
members oi the board should be less tiful, one not soon to be forgotten. The
s for many
meeting eh., el ith the singing of
eur the present purpose, it is. enough
years have stood the test in quality, style, pattern
than at now is, and ask that the number •tage was also very prettily decorated
, and
„
a), respecting the various offices
standard price.
be reduced to not less than live IA4 more with terns and potted plants and to the
..,th which he was honored in the city of
than seven. They would suggest that the 1(41 was a football with a large Al on
adoption, that, whether as street cumMOST CONSISTENT ADVER
new board of trustees be appointed by it arid decorated with Maine flags and
They are:
meniber of the city *overflLA.R IN MAINE CAMPUS
the governor and cowicil, and in regard thholls. hi the front of the stage was
ew, or collector of the port, he was alSiNCE ITS ORIGIN
to fitness rather than locality. They also a festoon of blue bunting and the space
a faithful official, winning the reXli (... ,Iditath first el,11111ililltAl adverindicate their readiness to retire from in front was occupied by several pieces
and confidence of his townsmen or
tising in Maine Campus in 1914 when he
the position now held by them, for the ea PulleMs orchestra.
those whose interests he was serving.
A few minutes after 8 o'clock the or- conducted the smart clothing and haberpurpose above indicated.It was not in these relations that 1
The Legislature responded promptly to chestra struck up a march familiar to us dashery shop on Water street near the
,,he a him most intimately, but as a
the petition and passed a bill embods-ing all and then the large doors next to the ),tame Central Railroad station. The
stistre of the State College. When
stage were thrown open, and the football leading business of the town was then
its requests.
aine to this institution in 1868, I found
1 he original board of trustees, having tram headed by Captain Dunticos and located in that section of Orono.
regarded by those who knew him
VS ith changing conditions however Mi.
retired, a new board was appointed by closely followed by Coach Farley
-t As an energetic and efficient member
Governor Chaniberlain in April, 1867. 0: marched in amid the cheers of the stud- Goldsmith decided to rouse up town, to
the board of trustees.
better serse the needs ot the University
this board established wider the circum- ents and their friends.
During the years ui my acquaintance
On the stage were Pres. A. W. Harris students. He had erected for him the I
stances given above, Mr. 1Vingate was a
e1: him, 1 am glad to be able to sits
present site where the. Goldsmith Tugmember. His associates were Hon. Ab- and Prof. O. F. Lewis, chairman of the
WonI you stop in and get acquainted? We want to
.41 iur the sound judgment which tie
Shop is now located. Residential !
itet)
ner Coburn of Skowhegan, Rev. Samuel meeting, who, after the cheering had
know you, and if it pleases you, to be of service to you
•••pl.iyed, the practical good sense which
property
was moved off the lot and the !
subsided, came forward, and in a few
F. Dike of Bath, Hun. Lyndon
whenever we can.
Oak of
showed in regard to all questions perstore building which he now Owns was
Garland, Nathaniel Wilson, Esq., of Oro- well-chosen words told of the Maineto the College, I came to prize
complete
d
ins
1910. During the years I
no, George P. Sewall, Esq.. of Old Town Night celebration, its purposes and how
Mr. Goldsmith conducted the 'loggers $
iii most highly.
The same feeling, 1
arid Hon. Isaiah Stetson of Bangor. Geo. It was hoped that it would be preserved
shop he advertised in the campus c,.11
sure, was shared by all who knew of
P. Sevvall, early resigned and Isaiah in the future. The Maine Campus Song
sistent1) arid °nen used quarter and
services and of his fidelity to the inwas
sung
by the Glee Club, and the enStetson was made Treasurer of the Colthird page adds tor special event,.
terests of this institution.
lege, also resigning his place on the tire audience who had been furnished
In 1917 Mr. Goldsmith joined the
He came into the board of trustees in
with
copies
joined
choruses
in the
.
board, and Hun. Thus. P. Lang ut Vas
arni)
and was absent from has business
Prior to his appointment in the
ORONO, MAINE
Chairman Lewis then introduced Hon.
salboro and Hon. Nathan Dane of Alfred
tor nearly two years, returning from ikiL
he had been largely influential in
I,.
S.
Southard
.
,
president
of the Boston
were appointed an their place..
ttnnining the location of the proposed
Alumni Association of the University of France in the ;miner of 1919 ... Busmm mw
(Contin
ued
on
Page
Five)
•ciitse and in raising, at about this time
Maine. Mr. Southard is a man whose iness and economic curallitions were rapa. very soon after the location was asname stands high in the hearts of the idly taking place and one thing Orono
needed most to help keep the student
tied, a generous subscription for the
students as a strong supporter of athTHE NEW UNIVERSITY
trade 111 haw n was a halt decent music.
• •,11ege, principally by the citizens of
letics in this University. He told how
STORE
house. Alter many months o planning
FOLLOW THE ARROW ANiD YOU FOLLOW THE STYLE
pleased he and the Boston Alumni were
another residential parcel of property
(October 3, 1911)
In order to comprehend and appreciate
when they heard of the two victories of
was missed off Mall street and the
circumstances in which he arid his asThe University more. in the basement the season and at the end of his speech
of the Strand Theatre was commen- efts were placed, in an attempt to of Coburn Hall which has tor several v.as greeted with much applause.
ced in May 1921 and completed in Oct•. lop a new institution along lines also years been owned and operated by
Prof. Lewis then made the announceand almost untried, we must recall Sampson Bros., is now managed by me ment that Mr. Southard had already giv- ober of that same year. How the students welcomed this new. theatre. Since
condition of affairs relating to the athletic association under the flank- ot en a check for $25, and had another mithat 11111c thousands 04 students
THE TRUMP
have re,•.-ge as they existed at that date.
the
University
Store Corporation. d the team won the game the next day; cessed
-A" in movie attendance and
I he first board 4A trustees, whose Shares are held by a goodly number ol this we did with ease.
some iiith records of No CUTS during
appear in the act of incorporation, students and faculty, and the project
Will R. Howard '8Z was the next
their tour year term at college.
••-.. which organized April 25, 1865, con- promises to be a success financially, Mr. speaker to be introduced by Chairman
While the Strand is the first real movof sixteen members, one from Mainwaring is in charge of the store Lewis, who told of some of his experie house Orono ever had; movies Were
h county in the State. From the new- and is rapidly making a friend of every iences in his colkge days and cited the
previously shown on Mill street where
of the problem which it was set to student. Mr. Mainwaring comes trum growth of athletics from that time to the
the Byer manufacturing company is now
-• and from the divergent views Yale, where he was manager of a co- present day.
located. This property was formerly the
THE AlC,TAII„
THE MART
Dr. W. H. Jordan, an alumnus of the
• aighout the State a,to what the new operative store. More room is given the
Catholic Church and when abandoned it
hege should do and be, it was not store but at the same time probably Universits and at present director of the
was converted into a Movie House, MI
•Ii.inge that this board, during the two some trade has been lost by the doing New York experiment station, was me
Goldsmith later purchased this propel 1,
'...rs of its existence, encountered un- away with the telephone exchange and next speaker and as he ascended the
and sold it to the Byer Mfg. Co. %eh,.
,..pected difficulties and found itself ern- the removal of the post office to Alumni steps to the platform, was greeted with
manufacture all kinds cif Camping Equiptremendous applause. Dr. Jordan tar
..11" a.,
•ed in many ways.
Hall,
ment and Radio Supplies. Their main
facture(' product is shipped to all part•
oi the world. Previous to that movies
were shown in a one story frame building located on Main street where nme
stand the residences of Dr. Tomlin-,
el.
.A
and Charles Nichols This building u
1111
ARROW MITOGA
later moved
it on Pine street •
THE HEMPSTEAD
THE GORDON
h tihttitrei
posite the Junction ot Myrtle street.
is,'ill miii
Mr. Goldsmith is widely- known I
thousands of students who have
and gone during the past quarter cell
nay and has met MAINE men marl,
everywhere. He related to the Camp'.
Undergraduates instinctively turn toward
Reporter how he nwt Charlie Rice
famous MAIN E track man the foss
Arrow has the most comnight Charlie came to Camp Deem, and
prehensive array of shirts in America from
of having a late supper with him in a
Point of
models, colors, patdingy worknrian's canteen, also id having
met Charlie again in either England or
terns.
You name it—
France and only soon after that he learnArrow
it—an
has
when
d
you
buy rememed of his death lie also met and talkber only Arrow shirts have Arrow collars.
ed with many either MAINE men during
war days in France.
When asked 10 comment on the fuStop by at your local dealer today
ture °whisk he said that in his opinion
Pricrs range from $7 to
business would k oh the upward turn by
the close of 1935 providing the farmer.products and other necessities would
continue to advance in price as they are
at the present time,. then with increase
SANFORIZED SHRUNK
wages and salaries husirwss will surely
•
improve for everybody.

Attention!
COLLEGE MEN

Arrow Shirts
Arrow Underwear
Arrow Handkerchiefs
Arrow Cravats
Griffon Clothes
Bostonian Shoes
Dobbs Hats

I
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Plopped by a Playful Pooch?
. . . //4/ (///
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Variety is the Spice of Style I
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Arrow because

collar styles,
fabrics, and designs.
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ARROW SHIRTS
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When the Girl Friend insists
that von romp %sit!' Rollo before you have your
tae-ii-le;te with her. . don't let the Bow Wow
ba.-1) .fiiir spirits. Brighten up by lightin' up an
Ohl Gold. Its sunny.smoothness make*CVen dog.
walking endurable. Darn clever...
. these 0. Gs!

CallIplI5
o

50th Anniversary
A. L. GOLDSMITH
Meister Stresti Thesis

VT TRYING TIMES .... TRY

Smoo/A. OLD GOLD

Two Days
TtrEstyv,
sy

Congratulations!
4iiilitIP

STRAND THEATRE
LA I

he outstanding picture .•1
sea SOIL
ri

LA I

i,uiv.kcd

"UVES OF A BENGAL
LANCER"
IL

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26
Metro presents

"THE BAND PLAYS ON"
An interesting football story with
Stuart Erwin, Robert Erwin, Robert Young and Leo Carrillo.

ORONO

.' LA 1.
'
for it -here it is.

"MARCH OF TIME"
Aid lie shown at the Strand as an
aeVed attraction on V. ednesday
and Thursday. The Strand (onto gm',r you everything worth
I HURSDAY, MARCH 21
Paramount presents

"ALL THE KING'S
HORSES"
.% great ,a -I
;tiling Carl

Bro.
son, Mary Ellis, Edward Horton.
alld Engine Pallette.

FR1DAN. M UCH 22
Columbia presents
"WHITE LIES"
with
Victor Jory, Walter I onnolly and Fay Wray
SATURDAY. MARCH 23
RI•ZO presents "GRAND OLD
GIRL" ‘‘ NI•is Robson
The %tory of your old school teacher. This
picture is highly reconot.ended
for everybody. It is outstanding.
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.sired, and torte -eight coeds ut all the
',au classes arc now lull% in the Hall.
:t 1, attr:ntii.g atientsai iron; all over
:la eampii, ii aesount of it, beaute, of
are, color, and styk. Visitors are being
at hall) entertained by the matron, Mrs.
.sullivati, and th, girls, who are proud to
.how their -home- to an) a ho may a ish
:0 see it.
Tiw Hall, whisk has been dedicated to
Mrs Cols in alio has been the head of
the hi tors departlia rat tor many sears.
ruom, prosidnig acha- eleven,suit.
commodations na tour girls each, and
tao ruorii• nith pi.,r,i51.41 tor twu girl.
rach. 11,r suite, asaiost of a study hall
he predominating
and tau 14drrsrincolor throughout thr Hall is cream, and
the motion, 1, or «,barial Asks The
tilely balls oaalau lair d. sks, four colaand at at- ,unitortable wicker
nial hail
'Ili, bedroorn• contain
lounging hair

AMC( i
Doss Not Suit )u ('all girt

Bill Casey
II. Guarantees You Perk( t
Sattsfactioss

GET YOUR CLOTHES
CLEANED & PRESSED
VACATION

1

Craig the Tailor
11.
1 Day

as 1

i.r. r

al.:

I he basement contaars, besides the
COLVIN HALL
kitchen, electric refrigerator, sture-room,
, •Neptember 2i, 1930)
a rest room for the help, a kitchenette
t'a Vilallerl is fin- tor the use of the girls. It has closets.
a d..rua

colonial 1441.,
kilt), al, 82

lk

an

aarilioh,

i,nt. 4014/Ilia! chair, bulk -

and a ilresser.

bathroom, are of a green and
,ream color. Green marble sh.asers and
concrete fluor, have been installed.
The attic has a hard wood fluor and
The

Fresh hvety 11'eek!

iontallis trunk rack..

. kemp's
Mixed tits
n9c

The stairways haac cement steps and
concrete landings. The main Itioor is
the real beauty and pride of the Hall.
Tao hotly reception rooms in cream
at. panelling meet the t-)e first. They
arc furnished with cohitual furniture
and a floor cri.i-iing of Anglo-Persian
rugs. "the sun nal tat open- off from the
I tat lanai hall Oil 11111 ,Iale and the dining

Nichols Drtig- Store

r.

ihe Old Reliable
SOCONY MOBILGAS AND MOBILOIL MOTOR OILS
Dad Depended Upon Them—So Can You
Fire,t,rio• Tires and Socony - Vacuum Products

PAGE'S SERVICE STATION
oRisiN 1. PAGE, Prop
TELEPHONE 8485

75 MAIN STRFFT
Gait

Or.asIa

and Ts re

drawers, a sink, set tubs, hot and cold
water, and built-in :ream% boards.
The Hall is complete in every detail.
A telepheifir is to be installed within a
few days.
4 4ittl1 bUtlat Is to be held some esening seam, and srseral house parties are
being planned for.

THE PEANUT SCRAP

THE NEW CHAPEL
IL 1 ,

One)

tollovong years the quality ut
Wad11).
Hi'. iijisg 4bni.ii.f 414001 CIA s
the editorship ut James Edward
DeCource '34 two impurtant steps Were
taken in the held en college Journalism
at the University of Mantes In 1933 The
31 agme atIlprir was printed on news
print as it is in 10..)5, iid nut on glazed
or stint-glazed paper. This gave the
A truly professional appearanee.
Iii the

MAINE NIGHT ABOLISHED

the second innovation was. the weekle
broadcasts sponsureei by lime Maine CamL, B Z iii Bangor.
Maine Night has been abolished this iris user Station
year according to an announce-meta
At present rh. Aldine CalMt104 has
made by the Alumni Council Fececutise the largest ciri.ulation of any college
Committer as the result of a inecting hew -paper in New England, and the only
held on September .20. To supplant ow to sponsor a weekly radio broadcast.
Maine Night a Home Coming Day will
lofty >ears !lase brought many changes
be instituted on November 7. the day ut to the student publication at the Utuverthe Boacksin football game. The new site of Maine.
%% hat will the next flits
feature in the college year will be an
years bring?
alumni activity, and it 14 hoped that it
will continue to be held each year.
The decision to abandon Maine Night SUNDAY CHAPEL SERVICES
after thirty years was not quickly made.
(February 18, 1908)
The members of the executive commitThe first eit the Sunday sers ices to be
tee would have willingly continued the
iunctirai, had they been able to find a conducted at the University by the sty.atistactory solution. Moreover, they e-fa! religious denominations of this
believed that sonic opporthilay Should State was held iii the Chapel Feb. 9 and
be given the Alumni to discuss matters jedging from the appreciative audience,
of mutual interest with the faculty, and, these meetings will be successful and
perhaps, to renew old acquaintances. A popular.
committee, consisting of Arthur L.
Dean stevens presided, asssted by F.
Deering, '12, Orono, president of the C. Richardson 'id9 as leader of the music.
General Alumni Association, Robert R. For special music, Mr. Wittig played a
Drum/non, '05, head of the department v.ola solo.
of German. and Charles E. Crossland,
The alternoun address was given by
17, Alumni Secretary, has been appointRev. Carl F. Henry of the Bangor Unied to take charge of the affair.
versalist Church. Dr. Henry took for
As the committee has but recently
his text the teachings of Paul as found
been appointed, plans for the day are
in the second Corinthians and explained
still somewhat tentative. Chairman
the Creed of the Universalist denominaDeering has, however, intimated the nator's both regarding the. Divinity of
ture of the program. In the forenexm,
Christ and the interpretation of the
there will be a program lasting ahuut
au hour and a half, featuring the work
Dr. Washington Gladden of Columbus,
. Faculty members
of opt of the college,
oi all the colleges will be requested to be Ohio, gave the address last Sunday bein their offices at that time, so that the fore a large audience.
The University has secured an excelAlumni may find them easily.
At noon tin re will be a luncheilii fur lent list of speakers and it is hoped that
which those in charge are making un- theo- services a-ill be well attended bs.
the student body.
usually careful plans.

(October 8, 1931) •

(June I, 1901)

I , I 'it/1J)

Due ot time tek.re.e.st tuariac,J,

At last we are settled in our new cha- .-111 the C4fliIb4.A.C1.11 rod early Fricio
pel quarters. The nisi ehapcl in the old it!to,tull, NOVCIlltorr sucteenth. I 1„
nevelt had beeni anticipating Iiaa
14/41111 was held .lay 2u, at which De irs si
gitAl would toe their pleasure when b.
kernald gas,- a short address, 1.11
should cat their eprs on those tin.,
he mentioned the gloss th rat the
bushels ut peanuts winch they bad aut....
CX,rf I. isiLs 5101 c time lollt.gt: was founded. Like Amami ball gamut with die
staph,
tie Spoke 4.4 the hist chapel exercises
b. Iwo torstimen discovered
CSer held iti this institution, winch were tine sophomore manager had placed tb,,r
conducted iti A routti mu the buildmg lout. Now comes the tale 01 Ave. 1,,
tieen known as ‘0% hilt Hall, that now oc- tlie small hour- ut the morning, Litt e
envies tire present site id Wingate Hall. Mt, lieslinicit lined the huge Lag
Mat first exercise, held one June cueue)ed them to 4 sate hiding pia,
I nroug!rout I: riebi> torenoun, knows
mut-rung in Min, the student bode was
changed among t...
cumposed ut Niche sour% men and the glances vsere
raCUll) ttaiisisttd ot Dr. Fernald and the ireshinen class and small knots sai Is
tarin superintendent. Chapel exercises members Were It../ be btell CIAO,crSlIte;
were conducted in this building about a cautious manner, and yet the sopt..
taente-twu sears, and changed to Fer- Isaacs did not suspect. At one
nald Hall and later to Coburn Hall. Dr. the ireshinen assembled in class muctit,g,
Fernald spoke teelutgly ut the great bringing time peanuts irons their huts_
benefit these simple exercises had been place and, as nearly as possible, distels.
to the institution and how, in the dark them equalle anteing the members.
itass ut the earl) lustors of the college, were a lea quarts left, however,
in a bag a ere thrown from a us.lie had turned in his hours of discouragemilitia to the sunple morning service tor doss and acre immediately grabbed bs
iershanan. He started on the dead I aa
support and comfort.
WC the Beta house, but when near,:,
The next inurning the tirst eitapel a-as
there he was. attacked by two suplro
held in the new building. The seniors,
mores and then die scrap began. SCUI
robed in caps and gowns, headed the
ut both freshmen and sophomores cars,
student bode and marched into the new
pouring user the campus and soon tit,
chapel. Especial music was provided
burlap with A lea ptallUlS III It Was ,U, and alter the usual exercises Dr. Harris
r,:unded be at least a hundred struggling
gas.t: a brief address on the relation of
sophomores and freshmen. The scrap
the mur
g devutiunal services to the
lasted more than an hour and the crowd
progress of the institution and spoke
surged across the lawn on to the 141a
particularly oh the benefits of these extennis-court and finally' over the railroad
ercises on our every day life. On the
track into the bushes near the river.
es- cuing of May 24 the dedication of the
Apart frum the main struggle their
new building took place iit the chapel.
were- minor scraps where trestunan and
'there were addresses given by Dr. Harsophomore: were locked in a deadly
ris. Mr. Jones and General Runkle,
brace. Finally the scrap was declared
tteating of the influence of the building
otl and hands were counted on the buron the various departments of the collap winch was now nut much more than
lege. Mr. Junes spoke for the athletic
a string. The sophomores won and reinterests and General Runkle fur the
turned to the campus as victors, but the
military. The musical part of the profreshmen had most of the peanuts.
gram was also verb good and consisted
of an organ prelude by Prof. Harrington, a vocal solo by Mrs. Huddilston THE EXPERIMENT8S
)TATION
and several selections by Mr. Morton
and the Glee Club. Quite a large andThe lucimtioii of the new building to:
mince ss-as present and an enjoyable eve- the Experiment Station has been decid:s
im irillyga-as passed.
upon and the plans are now in the hal

"Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos -

(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

at contractors. 'the building will be
upon the &MUMMA: 111 the rear of Cubic ,
Hall, and a-ill occupy a very sightly ,
sition. The building is to be built
brick, mimed with brown sandst.
and will have a slate roof. The nis
part is to be thirty-nine feet by tweire,
six and a hail, and two stories in height,
%s oh an ell in the rear, twenty by twentyherr tett. It will contain upon the lower
floor the main laboratory in the rear, a
onall laboratory, a director's private laborators, a reading room, a furnace and
apparatus room. On the second floor
there will be in the rear an unfinished
room, in the main building the Station
office, a private ruunt for the use of the
director, a large sample and storage
room, and a rourn for general purposes.
Inv basement will contain a tool (00n1
and a workshop, an apparatus and unpacking loom, and a ruurn for the butlers, oh whisti there will be two, a large
trine

loi

healing purposes
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a gas machine.
this machine will be either a Springlichi
or Turrill. The basement will be contacted with the tirst floor by an elevator.
lIre basement floor will be paved with
hi a-k ; the other floors will be of ion
hard pine, and the interior finishing 01
puma, with a hard oil polish. The speca
lications call in general for the sania.
class of work as tor Coburn Hall. The
altioUtil in money avallable for the build
mg is six thousand dollars, but probabh
a little more will be needed to convict,
it
The furnishings a-ill be put in Irs
-is anal onitract taiilside oi the amount
mentioned. The reading room will tic
furnished with a large ammint of literature pertaining to station work. Book'
to the amount of fifteen hundred dollar,
base already been ordered. The. lahora
tory will be- fitted in the approved man
nen and prosided with the. latest apphances. There a-ill be six hoods for eull
%Tying away foul gases, and the Fialaric,
will be set on slate shelves restitig oll loss
brackets. Over seven hundred dollar worth of apparatus is tit OA' being in:
ported.
The plans arc from the office of the
well-known architect, E. E. Kidder.
which is a sufficient guarantee of they
excellence. The building will he a mode'
of neatness and convenience and an orn
ament to the college. The station force
is larger than ever, and is accomplishing
much work, while the plans for the future Cover a large field of labor. Two animals each, of the four breeds, jersey.
Holstein. Short-Horn and Ayrshire,
have been purchased and will be used by
the station for experimental purpose,.
Monthly bulletins are issued containing a
concise report of the work of the station
and are circulated among the fanners of
(
th
iio
e rs,ht
tatirt .er, flver ofir thousand are thus
monthly
That the station has been a great benefit to the State cannot be gainsaid, and
under the new and much more generous
management and otoplrt it cannot fail tri
be of great benefit to nur citizens of a9
One tor eiapotating ; and

ENERGY!"Caniers'energutog
t • is a great thing for one who is

HEALTHY NERVES!

act Isc." says Paul Thompson, eat the
chatutoon ChiCago Black
..1
Has ha h.. ks t,•..:,. •'When tired.
there'.on.(how I oil—a Camel!"

ht-n
Li.t
11.6-:.sle-a 4, ila111111011
heat h.., been run. I liKtit a Camel
and emov it to the lull, knowing that
Camels were, t-.

FLAVOR!Jack Shea, Olympi.
SiNI at'
,
Axel'

I

at .ith
,

I k
m.anal

-4. mud,1.44e aS
me I—m..1s ga-t tio• a.
wen: at ,liv
Ile
rcet

a Cal".14 SM.

VALUE!

• ...id

..„ •

amels sro,1ia i.•
,a
nerves. To roc,

•. 1.7

ry ar. rtant

fact that Cainen use tint t

I an just an interested winter spew
:
• ,; At,' Kent.-But I'm with Jack Shea and
Ras Stevens when It comes to smoking Camels! I 'get
a hit with a Camel' when I'm low and need cheenng
up, or when I'm tired. And the fact that tobaccos of
a choicer quality are used in Camels goes far to explain why Camels are so maid and pleasing, and never
iansik• my nerves. It means a lot to me that millions
Mal, srr spent for the robscers u,,e,A in 4.

classes.
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[HE NEW HEATING
PLANT
(October I. 1907)

co be heated . .ne high pressure'Mu
but the only houses which will be Parini tied a ith the plant unineeli.ftely will be
lilt Mt.
v 1 bull hulLsc rod Kappa
Sigma
eminier and probably the Beta A luta
nous.. "Ilan luic will got. 4 pressUrc Lot
ilLtuUt
pe.unds with it-dewing 1:111Cs at
each building whieti will 'maintain one
pound 01 st...3114 oil the buildings At all
the eundensation 'lowing by gra% it) to die pump loom wileie it will be
eli-etialged into the bullets by the two
i's mrtumiiigtunpuriipb.
11w high pressure
-tem will .clso turnish heat kir kookhg at the common- 411e1 tut expel
marital
ot k.

k oil the 411114.1 CM 4.U111144.1. 1U1 the
„ ,elitral beatnik; plant has progressed
y satistaCturily duritig the summer,
..i,rugh much I Mw has been lust h)
'
( enat:tiller. 1 he ji• hitt:Cis an
i, are the B. hi. Kimball Cu. ea
-ion, represented by 1A. 1. Brown.
,ontiactors it the power hum*: are
‘1. Bishop Cu. ul Boston. The
Chatinan Lu. base the e tiara. t
. . the mating and the 11. 1‘. Juluts
Vi.o.vilk Cu. are doing all the under aid conduit work.
It slack was built by the Kellogg
AN EDITORIAL
7,..t111 Ul New irk Cit. It is placed
t he -outhwest corner oi the pocket
(Cadet, Vol. II)
and Is one hundred feet high, built
I lie CUllstIllIt14.11 ut the. PUI.11311111g A"eta colored radial In wk.
*. ijtitii
been amended so that the
he power plant is near the southerly editors
of the t jill are hereattei to be
fialiic to the eanipu, on the opposite eheisen by
the tat Ult). 1 he first Board
ot the road, foril will face east and it Editors
with this is-tic makes its
The engaie room is 17 1-2 by 40 larewell and
leave, its readers to pass
1111 I wilt% the pump pit which has Judgment upon
the merit ot the work ac11,1(111, ut 17 1-2 feet by 8 feet. This ccanplished
by them. The labor has
ii
will remain unfinished this year Lieu at all link s
difficult and utgasiunal.1 Ill the exception of the pump room I) iiksome, and there has
not been at all
Ii will contain two Wirthington toms the hearty support
Li) the student
for pumping all the condelisaticai betty which is ileCessar)
to the Success
tIt- entire plant hack into the boiler, a/ such undeitakings as
this We hate
lie boiler room is 413 by 42 feet and the satisfaction of having
tried to do our
aecommudations for four boilers ea best and believe
we haye succeeded ii
horse power each. On account of
1114AUCing a Mier it Whith llo lrieiel 01
_el, of sufficient funds only three will be the college need be admined.
We wish
up this year.
those who take our places better success
lie proposed °cal pocket which call- and an easier tad: than has attended
us.
I. built this year will be 41 by 32
his is at the western end oi the
wet- house facing the Stillwater river.
CHANGE OF NAME
winter the coal will be carried on
(June I. 1904)
e.‘ ice across the Stillwater from the
....iroad. At a further date an overhead
1\ ith this ISstle the iiiunie of this pubai carrier will be built.
111.411011 IS changed to 7/i' Mani, CatilIn the boiler room a set of Fairbanks ri“. This change was thought :advisable
will be installed. These will be by the board of editor-, because there
..1-ed to keep record tit all fuel consumed are a number of college publications calle ,,ery 24 hours. By this nwans the coal ed Die eeimpus. Most of these come
of prey ious seasons can be trim Western colleges, to he sure, but
...nipared with the present. It is claimed there is one at least here in the East.
.,411 the central heating system will be a All of us surely widi the identity of the
(Oat as mg on fuel.
University of Maine to be preserved.
"I be heating scstern will consist of a whether it he in the scholarship of its
gli and low pressure system. The low student body. its at
or it- publicae -sure will utilize all the expanse when tions. The board has seriously considfte engines are installed and what neces- ered this matter, and decided Upon the
e, steam is needed to heat about eight change of name. They sincerely hop..
the large buildings. All other build- that it will be accentahle to both faculty
. - including the fraternity. houses are and students.

BLANKET TAX
(October 8, 1910)
At the student Chapel exercises
eke 1, the tudeiut boll) tl) aTue.kay, %Ott
01 Jeill) to II; adopted the -Blanket lax
v.liihi has het II so suc.e•stully tried out
at 1‘esley.iii And odic I it 011111/C111 c,jsu ciii CUlk:ges.
I he tax luakt.
alt *if
>cal upon the oumug own student, •wa
Ni upon the yucing ladies. Ibis iota,
Lilt 45 paused Cu'.et the blit"4.111AllUIL t.
adlIntsstun to all aithielic
the
coidests
AlU111111 tell, inembei ship to
the Athletic Association. total tor the
At thc saint* tittle at %hitt the tax wa,
passed, the iollowing resolution w-as car
tied. -A -indent not paying his or het
ssIllt Ilt shall be debarred 11'0111 411
snide-in atii1 it ors, 'Minding Class ottit.“
alga tolitests, atid his ol het i ianie shall
be posted on the bulletin board."
While at present it may lie some %tut
pie imiatuie to toretast the success ot tlw
law -.dirtily, it we view the matter Iron'
any standpoint it cannot help but work
out better than Mk old methods of meeting the current c.epenses ot the.various
college organizations in which all ought
to haYe a eumnion interest.

CAMPUS SOON TO BE ARMY
CAMP
(May 7, 1918)
The Illst quo.a of the draft men who
arc to be trained at the University ot
Maine this s1111111114:1- tt 111 af rive in OF0114.4
on or about June first. There will It
two hundred men in the lust quota and
iii each succeeding quota. Each group
will remain two months.
The men are sent directly here from
their dratt II.ard. and are selected from
those men whet have had experience in
inachine work iir hate natural Melinanot: along this line. They will be in
charge ot four regular army officers: a
Captain, two lieutenants, and medical
eaticer.
'the WWII will work eight hours a day
in the laboratories, with about one hour
of regular drill work. For instruction
wink they will be assigned as follows,
40 carpenter-, 40 electricians. 40 smiths.
40 upon general machine work. and -Ill
1110011 autome.ilide engine a- irk.
If is the desire of the national government to continue training Men here unit tlie end of the war.

SECTION C—PACE 5

ING.VIE AND IIIE (01.LEtiE
lontlnued 110111 page thrti:)

Ciluu this

new board dent:loped respouseta duties, including tlic construction ui
the lust 1/1.111(11114,3, thic 01111111111‘ ul WU(se it study, the scenting ut Int- lust instructors, and, iu briet, the inauguiating
tat the Carly policies arid methods co the
College.
It w A. In jading this tUndillticlital
ss C ept
e.t.a le th.tt Mr. 11 Mgalt
and I oUltd Judge:norm pioyed to Le
especially taluable.
In what,. yei ii i,utui.j to tim i,ui iii, the
stock, the buildings and in all iliattirs oh
gencial management, his eowisel was
,t1 gel) sought uiid With good re snits. rie
an especial interest in the buildiligs
and hence ill the planning and it. the construction 01 those elected dining his tithe:aid :Linnet:twit with the College., that
pieur to 1884, lie had much to do. 'then
substantial cliarACtel alkl adaptation to
purpose bear le:stinted') to the %Alm of
in, suggestions as Well as to the Wise
Ittrella.Ught 01 Ills assoc talcs.
III Itiattem s 01 general, I am suic
represent lion rightly III saying, that
while he Was 4:anthills, ht. Was still prow esblVe. and that cal all questions in regard to which definite knowledge and experience could not ser1c as guides, Ins
intuitions proved to be remaikably act- Ulan- arid safe to
Referring to his service in the board,
thin. I.)tub ti Oak, long officially aSSUelate-el with him in labor for the CUllUge,
it 111111 itm a publie address
given in 1888. -Mr. Vir'insate's pit setice
111 the 1/0ald was, trout first to last, an
element ot
Ils(111111USS... To
this estimate titan i-ti Ii a source, little
needs be added; Iron' it nothing can be
taken away. It will be accepted as expressing a fact and as showing his true
relation to the College Which he so faith 11111) sUpported and served.
It should he stated that during the sixteen ytans f his cinifintions membership
al the board, he wets chairman of the ex
eu utive conniiittee the larger part of the
time, and that when, iii 1879. Es
iii 4. hunt retired limn the. presidency
.4 the boatel. N1 r. Wingate was chosen
his sucCessor anit ser yell as its President
bir four years or until 1883.
It is hardly necessary to add that these
last years of service were alike creditable
to himself and valuable for the college.
It was a matter of regret to the oflicers

the CV10,c, Mott atmesi 111
third term oh appointumeit had (..4)11(4.
11e was t.0 longer cligdne tot I tappoint the III'
Ai 4t i oUmtot a statute limitation
VI age.
Lids brat sketch would be uwoniplete,
should 1 omit to state that it was a desire
let ...spivs. the appliiciatauti umm which Ins
set.% Ices to
t.takeIt OA IC held, which
pionipted his associate • to go., his liana
le, the III st 12eilagt hall that was eicett dr
Alia'.
•
hell a It a)tai
Minding know II a...‘1% iiigale itall had be vt,
to the gi ound, and, oil Its silt, the
us enginet t lag
,
-LI- 414 eulllillotli
had serlitAlli;1) mistmu trum its
ashes, it was only tittilig that the legend,
\Nr ingati, should Is. Alta.:heel to this
la a hall, and that thus his name should
be IA I pt. lItated, iii COIllieCtIon %Int that ot
tiK i. out gt, Li) Means ot this Inuit substaiitial and unduling structtue.
long /3 time College shall evlitillelc
a ',MI cc ut inspiration and helptiduess to
ilie young isien and die young wonual
who gather, trU111 )eal to )C411, M.1111111 Its
balls lof 1113I1Uet1011, so lung as It shall
C011(11101; a sun" Ce Ot satmstaitititi and pride
to the s aliens of the State, so Icing will
the new ‘1, uiigatc nail be a titling mono1111.111 10 the 1111:111Uly 01 011e tat the Mils(
di. sited among the earl) tounileis and
piennowis ta this institution.

CAMPUS COLUMN
'I lie Iiibi
ot humoi in the
I. iuuuiu, unilei a di Mille heading,
ic dr. under the eaptimi id 'It Is Said,ii the is.iic s 4.1 1420, UIld4:( the editorship
it
S Tolman. •Fhis l01U11111 curltinned 1111111 It was replaced in 1921 by
when Fieelerick
'11Ace 1 ou Noticed
Mar-ti ii 11.4. CAM(' editor. III 1423, •.t.:11111.;
tIe et dell the lattcr, and this ran intermittently until 19.X when Oceage Mahrin;t-> took over' the editorship, aid iii Ii
a iolUtilli entitle 1 -Read 'Ern
-1 his ii tutu was ictilaced
:aid 1\ cep
Is
and Chattel '• in 1931, whit hi was
unsue,essinl al141 iall only a short how
Thin taint the advent if thi Linton,
opirs,•• the lest klitia II 4.1 the humor
I luiinmums 1 hough fairly popIllar. this
and net
ii..11 arou-ed IIII1Ch
mg. and in 1034, when Button t • Mul
leo liceame. editor, ii was decided to ills (outline it, indefinitely. The pt esent
supplants
1,Ike
"Junin of ••.As
the "tinieipits,- and amis 11 I be less per
,onal than its predecessor.

THE
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
(January 21. 1908)
lu a

short time the University will
fret one more large, modern building.
which will contain tile classrooms, laboratories and Apparatus ot the Department
ut Agi 141110.11e. The sum of $50,00U
wfts applopsiated by the last legislature
tur its oalstitiction. It will be Situated
ot the CallIpLIS.
at thu ii
I-At:114(14ln, ten the IOUllthaticall Were
IlLitIc Lib( hall, but the layer of rock iWit
lat":1111 the •,UrtaCe delayed the work so
that the ;:onsti action had to be postponed
until next spring. Ile building which
will he the style of architecture ot the
Tilden pti RAI, Is to be a structure of
ce and a halt stories with a welllighted basement. The dimensions ut the
hall will be 03‘100 and the material is to
la: red brick, granite, composite stone
with a Slate 'roof, and finished inside
with oak,
the basement will contain an office, a
opt-rating room
ela,s loom and an an
tor the departtliellt ot veterinary sciences. Thete will also be in the basement
a laboratory for timber testing, a forestry !dotage romn, a dry kiln, labor-ate,ties arid apparatus rooms for soil physics
and chemistry and lot photography.
The first flow still hase the administhe 11111-ar a fire-proof
tration
%atilt, class ilk.111.• ton the agricultural
and biological chemistry, the rooms of
the este tisuill department and several
rooms for the stuely of amtnal industry.
lii the •eciiiiil story there w-ill be the
office arid il'llta11011, stor age and appalatirs
.1 the ekpaitinent eit ait(011"Int. 'nu fa' 11111 alSO be it IllUsellt11 tor
tat-Twin; implements, a bacteriological
two 1-04.111s of the fore.,
latOr.t11111
c department.
(hi the third ft tsr will be located the
quartet s it the horticultural bralICII,
...11s1S1111g (II class rooms, an office, a
lohorateiry. and a reit merator. Further mole, there will be it large teethi e hall
adjoining with li will be two drafting
rooms that will open unto the hall when
ilic partitions are rolled back. About 350
pc ?sons Can be seated in this room w hich
will lie used primarily fur farniers.
v,atherings.
By the erection of this building the
linpartment if Agriculture will be
first-class quarters. %bele the In'
-Ii titli or. telll lit Able 111 (10 touch better
work item undet the piesent conditions.

I give you the mildest, hest-tasting
smoke—because I am made of center
leaves only. The top leaves are unripe,
bitter, biting. The bottom leaves are
coarse, sandy, harsh. The center leaves
are the choke leaves. They are mildest,
mellowest, yet richest in fine tobacco
flavor. And I offer you the fragrant,
expensive center leaves exclusively. I
do not irritate your throat. That's why
I dare to say,"I'm your best friend."

the office of th
F. E. Ktdde;
naranter of the,
ig will he a moil,
tenet. and an ore
The station fore
I is aecomplishine
plans for the fir
of labor. Two at
ir breeds. Jersee.
and Ayrshire
id will be used by
mental purposes.
,stied containing a
nrk of the station
irr the farmer' if
bou,and are thuc

*en a creaf bent* fraineard, and
h more generous
.1 it cannot fail to
ur citizens of a!!

LUCKIES USE ONLY THE CENTER LEAVES

CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE
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MOUNT VERNON BURNED IN
MYSTERIOUS FIRE WITH
$13,000 LOSS

THE LAW SCHOOL
MEMORIAL DRIVE TO STAR!
APRIL 4
(October. 1898)
he U. cid M. Law School (*rued Oct(March 21, 1933)
ober 5th in the Exchange Building, Banhe Memorial Fund Cannuttee as pus(scpternber 28. 1933)
gor, where excelleot quarters have been ito,e that its objective will be reached
the rust tobacco adsertiscriolit
This is the beguunnig of this boomer of the way in which the Alums
that ea the Richmond straight Cut N.
ii,e ilestruetion of Mount Vernon by tilted up
I. warning cigar smoker- against the toe alai a property loss of $13.010 on new department ut the Cuisersiti arid are gespu.idimig to
approaches. The
wider its efficient dean, George E. Gard- t.urteeti member, oi this Lealilllittx retom imitations presalent.
the night ot June 14, marks the passing
ner, the LAW School will undoubtedly siding in and around Bangor, have each
A inaryelous Memory Discovery, ca the oldest aid historically most inna uteded want ill time State. 1 here ayeiaged WAN in personal subacriptill
%laid) unlike initial:II systems. reconi pea omit building on the L'uorrsity canihas been nu law school this side of bus Ilona, which are expected ill be materialsuggested
as.
wain
1
Mark
mended by
pus
ton.
') ae teased to the near future. This is
tor thoer wishing to make good rank!
Protessur George 1:.. Gardner is a my
I' IFC of uudetc mimed origin broke out
the typical spirit of the local Alunuu,
EdWas
the
achertisior
on
building
to
gluier
old
first
year
hundred
The
in the
toe of Massaelbueetb . and a graduate co and is signitiCant .4 every other old
iii
Dealer
a
yeas
Forwin Atwell in le& who
second night alter Commencement.
Amherst College in the t_lab of 1885. Maine loam
GrOCerlei. Fancy Goods and Firmly tunately, all of the freshman girls, 31 in He has been engaged iii successful praclonal efforts are being made to orMedicines.
number, who had been living in the old tice but weir' teaching, having taught
dur- 1.1a31, Ill MC 11 oficater High School, ganize user the enure United States.
homes
their
tor
it
le
had
dormitory
athertistanctits
Among the other new
le. nd the only personal arid more leCtiilly has been in charge ea -Pep- 'Iowner is on a trip at the present
were: Gillott's steel pens; several pho- ing the past weo
iii the tor were those the law department ni the Uniyersity to tone, organizing the Northeastern Atsustained
Sullisalis
losses
W.
tography studios;
lantic states, and -Phil- Hussey iS orthe maids.
111/114/15. He is the author of sescral
Stock of Genf- Furnishings and Hat, iii iit the cook aid
gainzing the state 44 Maine.
Glao,
entitled
'A
one
is
Crockery,
which
among
all the Nubby Styles;
Sigma Chi fraternity, upon reconitnen- books
The whole United States is divided
BILL CARlit ITHERS
Lamps of all kinds at Vose and Co.; and dation of Pre,-di it Boardman at the Review in Law arid Equity." He has
regions which are under the direcinto
'Lock
of
-American
and
the
to
patronage
contributed
ProPrietor
requests tor the
June meeting ot the board of trustees, also
tion ea a regional chairman. The re'Barge and Express te - ea, granted an option on the site of the English Encyclopedia oi Law."
Ben's
are divided into sections,
The rooms in the Exchange Building gionis, iii
tween Orono and the College."
builditly tor the construction of a new
lecture room, library headed by a chairman, who has assistoffices,
include
building
plans
for
definite
No
adyertise
house
to
Many clothiers continued
and reading room. 'the methods to be ants to du the actual soliciting. With
persistently during the last of the Nine- baye boron formulated as yet.
employed, in the school are latest and this typo of organization, work is superMt. 1 ernoti was constructed in 1833
ties. There were many haberdasheries
which
Farm
white
the
most approved. The case *stein, or the- vised and relayed back to the Central
iit
building
a
offering a large assortment oi Uktris,
study of actual cases, is considered bet- ocatimitter's office in Bangor. In this
oas deeded to iii,. State of Maine by the
umbrellas, shot-" arid gaitors.
books aid lecture way, accurate accounts of the progress
Orcee, in 1868. This deed placed ter than mere text
Charcufs Life Elixir" was ''a town 1,i
employed. The oi the dose are kept and any backward
be
will
and
methods
UII.It r •latt. supervision 370 acres of
marvelous Restorative." It ado:ruse:el
clto,te their en- region is notified at once.
will
instructor
dean
arid
beautitill country land on the banks of
nself as containing "all the vital prinOn March 9, the Portland Alumni
school.
the
to
time
Stilloater Boer, and 'cry ed as an tire
ciples of certain glands of the guinea the
held a meeting to discuss the
Association
ill
m
assist
vs
lecturers
tollowing
The
the
ine entice to the establishment of
pig. The people who are berietitted beMemorial Fund question arid organized
the instruction:
and
Agriculture
of
College
state
Nlaite,
it
gin in a tew minutes to feel well. as
Lectures will be delivered once a that section of the state. Atter Dr,
in the same year.
they had taken a little champagrie arid Mechanic Arts
week by Gen. Charles Hamlin on Bank- Little, Towner, and Sawyer had spoken,
ORONO, MAINE
The building oas first utilized as a
they keep on feeling so.'
ruptcy, and possibly on the Jurisdiction every man present signed up to be on the
aria , (battling place for those who were conof the Federal Courts; J %Age Wiswen lueat soliciting committee, haying one
J. H. Nash announced a livery
nrcIed with the college, and sheltered will deliver, 'sonic time during the Win- solicitor ior every five prospects.
prices,
low
at
teams
CLOTHING—HABERDASHERY—FOOTWEAR
sale stable. "Good
! m ato promintod individual,. 't he dwell- ter, a course on Evidence; Judge Emery
also a tine Barge fur use on all OCCA.
An intensive publicity campaign is be"For College Men"
to
family
from
ii
doss
passed
, mg was
will deliver a course in the spring on ing carried on among all Alumni. The
ons
family until the late 70's. In 1888 the
Roman Law, and Prof. Rogers of the idea is a progressive tine, the peak of
"Pilla Solvent: . . the only hair when'
V.
chapter •.f Q.
Tuxedos Sold and Rented — Also Full Dress
leased the University will lecture once a week dur- publicity to be reached April 12. NewsT.
-"me
knewii . . permaiirial) dissolves Superalsobuilding and occupied it for eleven
ing the tall on The History of Law, and papers, containing news of the drive, are
tious Hair" . aopeared in 189',
years, %%heti it lac arm the Omega Mu
A Complete Line Ot
twice a week during the winter on Con- sent to alumni all over the country. CirEstate and
Real
Sons,
arid
John Kimball
this
With
Phi Gamma Delta.
and chapter
, N. w. Bond,
Southard of the cular letters and weekly bulletins are
C.
L.
Law.
stitutional
StoSe
Wear Accessories
Formal
Inisuratice
change cam. aloe a change in living
U. also being mailed regularly, outlining the
'linissare; Hooper the Tailor, Foreign quarters, and the old White house was Suffolk. Mass., bar, a graduate of the
of M. will probably. le c lure on Medico- progress of the work,
and Domestic Woolens" ..
I vacated once more.
GORDON HOSIERY FOR WOMEN
Legal Relations. At the request of the
lhe real appeal is being made upon
Service and Chili, n
The first over-night cabin was adverDr. Harris, at that time president of trustees five reply -entative lawyers will
the basis of actual sacrifice, for all the
toed in 1907. Spring fishing arid sum- the University, redesigned the old home- act as advisory board of control. These money in the world could not put up a
79c — 2 Pair for $1.50
met- outing was advocated at Debseotitag stead. and himself directed the work of are ex-Gov. Henry B. Cleaves of Port- building good enough for those forty-one
touting Lanipos. Ihe possibilities were tran,forniing it into a women's dormi- land, Judge A. P.
and Judge non. 'Give until it hurts," is the sloGoldsmith's Have Catered to U. of M. Men
trout, pickerel and landlocked salnioti tory-, for which it was used until its de- W. H. Fogler of the Supreme Count, gan.
And Women For Nearly A Quarter
fishing, also bathing and mountain climb- I struction last June.
Gen. Chas. Hamlin, reporter of decisionThe chairman for the committee for
the camps contained Thoreau"
mg
fur the Supreme Court, and Hon. Her- Penobscot County is "Hod" Hilton '05;
Of A Century
-Ktaailin." good beds and brie spruo
bert M. Heath of Augusta.
and an intensive subscription drive is beDEDICATION OF NEW GYM
water.
There will be two classes. Those be- ing made, so as to make this county the
TO BE A FEATURE OF
the study of law will constitute leader throughout the campaign.
ginning
Beistor,
in
Hotel
Square
the Cuplev
COMMENCEMENT
the junior class, and those whci have preannounced obeli to be the University cii
viously studied law will form the senior
Maine Headquarters tor week-end trips.
(Ma)' 18. 1933)
class. About thirty have registered and
•
•.0E..•••••••••• ••.....•••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••.•IrgiN
•
•••••••••••••,.....••••••••••••••••••••••••.4••••••••••••••....-••••••v....a•••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••.••
aa'—'.—.•
'The Thistle,- in the early nineteen
Dedication or the Alumni Memorial the prospects of the school are bright.
hundreds was operated by Miss Weed tow nearing completion, is to be a featThere will be fourteen hours a week :A>
and Miss Rackliff over Benoit's. 'they ure oi the Alumni Day program June 10, of regular class-room woirk, with a r:
offered afternoon tea for twenty -hive according to Edward H. Kelley, '90, mock court every Friday afternoon, beCents as well as stylographic Pens. Val ctairtnan of the coniniencement commit- ginning •`e;civ. 4, in which will he tried ,
entities, Salads. Iludgett's was the head- tee. This memorial is a gift to the Uni- cases taken from the records of the Suquarters for the kind of Clothes that versity of .Aluinni, faculty, and friends preme Court, with members of the PeYoung Nlen like to wear. "You couldn't iti honor ea Um% er soy ot Maine alumni nobscot
bar as judges and students as
hoe a King but you can live a Mon- and former students who died in the cestinsel and jury- men. These trial: will
arch- was the slogan of the Monarch ,ervice oi their country in the World g.ve the students valuable practical exTypewriter Co.
War and the Spanish War.
perience in arguing questions of the law
The 13owdion College and Harvard
.k special committee has been appoint- and iact. The trial will occupy the time
Unisersit) 'acre advertising their Medi ed to prepare an elaborate dedication from 2:30 to 4:30.
•
cal Colleges. Or. Holt, dentist, tenac- piogram. Harry D Watson, '18, of
iously adhered to his statement, -B4.,),s, coon° is chairtnan of the commit',
Keep teeth Clean!"
with other members as follow,: C. P
1
Pies two to and after 1910, many Crowell. '98; I.. P. Stewart, '15: J. H
arnall spaced alvertisements are tound Magee. '17, Kenneth Wooster. '19; E.
Irvin Clothiers, Billiard and Pool Rooms, li. Kelley. 'lei; and A L Deering, '12.
-otill 10.
PROGRAMS,MENUS AND
Tim, the Barber, Imperial Student
The memorial consists of two WiltS —
Lamps, katinia cigarettes arid the like.
INVITATIONS
Field :armory which was
In 1917, Park's Variety in Chow an- the indoor
Our Sot:soak
192t, and the gymnasium
t:cooked the ir 'ye ry- up- to-date Le Wing erected in
is to tit
upied prior to comLibrary." The Old Town Bowling .al - whieh
Ito s welcomed student to "the best bit mencement.
'The decision ti proceed with the centMcPHEE and FERNANDEZ
bard parlor• in New England." Gold
smith's Bros. adsertised the Old I own oruction of some type of memorial was
\INF.
OLD
%hen the General Alumni
tuggers shop tor gentlemen. I he Oro- made in
Creators 14 Pioiective I. .t u .'
no Thi-atre. was the Orono Amusement \este-4'10n, under the presidency sit Allen W. Stephens, '99. voted to memorCompaio
ialize the soldier dead. 1)r Clarence'
Potash domed 'what can be domook Little, then piesident of the Una %sub sviampy lands."
Sit oty, aa, insttlilinent.il in the organWOOL' I WE't SIR' 'NO
or IS MY LADY .0. tr Is PAY
'Smoke ot the Active. Bull latir - iz at aci and tory% aiding of this project.
PEACE. 50 SWEET TO REST'
LOVE! 0, THAT SHE KNEW
DRAMA a..* A rRECIATION
WILL I TO MY
HENCE
SHE wERE'SHE SPEAKS,
ham s, koll pair owti I -BIJOU was the ssoth William
Sawyer, '01, of
GHOSTLY FATHER'S CELL,
NOW I WILL. GIVE YOU A
YET SHE SAYS NOTHING
haute ot high class Vaudeville. 1440 Bangor as chairman it the first Memor1415 HELP
TASTY EI.T Of ROMEO AND
WHAT OF THAT' HER EYE
HELP./
DISCOURSES, I WILL
JULIET IN TRULV DRAMATIC
AS a constant contritantit to the Col- ial Fund Committee
4
IT
ANSINER
‘,
TYLE
Unin• tin %catch ti pairing. The Divinity
'I
Indimir held, vshicli was \.0111/11et
:school at Hai yard Unis en soy •tated t'd in
ve.i•, at the time of its ere,
they had LIIIM:t tar an Um% er-as pi
11011, the largest inn the countrs and ci
kites
such adyertioanents ku1111111101 „hid h i, ha. I. tilAr the •econel largest.
until the thirtice.
1 there being one' at the Univertio
7., 55
1
In 1931, W A Nloshet Cu. was the . Idle hut arm oho. Ii is repotted to he tw ,
o."
t'i longer
-headquarters tor must t ver)thing:
"atm .1.1.
WUrt i Alltd Uthili to
hi 19_14 and I9..N additional tuol
inspect thtir VI...11,4a tricorns sanitary. welt' raised %miler the chairmanship , •
waterproot slippers "could be attained at Arthur I. Deering. '12, of Orono, now
the Litieet•its Pliaimaio tor those hay - preodetit
the n krieral .klunini As- ,
mg Athlete's Foot 1 he Bacon Pr ttttt rig elation, and last tall a contract was
Garman) were ai et:pubic dance pro- for the Cr,.. tl ci ot the gymnasium
I
gram printers. 1 he Greyhound Bus
The gyninasium which is now under
MILD
IS
ALBERT
Service, Tufts Dental College, Craig the cotistructioni will tor
WORLD'S FAVORITE
PRINCE
"THE
TOBACCO APPRECIATION
the present. in adAND MELLOW 1 "
PIPE SMOKE"
Tailor. and Lewis Libby D D. S. were dition to fulfilling the'
needs of the UniYES.SIR - RINCE ALBERT'S
TWO OUNCES IN EVERY TIN"
among the other advertisers. Freezes versity for
"NEVER BITES THE TONGUE"
phy-sical training and athletic
GOT EVERYTHING -COOLNESS- 'ITS CRIMP CUTShops contained the largest iso purpo,es. also be suitable for
—
MILDNESS
"JUST TOP-QUALITY TOBACCO*
such social
LASTS MUCH LONGER"
AND MAN. WHAT
sortment east of Boston.
tinili tions
as &ince., banquete, and for
FLAVOR.'
From 1933 through the present time. assembliee. The halcontee have a scat.""
the largest spaces are consumed by the tig capacity for nearly 1.100. with indiv-1.1-U-to•
enormous advertisements of the three idual chairs, and this capacity can be
rival cigarette companies. Canuls, che, ere ails incro ascot by placing chairs or
,leacher* on the main gymnasium floor.
ha-fields and Lte ky Strikes. This show•. '
CRIMP CUT
ta :11
therefore. that Ladle.; Gaiters are no
The exact details of the di &cation
Sk.115o•5 Peel AND
jti
longer in demand as they were fifty ceremonies have not yet been announced,
?<Mace n
CIO
years ago. Life Elixir's have been ex- but it has been decided that this
event
tinct for years. (liquid Club and Par' will take place Saturday
afternoon.
-ker Duofold rank among the modern ne- June 10. at 3:30 o'clock, at
which time
cessities. arid Shand'e Perfumed Chalk distinguiehed University and state
NATIONAL
THE
officis no homer on the market.
JOY SMOKE!
ial, wall be Medal to participate.
FINANCES and ADVEJITISEM EN Is
(Continued from Page One)
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